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INTRODUCTION 
Mazharul Haq was a dozen among the -freedom fighters o-f the 
early twentieth century. He was among the -founding -fathers o-f the 
new national trends which became the hallmark of the new 
traditions and dimensions which the movement assumed during this 
period. It was misnumour to dub him a regional national leader of 
Bihar. Infact he' belonged to the whole of the country and had 
very cosmopolitan arid liberal outlook. He adhered to the ideals 
of peaceful struggle and passive resistance through the technique 
of satyagraha in the achievement of national goal of securing 
Home Rule and larger and larger participation of Indian in the 
political , social and Economic sphere in the country. 
He was among the front rankers in the national conflict 
against the British colonialisation and was a true devotee of the 
ideals of Peaceful but determined struggle to achieve Home Rule 
autonomy and the larger demand of the self rule by the Indians. 
Mazharul Haq though he was a close associate of Mahatma 
Gandhi and all the national concept and endeavour and fought 
shoulder to shoulder with him in the larger interest of the 
country's self rule and removing the vestiges of colonial 
domination and exploitation yet he was never oblivious of urges of 
his community and the dictates of his conscience to sponsor the 
cause of pan-Islamic movement and the value of Islam to give a 
benign guidance to the Islamic people all over the world. The 
problem that he faced were indeed of great intensity and gravity 
but he like other prominent muslim awaken the Muslim community 
from the slumber of ages and awaken among them a sense of 
confidence , self importance and utility to serve the community 
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and country . He knew that the muslims will be greatly 
instrumental in -forming a part of national movement, which would 
pull its energies the highest ideal in cohesion and solidarity 
with other communities in the national unity -forged ahead by his 
persistence ef-forts bore fruits in the succeeding ages. His 
•examples was followed by other great Muslims leaders like haulana 
Abul Kalam Azad and they all had drawn the muslims from the 
closets and brought them in the open to make their mark felt on 
canvas of national movement. In this way the muslims too became 
the part and the parcel of the national potential and the 
national movement". In this way both the major communities Hindu 
and Muslim contributed enormously towards the achievement of the 
goal . 
The Pan-Islamic movement of which Mazharul Haq became a 
philosopher and guide, was channelised by him and by Muhammad Ali 
and Abul Kalam Azad towards spirited endeavour by the muslims in 
opposition to by the British colonial and were dominated by the 
western European powers. It was directed not only to emancipate 
India but the whole Asia and Africa from the clutches of the 
western colonialism and towards the more fundamental ideals of 
making the religion and politics as two facts of the same 
reality. Mahatma (^ andhi was too, conscious of this significant of 
Pan-Islamic and Khilafat movement and therefore he came out to 
support this movement without stretched hands. 
Work on Mazharul Haq has been scarcely attempted . A short 
handiwork by Prof. Qeyamuddin Ahmad gives a brilliant analysis 
of his life and work in a short resume. This work has to be 
elaborated upon and extended with reference to 
Ill 
-the untapped source materials and discovery of documents papers, 
manuals and documents discovered from archieves and private 
collection and to be processed , classified interpreted and 
utilised in their proper perspectives other* work, on the subject 
Ayde's works, The message o-f Ashiana and Maul ana Mazharul Haque 
which provide significant glimpses and spread work for the future 
historians on the subject. 
The generation of Mazharul Haq was imbued with high idealism 
in national work and for the service of the motherland and they 
were committed to achieve Hindu-Muslim unity and social uplift of 
the masses. motives of philanthropic moves and extricating the 
common people from want, fear, demoralization, lethargy and 
despondency were some of the driving forces which promoted them 
to dedicate their life to serve the best interest of the people 
of India and Mazharul Haq takes the position of prominence in the 
galaxy of such outstanding personalities of India. 
The period , of Mazharul Haq covers an important phase of 
modern Indian History that cavers a very crucial period. During 
this period due to the energetic efforts of Sir Syed Ahmad Khan 
muslims had adopted western learning and acquisition of english 
language and the education on science and technology the English 
educated muslim intel1igensia had become mature enough to 
distinguish between right and wrong and the policy pursued by the 
British government in India. 
After the revolt of 1857 many political organisations were 
founded and sprang upto prominence. These served to rekindle new 
hopes and activity among the general masses and that finally led 
to the foundation of the Indian National Congress in 1885. To 
1 V 
check the growing popularity of the Congress among the masses the 
british Government followed the policy to divide and rule and 
proposed a parallel organisation similar to that of the 
Congress and ultimately succeeded in the formation of the All 
India Muslim League in 1906. 
From 1906 Mazharul Haq played a very important role in the 
National Movement. It was he with the co-operation of Hasan Imam 
and others founded^ the all India Muslim League prototype. 
The present study is divided into six chapters: the first 
chapter deals with political biography of Mazharul Haq and many 
other aspects which could not be dealt with or described 
elsewhere like the communal el ectoratcss, Separation of Bihar from 
Bengal, Champa^ran movement, Hindu-Muslim unity and presidential 
address etc. 
In the second chapter ,Kanpur Machhli Bazar Mosque Case an 
attempt has been made to make a detailed study of the case and 
the speci-al emphasis on Mazharul Haq who had worked there as a 
defence lawyer of the case. During this period Mazharul Haq came 
into close association with many prominent leaders of the day and 
got popularity all over India. 
In the third chapter the Pan-Islamic Movement I have made 
an attempt to discuss the background of the movement and its 
impact on the Indian Muslims but a special emphasis has been made 
to discuss the role played by Mazharul Haq and his association 
with the young Turks and the paper Jehan-e-Islam later it was 
declared a seditious paper and its entry in India was prohibited. 
In the fourth chapter, Home Rule Movement with its 
background and impact on the national movement has been studied 
at length. But in this chapter emphasis has been laid on the 
participation of Mazharul Haq in the (novement, covering 
suf-ficiently other leaders o-f Bihar in the national movement. The 
organisati'tan of Home rule league branch and numerous meetings at 
different places in Bihar attended , addressed in detail. Even 
the shahabad communal frenzy on the Bakrid Festival which had 
effected the goverment and fomented turmoil in the political life 
of the region are related at length as these had stirred his 
political life. 
In the fifth chapter discussion ensues on the Anti-Rawlatt 
Act agitation. In this chapter an attempt has been made to discuss 
the Anti-Rawlatt Act agitation, its background and its reaction on 
the masses.Even the different views of the prominent leaders on 
this Act are discussed, but especial emphasis has been laid on 
the role played by Mazharul Haq in organising many protest 
meetings in Bihar against this Act. 
In the last chapter, Khilafat and the Non -cooperation 
Movements , have been attempted with a view to discussing the 
Khilafat institution and the position of Khalifa in the muslim 
world in necessary details. It was a period when the two great 
communities of India viz Hindus and Muslims united on the one 
platform to fight against the British imperialism . 
Mazharul Haq during this period was very active in 
organising different meetings at many places and delivered many 
spirited speeches on the Khilafat question and he always talked 
about the Hindu- Muslim unity as he felt that without it no 
progress can possibly be made. 
The present study is a modest attempt at presenting an 
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objective and rational analysis oi the work and mission o-f 
Mazharul Haq towards the realisation o-f noble ideals set by him 
and the great example of service and sacrifice devotion and 
dedication,consecration and determination to pursue the national 
objectives without fear or favour , reward or condemnation and 
in response to the higher urges of human conscience . 
CHAPTER I 
MAZHARUL HAQ : A POLITICAL PROFILE 
In the history of Bihar, nay of the whole of the entire country, 
few individuals have set an example of high ideals, altruistic 
motives, pure morality, high sense of- public service, consummate 
guidance of religious, sectarian, communal harmony and social 
homogeneity and cohesion that this great soul from the vicinity 
of Patna named Mazharul Haq. 
Mazharul Haq was a noble soul and a true nationalist,a man of 
generous and philanthropic character a vigorous orator and a 
.writer with a sense of social importance of his mission and an 
advocate of Hindu - Muslim unity and a guide of the nation.He was 
born on ' December 22, 1866 in an affluent middle class family at 
Bahpura, a village, twenty five kilometers west of Patna. He was 
the only son of Shaikh Ahmadullah, a zamindar and a respectable 
2 
person of that locality. His grandfather,Maulvi Shaukat Ali Khan 
was a Deputy Col lector,serving under the British Government, who 
had supervised the work of permanent settlement in several 
districts in Bihar. The family originally hailed from Daudnagar 
4 
in Lalganj police station,Muzaffarpur. 
His grandfather Shaukat Ali was married at Bahpura and the 
family shifted to and settled there and earned a great 
5 
reputation and popularity over there. Mazharul Haq received his 
1. Political Department Special Section, Confidential File 
No.729, 1915.(BSA) 
2. Ayde, Shivaji Rao, The Message of Ashi ana, Mazharul Haq 
Memorial Board, (Chapra, Bihar, 1962),p.5. 
3. ibid, P.4. 
4. i bid. 
5. Ahmad, Qeyamuddin, Mazharul Hague, Publication Division, 
Government of India, (New Delhi,1976), p-5. See also Ayde, Shivaj: 
Rao, Maul ana Mazharul Hague. Secretariat Press, <Patna, 1976), 
p.z'. 
early education at home in Arabic and Persian under the able 
guidance of Maulvi Sajjad Hussain and thereafter he was admitted 
to a school where he passed Vernacular(Middle) examination in 
1874.^ 
Then he was admitted to Patna collegiate school where he 
studied upto matriculation and passed the matriculation 
7 
examination in 1886 at the age of twenty years .At Patna he 
g 
continued his study from Intermediate. But in the mean time due 
to the differences with a teacher he had to leave the school On 
August 3. 1887,nazharul Haq reached Lucknow where he got a rented 
house<Rs 4 per month) and took his admission in Canning College 
9 
on August 5,1887. In Lucknow he came into close contact with 
Maulvi Ahmad Ali,the editor of the paper of Azad, In Lucknow 
Mazharul Haq had 26 or 27 class mates, and three English 
professors and one Bengali professor.Mazharul Haq before his 
admission in Lucknow, was passing a luxurious student life, but 
now he felt strain on his mind and whatever he received from 
his parent was insufficient to maintain his daily - requirements 
and even he was compelled to go hungry for some days. He once 
6. ibid, p.6 
7. Sinha, Sachchidanand,Some Emi nent Behar Contemporari es. 
(Patna, 1944), p.76. 
8. Pol.Dept.Spl. Section, Conf. File no. 729, 1915, (BSA) 
9. Kidwai, Sidiqur Rahman, (ed.), Makatib — e - Maulana Mazharul 
Hague. (Delhi, 1965), pp.15-16 
10. ibid, p.23. 
wrote to his father with anger that:-
"Sir you write that I should some how manage my expenses. 
Is it Patna or Bahpura? I have already -forgone my meals 
twice, hoping that the stipend would come. I suggest 
that I should get my name cancelled from the school, and 
start in the direction that comes to my mind". 
In the meantime he received a moneyorder of Rs. 20/-
and became ashamed on his letter and wrote to his father 
12 
once again for for apology. According to some letter It seems 
that his father was very strict on the matter of his expenses 
when he was in Lucknow.In Lucknow Mazharul Haq became very 
ambitious to continue his studies in England,and that gradually 
became his burning desire by May 1888. He left Lucknow and wrote 
a letter to his father from Mughalsarai that: 
"Now my heart won't be at rest unless I go to England. 
If you have the slightest love for me you would deposite 
the money." 
From Mughalsarai Mazharul Haq left for Bombay and from there he 
wrote a letter ' I am going to Aden ' After receiving my telegram 
from'Jedda ' kindly send me Rs. 2000/- ( Two Thousand ) . Early in 
July 1888 he reached Aden'and from there he wrote to his father 
for money. Anyhow he managed to proceed from there on 
August 28,1888 and on September 15, 1888 he reached London, where 
he stayed with Ali Imam of Patna even he borrowed some money from 
him to, purchased necessary items. In October he shifted to 
another house.In November he took his admission in Middl* 
Temyal^^ 
11. ibid, p.29. 
12. ibid, p.30 
13. ibid, p.45 
14. ibid, p.65 
In London Mazharul Haq was inspired and pleased with the English 
education and English way of li-fe. 
Mazharul Haq was keenly interested in Bar-at-Law,and that was 
the only target -for which he left India.He laboured hard from 
10 a.m. to 2 a.m.(night) daily to get. more and more knowledge in 
his subject. In London he had close association with All 
Imam,Hasan Imam and Sulaiman. Even he used to go to Hasan Imam 
twice a week, on Mondays and Thursdays to learn English from 
with an English man. Mazharul Haq, from the very beginning, was 
keenly interested to learn English with full profeciency. After 
some time he wrote a letter to his father that: 
"Speaking urdu here is extremely harmful .for us. We 
don't get to learn English because of it." 
Mazharul Haq,slowly and gradually, with his own effort 
started to write and speak English.Being a God fearing and pious 
man he was extremely cautious to do good to all as he once wrote 
to his father, that: 
"Here, I determinedly keep my distance from things 
prohibited by Shariah. And any aberration in my belief 
can be possible only on dooms day." 
In London ,when he was a student, once he thought. during 
his study period to get practical experience by making practice 
15. ibid, pp.75-76. 
16. ibid, p.59. 
17. ibid, p.87. 
18. ibid, p.103. 
with a Senior Barrister but due to extra burden on his purse he 
had to leave his desire unfulfilled. During his stay in London he 
was very regular in writing letters to his father, which show 
that he-was very curious about his future prospects. At last his 
true labour became fruitful and in April 1891, he completed his 
study in Law , obtaining the degree of Bar - at - law and his 
19 
name was enlisted in June (1891) among Barristers. On June 12, 
1891 he left for Hindustan. From that time he started a new life 
full of Love, Politics and Sacrifice for the nation. 
Mazharul Haq since his student life was very active in 
political affairs and he founded an association, Anjuman — i -
Islamia to promote the general interests of the Indian Muslims 
20 
studying in England. The Anjuoian was not a sectarian 
organization. Sachchidanand, a contemporary of Mazharul Haq in 
England used to attend the Anjuman's meetings. He observed that " 
though ostensibly organized for Muslims, was for years a favorite 
21 
meeting place of Muslims and non - Muslims Indians" . Mazharul 
Haq served as its first Secretary. "^ ^ after his return to India he 
was called to the Bar in July 1891 and was enrolled as 
19. ibid,, p.257 
20. Sinha, Behar Contemporaries, pp.76-77 
21. ibid, 
22. Qeyamuddin, Mazharul Hague, p. 7 
213 
an Advocate of the Calcutta High court.^ 
The very next year he was married with Gauthia Begum, 
daughter of Hafiz Abdul Samad, she died childless in 1902 and Haq 
again married with a relative, Kishwar Jehan. After the birth o-f 
24 two sons Hasan and Hussain she died in 1912. It was of course 
very unfortunate to have lost both his wives so early. It was 
perhaps to take care properly of his sons Haq decided to remarry 
in 1917 and he did his marriage with Munira Begum a niece of 
25 Badruddin Tyabji. This marriage at the age of 50 years was 
bitterly criticised by the Rataliputra(Bankipur) as 
26 
"Voluptuousness" 
Mazharul Haq, hardly practised for six months at Patna when 
he was appointed by Sir William Barkett as a Munsif in U.P. 
Judicial Service in 1892. ^ But the service under foreign 
government did not suit his temperament and he felt humiliated at 
the behavior of his officer, and ultimately he resigned in april 
1896.'^ In 1897, he was once again appointed as a Munsif at 
23. Pol. Dept. Spl.Section. Conf. File.No. 295, 1914 (BSA) , 
But according to the report prepared by the government of 
Bihar, Mazharul Haq after his arrival in India, he 
set up his practice as a Barrister at Chapra see 
Pol. Dept. Spl. section, Conf. file. No. 729, 1915 
(BSA) 
24. Qeyamuddin, Mazharul Hague, p.8. 
25. Ibid, 
26. Fataliputra, August 18, 1917 in report on Vernacular news 
paper (B&O) 
27. Ayde, Message of Ashiana, P,6. see also Sinha Behar 
Contemporaries, P.77. 
28. ibid, see also Qeyamuddin.Mazharul Hague. P. 8. 
29 
Chapra, but within six months he resigned from the post and 
resumed his practice at the Bar, and proved himself as "a sound 
30 
and capable criminal Lawyer" at Chapra."^ 
During the great famine of 1897 he organized a relief work 
followed by a Charitable Relief Fund of which he acted as a 
Secretary."^ In 1903 he was unanimously elected as a Vice -
Chairman of the Chapra Municipality, while the post of chairman 
32 
was usually held by the collectors. Sachchidanand Sinha writes, 
that "during the three years of his tenure of office. Cas vice — 
chairman] he completely overhauled the municipal administration, 
33 
and considerably improved its financial condition" In 1906 at 
Calcutta session of the Indian National Congress, Mazharul Haq 
34 
attended its session. 
In 1906 the neutral muslim intelligentsia decided to form a 
muslim political organization parallel to that of the Congress 
but indifferent in its nature, and a meeting was called at Dacca 
for the same purpose. Mazharul Haq saw a great harm to the nation 
that was likely to result from the association with the 
objectives other than Congress" The Private secretary of Nawab 
29. Pol. Dept. Spl,Section Conf.File No. 729, 1915 (BSA) 
30. Pol. Dept. Spl. section Conf. File No. 295,1914 (BSA) 
31. Ayde, Message of Ashi ana. P.7. 
32. ibid, see also Qeyamuddin, Mazharul Hague, p.8 
33. Sinha, Behar Contemporari es, p.77 
34. Majumdar, B.B S< Mazumdar, B.P,, Congress and Congressmen in 
the Pre - Gandhian era 1885 - 1917(Calcutta.1967).pp.89-90. 
35. Sinha.Behar Contemporari es , p.78. 
8 
Salimullah had stated that the muslim political association was 
to be -found to oppose the Congress, but it was Mazharul Haq, 
Viqar - ul - Mulk and some other sincere leaders who opposed that 
suggestion proposed earlier and that was modified. 
Sachchidanand writes, Mazharul Haq along Hasan Imam went to Dacca 
and these two persons succeeded in their mission wholly dif-ferent 
37 from those originally proposed, and in its place the All India 
38 Muslim League was -formed on December 30, 1906. The prominent 
leaders who played a very important role in creation of this 
organization were, Viqarul Mulk Nawab Salimullah, Muhammad Ali 
and others, with three objectives;to foster a sense of loyalty to 
the British Government among the Muslims of India, to look after 
the political interests of Indian Muslims, and to bring about 
better understanding between the Muslims and the other 
... 39 
communities. 
Mazharul Haq became one of the founder secretaries of the Muslim 
40 League and he also organised a branch of the League 
41 
in Bihar on March 1908 and acted as the provincial secretaries. 
The formation of League and to strengthening the league by an 
attempt to open the branches of the League in different part of 
the country in early 1907 became a subject to inflammatory 
36. Muhammad,S.Successors of Sir Syed Ahmad Khan,(Delhi.1981). 
37. Si nha, Behar Con temp or a n es. p . 78 
38. Khal id,B.Sayeed.FlaJ_i_stan The Formative Phase. 1857-1948 
,(OUP,1968),p.30. 
39. Rajput.A.B.Musiim 1eaque yesterday and today(Lahore.1948) 
pp.1920. 
40. Qeyamuddi n.Manharul Hague.p.10. 
41. Pol.Dept.Spl.Secti on.Conf.Fi1e.No.729,1915(BSA) 
criticism and comment by the Bangalee and its editor, 
Surendranath Eanerjea and their supporters. Banerjea remarked the 
work of the League was an attempt " to cause a rupture between 
• ^ 
42 Hindus and Muslims" The Bengalee and many other newspaper of 
Calcutta were using provocative language against the League and 
its leaders. Commenting on the foundation of Benaras League 
presided over by prince Mirza Akbar Bakht of the Mughal royal 
family of Delhi who was a pensioner of the Government. Bengalee 
alleged that " the League and its branches were engineered mostly 
by Government pensioners or gentlemen who are compelling to 
solicit Government assistance in their , family or pecuniary 
43 difficulties". The newspaper further charged that the League 
and its branches did not represent the opinions and sentiments of 
44 the "independent section" of the Muslims. These baseless and 
ill allegation and insinuations of the Hindu based press and its 
leaders were strongly refuted by the various eminent members of 
the League. Salimullah called it a "false and mischievous" 
Mazharul Haq called them as the outcome of "either blind 
prejudice or deliberate misrepresentation" He further alleged 
45 them that they were trying "to kill the infant in its cradle" 
42. Rehman, Moti ur.From Consultation To Confrontation. p.46 
<London 1970). 
43. ibid p.47.S^e also. Wasti,S.RazI,Lord Minto and the Indian 




'Early in 1908 Manharul Haq shi-fted at Patna because 
his talent and political activities was hc^mpering in a small 
place lit-e Chapra. On March 16, 1908 in a large meeting under 
Sar-faraz Hussain Than, All Imam and Mazharul Haq were elected the 
p)resident and secretary ' respectively of the Bihar provincial 
47 
Muslim League 
Mazharul Hacj with the co-operation o-f his non-Muslim 
•friends organised first session of the Bihar provincial 
Conference in 1908 sponsored by Bihar Provincial Congress 
48 49 
committee with All Imam as its president. Sachchidanand 
S m h a writes thus' The association of the Musalman leaders had 
the most salutary effect upon the fortunes of the conference. All 
the Musalmans of light and leading personality joined it in a 
body, and Pihar ihc-m presented a unique spectacle, in the whole 
of India, of Musi i^ ns and non-Muslims working shoulder to shoulder 
in complete harmony, inspired by common ideals and 
50 
aspirations". " In 1909 Manharul Haq served the provincial 
Congress committee as the vice-president and was elected the 
president af the third session 
46. ibid,p.70, 
47. The constitution of the All -India Muslim League had 
provided the creation of three separate leagues for: west 
Bengal,Bohar and O n ssa. According to that Bihar 
established its own league in march 1908. 
48. The Bihar provincial congress committee was formed in a 
meeting at Sonepur fair under Sa^r-^&r&-z Hussain Khan in 
1908. See Pat ta,Freedom Movement 1n Bihar,Vol-1. pp. 150-51. 
49. Datta,Freedom Movement 1n Bihar Vol.l.p.151. 
t"i0. 81 n h a, Behar Con temp or a n es, p p . 7 9- 80. 
51. Datta, Freedom Movement 1 n E'lhar, Vol . 1, p. 151 
11 
o-f Bihar provincial con-ference held at Gaya on November 6,1911 " 
It is interesting enraugh that Mazharul Haq, Al i Imam, Hasan 
Imam and many others served the Muslim League as well as the 
Indian National Congress both. It was the Muslim leaders who 
toot a great interest in the national movement and due to these' 
great sons of the--" coj 1 had the only interest that was the 
interest o-f the nation as a whole. Mazharul Haq stated thus: 
"I am a Muslim leaguer as well, because I believe in 
the unity o-f India. I believe that it is the duty o-f 
every Mohg.aimadan to join the League as well as the 
Congress." 
At Amritsar session of the all India Muslim League held on 
December 30 and 31, 1908, Mazharul Haq supported the resolution 
on the "princjpJe of |-H.ire] y denominational representation" that 
was already in existence in a large number of municipalities in 
F'unjab and* that "should be extended to all municipal and district 
54 boards through out India" Ma::harul Haq proposed to -form a 
judicial committee consisting of a Hindu and a Muslim as members 
51. Datta,Freedom Movement in Bibar.vol.I,P.151. 
5?= Ayde.Message of Asm ana pp.111-143. 
53. Rehman,Consul tat ion tp confrontation,pp.78-79. 
Zaidi,A.M(ed) The Encyclopaedia of Indian National Congress. 
1906-1910 Vol.5 (New Delhi,1978)pp 647-50. 
54. Zaidi,A.M(ed) Evolution of Muslim Political Thought in India 
from syed to the Emergence of Jinnah Vol.1 (New 
Delhi,1975). pp.168-9.See also Muhammad.SThe Indian 
Musi ims. A Documentary Record.1900-1947 Vol.2 
(Meerut, 1980).p.88 
in the party council in view ai the "uncertainty in the 
administration o-f the Hindu and Muhammedan law, in consequences 
55 
of which gave di <jsat i sf act 3 on i<=> o-f ten caused among the people" 
At Amrit^ar ses:>sion a s-ub-commi ttee o-f twenty two 
member was appointed to dra-ft a memorial to be submitted to the 
Viceroy at the earliest convenience. The member of the committee 
were chosen from various provinces. The chairman o-f the committee 
56} 
was the president o-f the session All Imam, while Marharul Haq 
was secretary. All Imam was later charged with "betrayal o-f 
Mahomedan interest" even a member o-f the league sub-committee 
al 1 ege>d ^  that All Imam had dra-fted the letter to the Viceroy in 
collaboration with Manharul Haq and that "none o-f the other 
58 
members o-f the committee" saw the dra-ft. 
Mar:harul Haq was absolutely abhorrent to communal j sm. 
He always stressed the unity between the Hindus and Muslims 
"unless there was national unity he pleaded no progress was 
59 possible. " It was Haq's national spirit that he seconded 
the resolution moved by M.A. Jinnah with courage and conviction 
condemning the communal representation in the legislatures. " It 
55. ibid, p.iy^. See also nuhammad, S. The Tndian Musiims 
Vol.2,p.91. 
56. It was Amir All , The president of London league, the 
President-elect for the Amritsar session ,who had stayed 
behind in London. Due to his absence from India All Imam 
pre<=>ided over the Amritsar session. 
Z.<7. Rehman , Consul t ;\t 1 on to Conf rontati on, pp. 99-100. 
58. ibid,p.112. 
59. Ayde, Maul ana Manharul Haque,p.8. 
60. Ayde.Message of Ashiana .p.B 
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was resolution in the name of Morley-Minto Re-forms, a scheme o-f 
communal repre^uentat 3 on in the council was being introduced. 
Sachchxdanand Sinha writes "that their success was really 
injurious to the common intere^st of the two great communi 11es, and 
that what was wanted was that they should join hands and not 
remain a part in watertight compartments" 
The concept o-f separate electorates, according to lady 
Minto "It was Gol-hale himself who had suggested separate 
electorates. She claims to have reminded Gandhi ji" you -forget 
Mr. Gandhi that separate electorates were proposed by your leader 
and predecessor Mr.Got hale" ^ According to her Gandhiji replied 
with smile: "Ah, GoMnale was a goodman, but even goodmen may 
mal-'e mistates." 
Actually the separate electorates was the creation o-f 
the Governmont to djvido the two communities with their two 
separate identities, lo (..heel the growing power o-f the Indians 
against the British rule in India. It was Morison, a member of 
the Indian council, who suggested the Government to check the 
Muslims from joining the congress and proposed the demand of 
separate electorates for the Muslims so that the two communities 
never come on the f^ ame platform with the common interests and 
. 64 ideal? In a riote •( o Mor ] ey he '-^ aid "Congress ideas are in the 
air and you can't I-eep them out of people's eyes and ears 
61. Sinha, Behar con temp or a n esp . 84. 
62. Ahluwalla,M.M .Freedom Struggle in India(Delhi,1965)p.380 
63. ibid, 
64. Muhammad,SSuccessor of Sir Syedpp.100-1 
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when once they have began to read English. Ideas can only be 
combated by ideas, and yoi.i won't t eep the younger generation away 
•from the Congress un] ess you have other programs, and another 
set o-f ideas to set up against theirs" 
On December 16,1909, Mazharul Haq had managed to get 
himsolf elected -from &(:?ngal with a minority HMuslimsD votes and 
became a non-o-f f i ci al member of the legislative council of the 
Gove>-nor-General of India. But his advanced views annoyed 
the Muslim communities and that made him unpopular among his 
Muslim brethren that caused his defeat in the next council 
68 
election of 1912. 
On the question of separate electorates, M.M.Malaviya 
disputed the political importance of the Muslims and blamed the 
Government that <^<he> wa<^  clicturbing the system and demanded that 
the Muslims should not be perma LtecJ to participate in the mi;;ed 
69 
electorates. Ma-rharul Haq vehemently criticized it as it was 
a "provot'ing" speech„ 
Marharul Haq strongly supporte-^d the "Elementary Educational 
Bill "of Go^ hal'•-^  movecJ by Mjrza Salimullah Beg in the fifth 
<.>essian of the Muslim L eagiu^ at Calcutta. In moving the 
65. ibid. 
66. Rehman , Consul tat3 on to_ Conf r ontati on, p. 159. 
67. Manharul Haq tiad supported the Bhupendra Nath Basu's special 
marriage Bill , see Qeyamuddin, Marharul Hague, p.21 
68. Pol. Dept. Spl. Section. Conf. file No. 729, 1915.<BSA>. 
69. Rehman, G°Il.si-iLt-^ ii-2.[l Ls. Conf rontati on , p. 213. 
70. ibid., 
resolutxon Sail mull ah Beg stated that if the bill were passed 
into law, it wou] d bene-fit the Muslim more than any other 
71 
community in India. Mazharul haq while seconding the 
resolutjon said 'If the bill werp passed into law it would more 
qood than harm re^ fprr ing to the compulsory section, he said 
that unless there was compulsion, they would not reach that 
72 position which ought to be theirs among civilised nations" He 
in support of his views quoted the teachings of the prophet and 
said "in search of Vnowledge was the bounded duty of every man 
amd woman" " anrl made an objection of the statement of Shafi 
that"compulsion was not tolerated by Islam." He referred to the 
Holy Quran and arcjuf^ d 1 hat the bill was not against the Muslim 
74 interests at all. Marharul Haq was elected chairman of the 
reception committee of the 27th session of the Indian National 
75 Congress,held at BanVipur on December 26-28, 1912. His welcome 
address stirred the delegates in the Congress, It was full deep 
patriot urges towards the freedom movement. He not only touched 
contemporary political problems in his speech but he dealt,even 
the past glories of ancient India and a complete picture of India 
-J f-
and its early days of national movement. 
Ma::harul Haq, as a chairman of 
71. Zaidi, Evolution p.396. see also Muhammad's.The Indian 
Musiims. Vol. - 3 , p.314. 
72. ib3d,see alsio Muhammad, S.A The Indian Musi i ms. Vol. 3, p. 114 
73. Zaidi, Evolution, p,397, 
74. ibid,^see also Muhiammad, S.A The Indi an Musi i ms. Vol. 3, p. 116 
75. Zaidi, Encyclopaedia, 1911 - 1915, Vol, 6 p.284. 
76. Ibid, pp. 289-305 
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the reception committee, invited Dadabhai Naoroji to attend the 
r7th session o-f the Indian National Congress at Bankipur, 1912 
but he did not come and replied to Haq with some suggestions that 
"The object o-f the Indian National Congres,s are attainment by 
the people o-f India a system o-f Government similar to that enjoyed 
by the sel-f- governing members o-f British Empire and a 
participation by them in the rights o-f the Empire on equal terms 
with those members. These objects are to be achieved by 
constitutional means by bringing about the steady re-form o-f the 
77 
e;;isting system o-f administration" Manharul Haq delivered an 
extensive speeds and saj cl "India has great claims over her sons 
7S 
and your neglect of her interests in almost sm-ful." He laid 
more emphasis on the' question o-f Public Service Commission and 
suggested essential reforms for the good Government of the 
country and that was suitable -for the protection of rights of the 
citizens. Viz, the separation of judiciary from E>;ecutive 
£,ervices, the holding tht-> civil service examination 
simultaneously in t'.nglAnd and India, the recruitment of judicial 
officers from the^  members of the bar, and the lar-ge number of 
employment of Indians in the higher grades of the public 
79 
service. Soon after the congress session at Bankipur, a meeting 
of the council of the Al] India Muslim League was held on 
December, 31, 191?, under the presidentship of Agha hhan, where 
77. ibid, p.236 
78. Ayde, Message of Ashiana, p.2^ 
79. ibid. 
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jt was resolved that the aim o-f Muslim League should be: "To 
promote ctnd maintain amcang Indians -feeling of loyalty towards the 
„80 
British crown. 
Marharul Haq opposed the^  resolutions and said why the 
Muslim should "mafe a speciality of expressing their loyalty." He 
•further said that It was no goad to declare their own chastity, 
because the Muslims werp true to their salt and were born 
81 
loyalist so there wa3 no need of its declaration.• He even 
objected the words "Self-Government suitable to India" and said 
it was a" meaningless sentence" that India wanted sel-f government 
on colonial lines, and he de''ined it "government o-f the people by 
the people." "" Despite his being a staunch congressman he 
appreciated the right idea] o-f the League put -forward be-fore the 
community and -the <:>ame i dPcts waF> subsequently adopted by the 
congress, .The Tribune [January 5, 19133 Published an article 
entitled The new policy of the Muslim League"and wrote that 
"those objects Are to be achieved by constitutional means- by 
bringing abrDut a steady reform of the existing system o-f 
administration and by promoting national unity, -fostering public 
spirit and developing anri organising the intellectual moral, 
economic and industrial resources of the country. "' The Tribune 
further wrote that "A system of self-government suitable to India 
80. Zaidi, Evolution 
81. ibid. 
82. ibid. 
03. Muhammad, S. The Indian Muslims, Vol 3, pp 226-227 
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a vague phrase and Mr.Haque was quite right in urging that the 
resolution should de-finile]y st^te what sort oi self government 
84 the League wanted." The year 1912 is very important in the 
history of Bihar in thjs yeair Bihar was separated from Bengal as 
a new province, that was result of popular movement "Bihar for 
85 
Biharee" several factors contributed to the separation of Bihar 
from Bengal vin social, economic, political and educational etc. 
Th€> culture of Bengal wa=^  totally different from that of the 
Bihar,though their intermi;;ing with each other was quite 
86 
unnaturcll . But tht> most vital factor was the economic disparity 
between the two regions. S m c p the beginnanq of the company's 
rule,Bengal was on the path of progress because all the develop-
ment was going -in Bengal while Bihar remained a backward 
87 
region. It was really the employment opportunities which 
stirred the Biharees for the separation of the province. The 
English education produced a bond of spirited and ambitious young 
men who were not satisfied withi the reservation of a handful of 
clerical jobs while they had fi;;ed their eyes on the higher 
services like provincial executive and judicial servicec under 
88 
the government for their people. They further 
8 4 . i b i d . 
85. Imam, M u n a f f a r , F>ol e o_f_ Mus.l i ms i,n t h e N a t i o n a l Movement, 
( D e l h i , 198/) ,, p. 46 
06 . i b i d , pp 50-51 
8 7 . i b i d . 
88 . D a t t a , } .K . The Comprehensive Hi s t o r y o f B i h a r , V o l . 1 1 1 
P a r t 1 . (Pa tna , 1976) , p .226 
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demanded proper repr esent at] on o-f Biharees in the provincial 
legislative cQuncil and even m the senate a-f the Calcutta 
univerjBity. He furths^r claimed a seat in the Bench o-f Calcutta 
High Court for qualified lawyers from Bihar. The prominent 
leaders were Ma:zharul Haq, Sachchidanand Sinha, Mahesh Uarayan, 
^•rl5hna Sahaj , Nand I- i shore Lai, Al i Imam, and even some old 
leaders lite Bisheshwar Singh, and Syed Sarfuddin lent their 
9(") 
support to get their demand fulfilled. 
The> agitation for thr employment of the Biharees in Bihar 
turned into a movement for the separation of Bihar from Bengal 
and they put forward the argument that E-iihar could never get 
political justice so long as it was governed from Calcutta under 
the strong and predominant influence of the Bengali and they 
pleaded for a separate and full-flegged local government for 
91 Euhar. Mar:haru^ Haq whjle speal-ing on the various genuine 
grievances of the people of Bihar demanded a greater share for 
them in the public services. '^ He even quoted the reply of sir 
Andrew Fraser, Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal that he had realized 
that the e;;i sting state of affairs was unjust and harmful to the 
inter 6?s-ts of the inhabitants of Bihar and stressed the necessity 
9"v 
of providing public services largely for the Biharees. " Both the 




92. see the presidential address of Mazharul Haq at the Bihar 
Provincial Conference, Gaya session on November 6, 1911 
appended in Ayde Message of Ashiana, pp.111-143 
93. Ibid,p.121. 
1.0 
bac^wardness under the Bsngal Government. Its main cause was the 
lack of educational -facilities and dearth of schools and 
colleges, shortage of teachinrj staff and proper financial aid. 
Marharul Haq realised that the technical education was "fared no 
better than the ' arts education." Even the Bihar school of 
Engineering and Temple Medical school were no better to the 
94 
status of schools. He exhorted the people of Bihar by saying 
that "I am afraid m this matter of education, the people cannot 
be acquitted of the charge of apathy. They have slept over the 
matter and never tal-en the trouble of mating respectful but firm 
and repeated representations to the Government. In this age of 
agitation and competition no community can afford to sit silent 
95 then expect to be treated fairly " It was true that the 
» 
F<enga]ies and the Bihiarees were both fighting against the 
partition of Bengal vigorously. They were attending mass protest 
meetings, and had been taking F)art in the Swadeshi and boycott 
96 
movement. The Al-Panch, an urdu journal mating propagation that 
Biharees should teep themselves remain aloof from the anti-
97 
partition movement and declared it a purely Bengali movement. 
Manharul^ Haq while &pe->aiing jn the Imperial Legislative Council 
presented the muslim attitude towards partition and separation of 
the province and said thu?: 
94. ibid,p.123. 
95. ibid,p.124. 
96. Gopal Ram How India struggle for freedom (Bombay,1967),p.141 
97- Imam, Rol e a±_ Musi i ms, p. 58. 
"I am a Biharee, a Muslim and an Indian and on no 
occasion I can deviate myself o-f these three -factors of my 
personality on the question relating to undoing the partition. I 
would not l^isten to any such ihing against the declared wishes o-f 
93 
my E-iiharee brotfi(.>rn, as I am ^ Biharee" He -further stressed the 
issue o-f partition and separation of Bihar from Bengal and said 
that: 
" I am a miislim in religious and international affairs, 
an Indian in Indian affairs and above all I am a 
Biharee in my own provincial affairs." 
On the c|uestion of Biharees participation in the anti- partition 
campaign Mazharul Haq said 
" We are qu] te ready to giv^ our consent to a 
modi f 1 ca-l 1 on of the partition on the lines sV etched out 
under the tit1e of " The partition of Bengal 
or the separation of Bihar?" on those Lerms we are 
quite willing to cooperate with our brethren of Bengal 
m a demand for.the modification of the partition, 
otherwise not." 
Siye'-d Al 3 Imam can not be left behind while discussing the 
separation of Bihar from Bengal. He was appointed as law member 
r)f the Viceroy-s e^^ecutive council in November 1910 and Lord 
Hardinge had grf?at intimacy with him, who also favoured the 
98. ibid 
99. Ayde, Message of Ashiana,p. 133 
100. lb Ld p, 134 
scheme o-f modification and separation of Bihar and Qrissa and its 
canstitution into a separate province ' . It was Syed Ali Imam 
who was to be creditfsd for his worf that led to the creation o-f 
Bihar as a separate province . Ma^harul Haq thanl-'ed the 
Viceroy, Lord Hardinge and Syed All Imam, who had signed and had 
sent the dispatch with the recommendation -for the creation o-f a 
new province of Bihar and Orissa ' "'. 
The news o-f the separation o-f Bihar created a great enthusiasm 
throughout in Bshar. Some prominent Biharees like Masharul Haq, 
Syed Muhiammad FaHiruddin, the'^  Maharaja o-f Darbhanga, and Ta^•arla, 
S.N. Sinha, Deep Narayan Singh and many others participated in 
104 
the ceremony o-f Delhi Darbar . Mazharul Haq, on behal-f o-f the 
people of Bihar o-f-fered a loyal welcome to the King George V on 
the eve o-f his royal visit to India and thanked the Government 
105 for the fu^l'filment of the demands of the people of Bihar 
The' news of separa^tion of E-ii fiar was received by the people of 
Bihar with great entliusi asm and joy. The English Journal " The 
Beharee " published the same in bold letters BIHAR SEPARATED — 
separate Lieutenant Governorship with a council granted — The 
•Biharees' li-fe - long mission fulfilled." 
101. Imam. Ro3 e of Mur>l 1 ms, pp. 63-64 
102. ibid 
103. Ibid 
104. Ibid p, 65 
105. Qeyamuddin, Manharul Hague, p. 16 
106. Imam, Role of Musi 1ms. p.66 
Thp "SeparatDon Day" was ob&erved all over Bihar. A mass meeting 
was organized at Patna under the presidentship of Manharul Haq. 
It was attended by tfie prciminent persons like Ishwari Prasad, 
S. Wasi Ahmad, Muhammad Fa^hruddln, Muhammad Yunus, Sar-frar 
Hu<5sain l-han, Bhawant Sahai and others. " Manharul Haq in his 
long fepeecti wished -for mating F-<iliar a most prosperous province in 
India. ' A resolution was passed that welcomed His Majesty, and 
they congratulated SyetJ All Imam, A law member of the Government 
109 
o-f India for his success in the plan o-f a separate province. 
In a meeting at Mura-f-far pur under Syed Ahmad Hasan who 
congratulated the eminent Biharees leaders live Syed All Imam, 
Mai'harul Haq, Bachchi danand S] riha and Hasan Imam -for their strong 
e-f forts in creating the Bihar a separate province, and he further 
demanded a separate Hicjh Houri and an university at Patna and 
11 <:> 
"suggested to mate F-^tna its new Capital. 
Finally Ma^harul Haq apprpciatpd the role of eminent Biharees and 
said that the representations of Bihar had done yeoman's service 
to tfiE^  cause of Bihar and they should have the satisfaction of 
l-nowing that their country men were thani-ful to them. 
In 1913 Marharul Haq toot a leading case The Cownpore Mosque 
1 0 7 . i b i c l o.bi 
1 0 8 . i b i d 
1 0 9 . i b i d 
t l O . i b i ( i 
111. Ayde, Message of Ashiana, p.136 
112 11" 
case Tayler and the 3 ocal Mus>lim5. The proposal was to 
demolish the> Machhli E-tarar mosque to wider the road under the 
municipal scheme, that tool- an ugly turn and several Muslims were 
1 ] 4 tilled m -firing. The ciovernor supported the action of the 
115 District Magistrate and ultimately thr? matter went to the court. 
Now it was a fight between thp Muslims on the one hand and the 
Government an the other. I he most remarl-atale thing was that no. local 
lawyer or the others were ready to fight against the Government, 
with a fear of victimization by the author it'i es. It was Mazharul 
Haq, a bold and fearless lawyer of Banl-ipur, Who accepted the 
case and went tc fanpur to fight against the authorities, and 
conducted thD s ca'se of courage and conviction very ably and 
fearlessly. At last the dispute was compromised with the 
intervention of the viceroy . Manharul Haq became famous 
throughout India as a hero of !• anpur mosque case, as an able 
lawyer and a fearless leader. In the same year he attended the 
All India Muslim League Conference held on december 30-31,1913 at 
Agra where he sp(Tl-e on communal representation and on the 
question of the Hindu Muslim unity to form one nation 
and further urged without this unity no national 
112, Pol. Dept. Spl. section, conf. File No.729,1915(BSA> 
113, ibid 
1 1 4 . 1 b 1 cJ 
115. ibid 
116. 1ta1d 
117, Homo Depl. pal 'A' October 1913, Nos. 100~lie(NAI) 
progress was possible. In other meeting he spoke on the 
Hindu Muslim relatione and said "There could be no Indian 
nationalism until cU 1 conimunj t] t^ s approached Indian problems -from 
IhG point of view of an Indian Nationalist ...^..Hindus and 
Muhammadans were appealed .^o mate up their di f-f erences, hi s co~ 
119 
religionists were aB^ ed to attend the National Congress at hvarachi " 
In 1914 Mai'harul Haq went to England along with Bhupendra 
Nath Basu, M.A. Jinnah, M.M. Samarath, S. Sinha, B.N. Sharma and 
La3 a Lajpat Rai as a delE?gate o-f 1 he Indian National Congress. On 
his return to India enroute to Constantinople, he saw The Young 
Turks Party and he had even an interview with the Sultan, and 
became the political suspect in India.He even strongly supported 
the pan-Islamjc movemKjnt in India. ^^ 
Manharul Haq was elected president o-f the ninth Beharee 
<^tudent s ' conf erent e held on September 23-24, 1914. _ The Beharee 
while giving details of the would be conference writes about 
Marharul Haq as "A personality towering as it is amiable, a mind 
bold independent and decisive, a heart loving and sympathetic 
towards all. Mr. Haque^ rarely fails to impress and attract those 
he comes in conduct with. To I-now him is to respect him, to love 





^^ •^" The Beharee, September 2, 1914 
him." ^^^ 
The Beharee -further wrote that the main abject o-f the conference 
was the improvement of the condition oi the Beharee students 
communities in all pos'-siblc ways ^^ 
The Bihar Adocate called Marharul Haq as Demosthenes o-f 
Bihar on account of his cosmopolitan views, fearlessness in 
advocacy of the popular cause, and uprightness of character. He 
without any consideration for favours and frowns, gives out his 
honest conviction eve'n in the teeth of a world opposition 
consistent with his constant principle, he has ranged himself 
wiih those who a.m in favour of a residential university for 
Bihar, under the present circumstances by our province. .„. 
Mazharul Haq was a trustee of M.A.O. College Aligarh. He attended 
a me£-->ting of committee along with Maulana Abul Halam Azad, 
Mohammed Ali, Shaul-'at All and Hasan Nir:ami in the month of 
February 19J5 whe-^ r e he rec?nve>d an ovation from the students of 
the college. . ^ ~,' He had been very close association with the 
students of Bihar from very beginning and he always tool- a great 
CArB in their day today problems. 
On April 17, 1915 a meeting of the lawyers was held at Jubli 
club, Patna under the presidentship of Mazharul Haq to form a 
Bar Association ll^e that of the Calcutta Bar Association. . ^-, 
1^^- The Behree,September 3, 1914 
125. ibjd 
1-^ "^ - The Pi har Advocate , September 7, 1914 
127. Pol.Dept.Spl. Section, Conf File no. 729.1915 (BSA) 
128. B?/0 Police Abstract of Intelligence, Vol IV , 1915 Para 
996, Patna 24.4, 1915 
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In the same year Ma;^harul Haq was elected president o-f All India 
Muslim League held on December 30, 19ir5 at Bombay, At the same 
time Congress had also 3 ts se5-,eic)n at Bombay under Sachchi dananda 
£)inha. These two Ijbc-M'dl lea(Jers of Bihar created a bac^ ground to 
unit the league and the- congre'ss that resulted in the -form oi 
Luc 1-now pact o-f 1916, It has been dealt elsewhere. 
Mazharul Haq in his presidential address stressed on the 
"formation o-f a strong and united nation". He -further argued that 
"when unity is evolved ov.it o-f ^.liversity, there is real and abiding 
national progress. ^^ Manharul Haq while speating about himsel-f 
on tho qurstion concerning the welfare of India and justice to 
Indians had ar-'sen he had not cJnly been : 
"An Indian first taut an Indian ne;;t and an -Indian to the 
last, an Indian and an Indian along favouring no community 
and no individual, but on the side of those who desire the 
advancement of India as <-^  whole, without prejudice to the 
rights and interests of <5*ny individual, much less of any 
community, whether his own and another"-. .^ 
Manharul Haq while speatinq on the poverty of the Indian masses, 
niade a critical analysis of th£.> Efritish rule in India and said 
thus: 
"In spite of the jugglery of figures in which the hearts of 
statisticians delight, what is the state of the country and 
its peasantry"^ statistics r\rp supposed to prove every theory 
advanced by man an;;iaus to prove their case but our eyes are 
our best witness and cannot deceive us side by eiae with 
green, minutely and industriously cultivated fields, we 
fined tiny and dilapidated mud hovels there Are neither 
windows no"^  -f 1 nor-cl oths and the only furniture that they 
129. Ayde, Maul ana Mar-harul Hague, p. 31 
130. The Express in report on Vernacula' Newspapers (B?<0) 
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boast of arfr' a few f^ art^ ien vessels and perhaps a 
chatai..." ^ 
On t hp condition oi jncJigpnout^ indiistr/ and commerce Manharul Haq 
made ih(^*force -full ol)sei vation that "we are no better o-f-f". He 
•fLir ilier said that the Indie^n indigenous industries had ben tilled 
to promote the Manchester and Lancaster by imposing heavy duties 
con Indian itt'ms. ^ .,,_ Hf rr] tiri ?-.?••(] the Government and raised the 
voices against the then repressive press Act measure o-f the 
Government thai; it had damaged and destroyed the existing small 
'-;c<-\lc-' new'->pap(-^ r s and i em i nck-nl the delegates thus: 
"A]l l-ho 1 ndcpondf-^n I Muslim Papers have either been wiped 
fiiit ar arc dr. igy i riti (in a 1 j-i el/-:?5s and miserable 
e;;istencG. Thp Comrade is gone. The Hamdard has been 
strangled to death. The Muslim gazette ceased to exist 
long ago. Al-Hilal \% no more. The Zamindar 3S carrying on 
3 ts colourless e;;ist6>nce with a sword of Damocles always 
hanging over its head. Whoever thought that the press Act 
would be applied in this f as>h3 on'"', " _ 
The Express commented on the speech o-f Manharul Haq and said "it 
is I he bold and <:>iricere fxpr essi on of a man whose principles have 
never been affected by fear or favour". _ The Express further 
remarl-ed his personality thus 
"as one of most liberal minded representatives of 
Indian Muhammadans,Mr.Haqq must be accepted as the best 
e;;panent of thf Hi ndu-Muhammadan unity. On the eve of 
momentous changes lil-ely to effect the desting of the 
people of India, Mr Haq's clear and unambiguous 
pronouncement on the identity of interest of the both 
the Hindus and tht^  Muhammadans is most opportune", ^ __ 
_  ___ 155 
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The Beharee whiles clever ihnng the dif-ferent communal organization 
qunted Marharul Haq as he "spe^ al-s always^ -from the fullness of 
heart" and further stated that" Mr. Haqq has said enough what is 
however, to be gu£tr(ied ag<.anst is that these societies might not 
be reduced to factions, which would set one class against 
another, or create-^  bad blood among them all" 
1 -'O 
Behar Herald remarl-ed Maq's presidential address of the 
Mus-ilim League as 
"a unique production of its tind for the breadth of 
view , for the bold and fearless advocacy of the 
Indian cause, for the broad minded statesmanship and 
for the large hearted toleration it displayed '\-^y 
In the affair<i of my country Haq stated" I stand^'for 
goodwill and close cooperation between all 
communitipc, with a single eye; to the progress of 
the mother] and. " . „,^  
Behar Herald called him a true son of Hindustan and further 
wrote that the? efforts of the Manharul Haq to bring about a 
lasting unity between Hindus and Muslims would ever be gratefully 
remembered by the coming generations. 
At Luctnow session of the Indian National Congress in 1916 
MarJiarul Haq supported the resolution of sel f-governMent and when 
the Home Rule Movement was. Btiirtwd by Mrs Annie Besant and B.G. 
Ti1a^ , he supported the movement and set up a branch of Home Rule 
I eague in F<ifiar nnd ]i became very popular movement through out 
India. It ha<--2 been doalt ^n a separate chapter. 
136. ibid. Para, 11 p. 1.8 





The atrocitiPB and the csppressinns of the indigo planters 
in the North Bxhar becam(-= a '•subject o-f hatred among the masses in 
Fuhar agaunst the Pntich 3 mpe^ ri al i sm. It was Raj H umar Shu^'la 
who attended the LucI-now session o-f the Congress and supported 
the' resolution planters and labourers in Bihar and dwelt 
on the straine(J relations of the planters and the ryots in 
Champaran. He requested Gsindhiji to visit Champaran to see 
the miseries o-f ryots there. Gandhi arrived at Bankipur on April 
10, 1917 -from Calcutta and stayed with Mar:harul Haq and on the 
following day he left for Muzriafarpur to see the Commissioner of 
Tirhut to I-now the* correct position of the ryot in 
Champaran. This meeting with Gandhi further inspired Maruharul 
Maq and he became very active :i n Champaran movement for the 
liberation of peasant from the heavy hands of the planters. ^ 
It was the first political measure and a bold e;cperiment of 
Satyagraha C Truth and Ahimsa 3 by Gandhi against the British 
Imperialism in India. , At the call of Gandhi, Mazharul Haq left 
his lucrative practice and adopted a very simple life. This 
association made him a totally changed man who adopted a cult of 
<:>e] f purification towards ihE' asceticism and he became saintly in 
his des]re to serve the nation. Gandhi called him " The 
140. Ml sra, B.If. Gel ect documents on Mahatma Gandhi " s Movement 
iD. Champaran , 1917-18 (Secretariat F'ress, Patna, 1963) 
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Gentle Biharee , .^  <3nd wrote thus : 
1 4 D 
"Maulana Ma^harul Haque had registered his name on 
the standing list of helpers whom I might count 
upcin The- way in which he associated with us 
madw us -foil that he was one o-f us though his 
•fashionable habit gave stranger a di-f-ferment 
1 mperess] on '' „ , 
1 no 
Mazharul Haq was then a member of Viceroy's Legislative Council 
sent a telegram to the Viceroy and conveyed the message of 
enquiry conducted by Randhi about the relation of the planters 
and the "ryots" in Champaran. . Whitty wrote the enquiry was an 
organised effort by the anti-European element to discredit 
E'uropeans and blamt.^ j Marharul Haq, Hasan Imam and Braj fishore 
Prasad for this agitation.^ .p In the mean time Bandhi was 
prosecuted at Motihari for disobeying the law under section 144 
criminal procedure code. Soon the message of Gandhi's 
IT*/ 
prosecution spread, Marharul Haq along with Rajendar Prasad, 
Polac, Brij l-ishore, Anugraha Narayan Sinha and Sambhu Sharan 
left for- Motihari where' thf^ y cha] ^  ed out the plan for the future 
to continue the aqitAtion, ,, . It was decided that if Gandhi 
would be sent to jail Mazharul Haq and Brij Kishore would lead 
other?.. ^ But 'it never materialized as the case pending 
145. Gandhi, Ann Autobi oqraphy, pp.339--41. 
146. Ayde, Maul ana Mazharul Haque, pp.39-40 
147. ibid p.42 
148. Letter dated, Bettiah, 27 April 1917 from J.T.Whitty, 
Manager Bettiah Raj to L.F. Morshead, Commissioner Tirhut 
Division, sep Mi .>ra S-Jel e.'C t Pocuments, p87. 
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against Gandhi uas withdrawn by the order o-f the Leiutenant-
fTOveriier, anti tiandhi] wai> in-formed that he'was " at liberty to 
conduct the pr oposotj enquiry and that he might count on whatever 
help he needed -from the oiiir.ia]^, ." ^^ An enquiry committee was 
set up to enquire into the detail about the e;;ploi tat ion o-f the 
peasants in Champaran and Gandhi was one oi the members in the 
committee. _ Gandhi described the planters as rajas and summed 
up the main grievances of ihe ryots as: 
"It IS in inconceivable that the ryots would agree 
to an enormous increase in their rents against 
-frF>edam from thc-^  liabilities to grow indigo.... 
under the tinkathia system the ryot has been 
obliged to give his best land for the landlord's 
crops, in some cases the land infront of his house 
has been s-o used , he har> been obliged to give his 
best time and energy also to it, so that very 
little time has been left for growing his own 
crops...."^^^ 
Later on Mazharul Haq and Gandhi visited at Chapra on January 
J7, 1913 where Gandhu attended a Muslim conference and stressed 
on "Hindu - Muslim unity" and Haq supjported the view of 
Gandhi.,__. Marharul Haq while describing the situation in Bihar 
wrote to his wife that " it will be a time of real test in trial 
and we all may have to go to jail and perhaps undergo worsed 
suffering " . e-, But soon the Montague Declaration cooled down the 
1 »JO 
152. Ibid 
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agitation but when the mission arrived in india xt could not 
satis-fy the Indian asp i rat i uns. Once again a popular movement 
sprang up. Thp (lovernmpnt in order to checl- the revolutionary 
upsurge and the activities passed the Rowlatt Bill on the 
recommendation of 3.A.T.Rawlatt. Mazharul Haq once again became 
the champian of the agitation in Bihar as well as the sponsor of 
tht-'' l^halafat movement -that har> been dealt within a separate 
chapter. 
Mazharul Haq was elected the first non- official chairman of 
the Saran District Board on June 24, 1924 and remain in the 
office till July 27, 1927. His wort and efficiency in the 
cidmini trati on was> highly appreciated by the senior officials like 
J.Whitty, commissioner of Iho Tirhut division as 
" MouJv] Mazharul Hague, the Chairman of the Saran 
District board, ha% done good worl- and has acted as 
a reslranrung inf]upnct-> on the board when the 
members have at times allowed their political views 
to run awa/ W3 A h their common sense.'' c._ 
1 >JO 
In 1929 he was suddenly tal-.en ill by an attaci-' of paralysis. 
Succumbing to it , this great luminary of Indian freedom , 
movement, whose service to the cause of independence, national 
integration and national growth are beyond any doubt. Ma:::harul 
Haq passed away on 2nd January, 1970. His service to the cause of 
nation building were recognised by Mahatma Gandhi in the 
157. Ayde. Message Dj_ Ashi ana , pp 66-67 
158. Ibid 
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•following condolence message: 
"Mazhar-Lil-Haq wa& a great patriot, a good 
Mussalman and <-\ philosopher. Fond of ease and 
LLI; Liry, whe-'n non - cooperation came he threw them 
oFf a'n we throw -^ uper f 1 uau<3 scale of the 5^ln. He 
(jrew ns -fond o-f the ascetic li-fe as he was o-f 
prjncely life. Growing weary o-f our dissension, he 
] ived in ret ] r em(.>nt, doing such unseen services as 
he could and praying for the best. He was fearless 
Ijoth m spc-'ect-i and action. The Sadat at Ashram near 
Patna is a fruiL of his constructive Labours. 
Though) he did not live in it for long as he had 
intended his conception of the Ashram made it 
possible for the Bihar Vidyapith to find a 
permanent habitant. It may yet prove a cement to 
bitKl Ihf? two cDmmunit:ies together. Such a man would 
be missed at all times, he will be the more missed 
<\t Miis luncture in the history of the country"._„ 
The foregoing descr-iption of ono of the greatest sons of India xn 
motJer n times wou] d mal-t j t manifest that this great scion of a 
noble heart, thi'S great dozen of public service and devotion to 
the highest ideals of India's political and social aspiration's to 
ma I-'5 political advancement towards self realization liberation and 
solidarity, the ultimate ph(jeni;; strenuous efforts lived and died 
in the cause of the nation and left on enduring impact on the 
( anvas of th£-> Indian r^ociply which would always be cherished by 
posterity. 
159. Ayde ,Massage of Ashiana.p,G' 
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CHAPTER II 
MAZHARUL HAQ AND KANPUR MOSQUE AGITATION 
34 
The name of Ma::harul Haq gained -further celebrity in his 
grandiose e-ffort to champion the cause of the afflicted Indians 
in a case of utter neglect, unwisdom and senseless pride on the 
part of British authorities to provofe Muslim public opinion and 
religious susceptibilities of the Muslims in a most callous way. 
Tt related to the notorious incident of the f'anpur mosque case 
and the demolition of a 5>egment of the Mosque to ease out a 
public road and its aftermath. 
Mazharul Haq showed his mettle and his intellectual and 
professional skill as a legal practioner and a public orator and 
organizer of a successful agitation to override the power of evil 
VIs - a - VIS the forces of truth, justice and public sentiments. 
It served a good (3;;ample af the most sincere and selfless 
devotion in a noble cause. Though primarily an affair in which 
the Muslims wei- e essentially and basically interested to 
vindicate their honour, affliction and religious sacrilege, it 
intrinsically was directed towards the rehabiliting of the 
national honour and restoring the fundamental rights and injured 
self - complacency of the Indians at large in confrontation with 
the encroaching British colonialism. 
The ^ anpur Municipality ats a constituent of the Kanpur 
Improvement <-5chDm(3 undertool- to widen the road in a congested 
c^rma of the city £*nd a sum of two and a half laths of rupees was 
sanctioned to it by the provincial government in December, 1908 
for the purpose so as the traffic problem could be eased in the 
locality 
^' Home Dept. Pol. "A" October 1913, Nos. 100 - 18. 
The U.P. Government had approved the scheme o-f widening the A.B. 
road m April 1909 on which the Machhli Ba;:ar Mosque was 
eituated. The Improveme^nt Trust Committee by a resolution that 
the eastern portion o-f the mosque should be acquired and in lieu 
2 
o-f that a plot lying in the north to the mosque be given 
In march 1909, a representation was made to the government 
suggesting an alternative in the alignment o-f the road ".A fresh 
alignment was then -framed in May 1909 which adversely a-ffected 
two temples. The owner of the one o-f such temples accepted 
compensation and built another temple in his native village but 
in respect of the other temple no agreement could be reached. The 
government was adamant to yield on its plan and rejected the 
4 petition filed on behalf of that temple . When J.S. Meston 
became Lieutanant - Bovernor of U.P. in 1912 the question of the 
removal of the temple wa<5 again raised, that created sensation 
among the Hindus. They argu6>d while changing the alignment of the 
road in 1909 mosques were spared but not the temples 
In order to avoid agitation by the Hindus, Meston decided to 
mal^ 'e an on the spot-study personally and visited I-anpur in 
November, 1912. After the> study he stated all that was intended 
was the removal of-the bathing place from Machhli Bazar Mosque 
2. ibid 
3. Prasad, Yuvaraj Deva, Indian Musi i ms and world war 1_ 
(New Delhi, 1985) P. 35 
4. ibid 
5. 1 b ] d 
6. ibid 
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This decision o-f the government intensely provoked the Muslims 
and in.»ured the sentiments o-f the Muslims of I-an pur and they 
decided to submit a petition to the Lieutena_nt Governor on April 
12, 1913, and public meetings were held in different parts of the 
7 
city . Meston dismissed the petition and said that the 
grievances of the ^anpur Muslims were " imaginary " and argued 
that the portion to be demolished was a bathing place and that 
part of the sacred mosque as proved by the fact that the Muslims 
had been seen to enter it wearing their shoes on . He also wrote 
a letter to Mohammed All on May 23, 1913 that the agitation of 
the Muslims was not a " genuine religious grievance " and on the 
evidence which he had for the portion of the Mosque put forward 
9 
as a bathing place 
Mohammed All in his reply to Meston on the question of the 
Mosque wrote that " more attention has been paid to the question 
whrathG^ r the part which i he Chairman of the Municipality wishes to 
demolish is or is not a place used for prayers ." " whether 
any land or building dedicated to Bod could be sold or 
transferred in any other way I believe it is well known 
fact, that such property cannot be devoted to any other purpose" 
To investigate the real position Tyler,the District Magistrate 
of l-anpur, visited the Mosque, to e;;amine whether the portion of 
the Mosque could be demcDl i ir.hed. 
7. Hasan, Mushirul (ed). Mohammed Ali in Indian politics, 
ggLlect. writings, (New Delhi, 1982), P. 151 
H. 3 bid 
9. Ibid 
10. Ibid. P. 154. 
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Mahammed All according to Tyler went inside that is portion 
o-f the Mosque without in-forming anyone and therefore none asked 
him to put off shoes . On his return he put forward the 
argument that this was not the> part of the Mosque if so they must 
have stopped him from doing so 
Mohammed All while criticising the attitude of Tyler wrote 
in Comrade : 
" It seems to me that now here in the civilized 
world a magistrate select such a distressing 
method of obtaining eiV] dence and none but the 
Muslims, who ars accused by our friend the 
Times of £\l] i^orts of tti,ing5, would quietly 
tolerato such conduct " '". 
He further writest hat on the request of Muslim members in the 
Municipal Board J.S. Meston assured them that " the temple 
and the Mosque will remain untouched by the Improvement Trust ". 
The local Ulama had given the Fatwa that this part of the Mosque 
was an integral portion of the Mosque "'. Mohammed All suggested 
the Mus^lims of I-anpur to mal-P another representation to the 
Lieutenant - Governor and pven he personally requested him to 
14 
consult some ulama and lawyers on the issue 
Inspite of all efforts made by Muslim intelligentsia, the 
demolition of the corridor of the Machhli Ba::ar Mosque took 
place on July 1, 1913,and that stirred the Muslims" sentiment all 
15 
over the country . *" 
11. Ibid P.155 
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Not only that several Muslims' papers criticised vehemently 
thp highhandedness o-f the government but it created a sharp 
reaction among the Muslims all over the country, while in Bihar 
Muslims and non - Muslims equally -felt shocked at that sacrilege 
and the situation became very tense all over Bihar . On July 
31, 1913, a ma<:.B protest meeting was held at Patna where Mazharul 
Haq delivered an emotional speech e;;horting the Muslims not to 
gloss over such an incident 
Failing to get their grievances redressed, the Muslims of 
I-anpur organised a mass meeting at the Idgah where inflammatory 
speeches were delivered, even the Tripoli and Balkan issues were 
discussed, and a decision was tat en rebuild the damaged portion 
of the Mosque . At the end of the meeting, many Muslims 
including children marched with black flags assembled at the 
19 
Mosque and started rebuilding the demolished portion. Mosque 
The? assemblage was declared unlawful by the government and to 
check infuriated mob, the police fired at the people engaged in 
the work of construction and about eighty Muslims were arrested 
as rioteers . The Police firing resulted in death of seventeen 
'"'1 Muslims while thirty - three got injured. 
16. Hasan, Mushirul. Nationalism and Communal politics in India. 
iNew Delhi, 1979), PP. 59-60. 
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18. Muhammad, S. Freedom Movement in India z. The Rol e of Al i 
Brothers (New Delhi, 1979), P.41. 
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Mazharul Haq appeared on the scene to act as a de-fence lawyer 
of-fering his services -free o-f cost .•" The Al- Hilal showered 
encomia on the selfle5<5 devotion to the cause o-f a-fflxcted 
Muslims by the- heroic p;!ample of Marharul Haq and published his 
full si2e photograph with the caption " A true son o-f -freedom and 
truth " ^ "'. 
The Pihar provincial Muslin League appealed to the 
government"' to reconstruct the demolished portion o-f the mosque 
24 
immediately to paci-fy the sentiments o-f the people o-f Bihar *" . A 
number of muslim political secret societies were established to 
-fight against the British imperialism in India. The Kanpur masque 
defence association was one of them '" . 
On August 10, 1913, a meeting was held at-Patna in the 
Anjuman Islamia hall where the highhandedness o-f the government 
at the sacrilege o-f the l-'anpur mosque was condemned.'^ Mazharul 
Haq in connection with the case came into close contact with 
several eminent pan - Islamic leaders of the day such as Zafar 
All f'han the Zamindar , Mohammed All the Comrade and his 
brother Shaul--at All, Abdul E-iari.of Firangi Mahal, Luc^ now and the 
then President of the Anjuman - i - Khuddam — i - Ka'aba Azad 
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A -fund was raised -for the relie-f of the I-anpur case victims was 
raised and Manharul Haq was uranimously elected its keeper. These 
'no 
•fund was collected from all part<:5. of India. "" 
In Bihar the Kanpur mosque day was observed throughout 
the province and special prayers were o-f-fered -for the restoration 
29 
of the mosque. The Muslims of Daltonganj were very anxious to 
^ now about \- anpur mosque case. Mazharul Haq stated then that 
Indian muslims had made up their mind to fight against the 
authorities constitutionally'. ''", 
On July rs, 1911, Mai:harul Haq, Abul 1-alam Azad and Tufail 
Ahmad visited I-anpur and saw the " Mutawallis " of the mosque and 
there>after a meeting was organised to chall- out the further line 
of action for Sunday meeting and it was decided to persuade 
Muslims to clo<-5(? their shops during the meeting. 
Ma.'harul Haq was accused as ring leader of the mosque case. 
When Muhammad Sharif th<^  secretary of the Muslim League visited 
Fatna on August 10, 1^ 1 7, he^  1 ol d that he had met the District 
Magistrate ami auperintendent of police at fanpur. They assured 
him that the^ y would not arrest any muslim further provided he 
would help them to arrest Mazharul Haq as he was exciting the 
lower class peoplo and students by showing the photographs of the 
demolished portion of the mosque and narrating stories against 
28. Ibid 
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the British government. 
On August 6, 1913, the E'lhar provincial Muslim League met at the 
Victoria jubilee club under Sar-faran Hussain I-han as chairman 
and was attended by the eminent muslims "'"' of Bihar who 
expressed horror and indignation at the demolition of the mosque 
and suggested for the appointment of a Commission to enquire into 
the facts. The funds were raised to help the muslims of Kanpur 
"',4 
. Ma;;:harul Haq in a meeting of Anjuman Halal Ahmar held at B a m 
on August 31, 1913, criticised 'and e;:pressed his regret at the 
action tat en by th'e government for breaking down a portion of the 
35 Machhli Bazar mosque " . He e;;horted the muslims not to remain 
36 inactive over the mosque issue till it would be reconstructed 
He further addressed his hrothren in an emotional strain that the 
government had no right to intervene in their religious affairs 
and if anyone clai-ed do he would be dealt with according to the 
dictates of uf Islam " . He suggested that a memorandom to His 
E;;cellency, the Viceroy, should be sent to allay the present 
unrest by ordering the restoration of the demolished portion of 
the mosque, and a telegram to this effect was sent to His 
32. B^ 'O Pol. Abstract of Intel 1 igence, vol II, 1913, para 902,Patna 
16.8.1913. 
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Syed Mahmud, Mujeeb - ur - Rahman, Syed Nurul Hasan, Jamil 
Ahmad, S. Muhibul Haq, S. Mushi r-ul-Haq, Zaf ar-ul'-Mul >• 
(editor of Musaf:r), Muhammad Yusuf , hhwa.ia Muhammad Ismail, 
Abdul Qadir, M. Wasiuddin. 
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E;;cellency 
The secret agencies o-f I anpur and Lucknow reported that Mazharul 
hlaq along with some twenty to thirty lawyers had been appearing 
as a pleader -for Islam on behalf o-f the af-fected Muslims of 
h anpur during the trail ~ . During the trial Luc^ now and h-anpur 
had been a centre of political activities.The line of defence,as 
AC) 
reported,was to blame the local authorities for this incident 
Mazha'rul Haq and Syed R O D B Masud visited h anpur on August 
11, 1913 and left for Luc I-now and returned bacl- to Banl-ipur on 15 
41 
August . During this period many prominent persons visited 
f anpur and Lucl-'now namely the Imam of Jama mosque Delhi, Muhammad 
Ai:har, Syf->d Para Al 3 , Zahur Ahmad, famaluddin, the Raja of 
Jahangirabad, Muhammad Faiq, Syed Muhammad Rauf,* Syed Mahmud, 
Muhammad Rashid, Nar:iruddin Hasan, Tasadduk Ahmad Khan, Dr. 
Sulaiman, Khwaja Abdul Majid, Maulvi Muhammad Nasim, Shaukat Ali, 
Masuq All, Farzand All, Ehtisham All, Sultan Hussain Vilayat Ali, 
Nawab All, Maulvi Bashir-ud- din, editor of Al-Basvhir and M.T. 
42 h adirbhoy 
Manharul Haq, as it was reported, was intended to see his 
honour to hold at Lucl^now and wanted the restoration of the 
demolished portion of the mosque and contrary to that, he 
threatened that, he would £?rect a memorial to those killed in the 
^ anpur mosqut? 3 nci dent. and would start a civil suit against 
the government. He even decided to send a deputation to England 
38. ibid 
39. B ?' 0 Police Abr.tract of Intelligence, vol II, 1913, Para 
953, Extract, united provinces Abstract dated 23.8,1913. 
f-ara 3 402 A Cownpore demi-official of 13.8.1913. 
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to place the mosque case before Lord Crew, the Secretary of State 
for India and Asquith, the British Premier 
The> Al-Hilal published a group photograph of the Kanpur 
Defence* lawyers with the caption - " May God recompense those who 
44 have rendered aid to those who had no friend or helper ". 
Mar:harul Haq had collected Rs. 25,000 and was expecting a large 
amount from the Raja of Mahmudabad as a subscription for the 
45 defence of the accused in Hanpur case. According to another 
official's report the funds collected for the same purpose were 
46 
more than one lath. Some of the funds were distributed among 
47 
widows of the tilled and those who were tal-en into custody . In 
the meantime Syed Habibullah appeared for the defence and 
submitted a mercy petition in the judge's court for bail. This 
was a direct clash oi opinion with Mazharul Haq on the defence 
48 line of action. The position of Habibullah became very critical 
among the pleaders and a misunderstanding developed that he was 
acting as <^  rpy of Collector and for this reason he had joined 
49 
the barristers. 
In a conversation with Syed All,Natal about the mosque case 
43. ibid 
44. Al-Hilal. October 22, 1913. 
45. E-i ?' O police abstract of intelligence, vol-II, 1913,para 
1008, Patna 6.9.1913. 
46. B ?' 0 police abstract of intelligence, vol- II, 1913 Para. 
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Manharul Haq replied that everything would be donr^ by " consti-
tutional agitation . "" 
One signi-ficant gesture to demonstrate the feelings of 
anguish and humiliation was expressed through avoiding the 
celebration of Id greetings were not exchanged in the usual way, 
nor were new clothes donned and the customary dishes and 
sweetmeats prepared - a frugal meal(Khichri>was substituted and 
consumed to marl- tho grief - strict-en solemnity of the day. The 
Id embrace was avoided." After prayers many muslims went 
directly to Ma;:harul Haq and offered gifts in cash and J.ind. A 
sum of thirteen thousand of rupees was collected and another «um 
52 
of twenty five thousand was promised. "^ In an interview with the 
editor oi thei Azad Haq stated that the collection amounted to 
Rs. 36,000. "Mazharul Haq was determined to start an agitation in 
England on the mosque question so that the every child of England 
54 
may aware about, the I- an pur issue. For this purpose he met with 
Mohammad All and about one lat'h rupee was collected. Mohammad 
All supported the views of Haq and spol-e thus: " Every child in 
55 
England shall tnow about the Machhli Ba^ar mosque." 
A boot let in Urdu was published about the Kanpur mosque case on 
August 26, 1913. It entitled The Bloody Narrative of Cownpore 
50. itaid 
51. B ?' 0 police abstract of intelligence, vol- II, 1913, para 
1054, E;:tract U.P., Abstract dated 13.9.1913, para 1571 




and was compiled by I-hwaja Hasan Nizami, and printed by Shaikh 
Muhammad Ahsan-ul-- Haq at the Tawhid press Meerut. It's price 
wat"> only two anrias^  and the sale proceeds were credited to the 
57 Relief Fund -for the oppressed people o-f ^anpur. This booklet 
showed th£"> picture o-f -(he mosque below which the demolished 
portion was indicated by the marl- of arrow point. The photograph 
o-f Manharul Haq was pirinted on the reverse o-f the title page. 
This boot-let was dedicated to the seventy million muslims of 
58 
India which contained " slices of brol-en and wounded hearts." 
In Saran district, the fanpur mosque issue had very little 
impact on the people, but on the request of Ma::harul Haq subscri-
59 ptidns were raised but the outcome was not very encouraging. In 
Fatna after Id prnyers a total of Rs. 443 and 12 annas was 
collected from different mosques in Patna city for the Kanpur 
Fs'elief Fund. " It was stated that Rs. two laths and fifty thou-
sand was required to fight for the mosque case in England. 
Mazharul Haq and Abdul Asir, a special correspondence of the 
Comrade and Hamdard left fanpur, however, the application for 
the bail had been submitted in the High Court in that weet . "^ 
56. D li 0 police abstract of intel 11 gence, vol-11, 1913, para 1059. 
E;;tract-. U.F. Abstract, dated 13.9.1913. Para 1304, C.I.D. 
(U.P.), 10.9.19i:, 
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1061. Saran 16.9.1913. 
6--0. B .?/ 0 police abstract of intelligence vol-II, 1913. Para 
1064. Patna 13.9.1913. 
61. B ?' 0 police abstract of intel 11 gence, vol-11, 1913, Para 1074. 
Chapra. 20.9. 1913. 
62. BU) Fo]. Abst. of Intl. V-II,1913,para 1109,Ext. U.P. Abst. 
dated 20.9.191T para 1654 Cownpore no.35 of 14.9.1913. 
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The Zamindar , the Tauhid and the Hamdard papers were very 
pjopul ar among the literate muslims because they were dealing 
e;;tensively with tht? proceedings of the I-anpur mosque case as 
well as the Kanpur incidents. 
On se>ptember 17, 1913 Ma::harul Haq along with Ha-fiz 
Ahmadullah, one -of the accused in I-anpur. masque case went to 
Lahore where they met with Za-far All, Mirza Jalaluddin and 
Muhammad Iqtaal and consulted them regarding the case. 
Marharul Haq who was a true nationalist, realized that 
without unity no progress would be possible and thought it a 
better opportunity to unite the two communities and he made an 
ef-fort to bring about a rapprochement with the Hindus that proved 
unavailing, the differences between the two communities being too 
great. He stated that the muslims were being induced to look 
upon the present situation purely from a religious point of view, 
the fact that in all meetings the religious leaders were put to 
the front and they tool- the lead. 
Ross Mas.ud of Banl-ipur (Patna) while tall-'ing with the 
officials stated^ that Mazharul Haq was nervous at the present 
state of affairs as the muslims were loot'ing the present 
situation according to the religious point of view. In this 
circumstance it would be almost difficult for him to restrain 
them from committing the act of Non-voilence and that Mazharul 
63, ibid 
64, B ?/ 0 Police Abstract of Intelligence, vol- II, 1913, para. 
1167. Extract, Punjab Abstract, dated 27.9.1913, para 2487, 
Lahore^ 20.9, 1913, 
65, B ?/ 0 Police Abin^ tract of Intelligence, vol-II, 1913, para 
1169, E;:tract, U,P. Abstract, dated 11.10.1913, Pars 1794, 
Cownpore No, 38 of 4.10,1913, 
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Haq had - feared t h a t P u n j a b , Bengal and t h e B i h a r musl ims m i g h t 
cjel r jui n-f hcind an(J commence a c t o-f v i o l e n c e such as 
67 
i^ssasi nati on, bomb throwing and so -forth. 
During the-^  weef- the events had taken a rapid turn and that 
was intimated to Manharhul Haq by wire that the prisoners were 
becoming -fractious on account o-f their long incarceration and 
that they were wishing to asl- for mercy rather than trust on 
AS 
Ma::harul Haq that they would be released. Masharul Haq vsry 
ir>Don visited I-anpur on Tuesday, November 4, 1913 and went to the 
jail to see them on Thursday, November 6, 1913. He could not find 
any rpason regarding this development which had occurred in the 
jail and he told the sub - Inspector CIntel1igence] that " there 
69 
was no chance of any compromise on the Mahommedan's part." 
The^  muslims of Patna were very pleased with the decision of His 
E;;cellency, the Viceroy in connection with the mosque case but 
certain section of the terms were not appealing to the muslim 
intelligentsia ", that it left a portion of the mosque as a 
public road and thus left it unsolved. Originally it was decided 
that no portion of the mosque would be converted into a road. 
Many papers criticised Manharul Haq for being instrumental in the 
acceptance of the compromise and thus betraying the trust put in 
him. 
67. ibid 68. B H' 0 Police Abi,tract of Intelligence, vol - II, 1913, para 
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Cownpore No. 39, 12.10.1913. 
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Mazharul Haq at le^Tst succeeded in hxs plan regarding the 
72 
rebuilding o-f the demolished portions of the mosque. On 
October 30, 1917, Manharul Haq passed through Fatehpur on his way 
to Kanpur, at the station he was garlanded as a part of respect 
and honour even a -fev; muslims got in the train as a l-'ind o-f 
escort. The settlement o-f the case was published in the daily 
papers that pleased the muslims o-f l-anpur. Syed Ross Masud, 
Muhammad Yunus and Shahid Hussam de-fended the settlement untill 
the return of Marharul Haq, Raja of Mahmudabad with All Imam from 
74 His Ejjcellency. On their arrival All Imam, Raja of Mahmudabad 
and Masharul Haq spoke about their success in their mission. 
Marharul Haq received over two hundred congratulatory telegrams 
during the weel- . Viqar~ul~ MuH wired " Accept hearty congratu-
lations, this IS more important tfian the recapture of Adrianople 
" "^while Abul l-alam Azad and Muhammad Usman were not satisfied 
with the agreement. Muhammad Usman sent a reply paid telegram by 
saying " If the land is r>ot returned the Mohammadan of Cownpore 
do not accept the compromise" 
72. E-t S< 0 Police Abstract of Intelligence, vol- II, 1913, para 
1266, Patna 25,10.1913. 
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Manharul Haq was warmly welcomed when he visited Baisati Bazar by 
throwing -flowers on his car and a large gathering went to see him 
o-f-f when he went to Aligarh. Poems were recited on the platform 
77 
and cries of " Long live Mazharul Haq " . But still he was in 
great trouble that the musljm intelligentsia would not agree with 
this compromise. Mare than a lath of rupees was still under his 
possession and he wi slier) Lo see Wyndham with a view to the 
7Q 
amalgamation with the official funds. On the question of cow -
l-illing he replied not to press the muslims this ye=^ r although he 
had induced the muslims of Basmandi , !• anpur to refrain from Cow -
l-illing at the com] ng Id. He was intended to do it seriously 
79 in 1914. 
The University question was his ne;ct programme -for that he 
went to consult Surendra Nath Baner.iee in Calcutta and ma^e 
united effort in this respect. In Aligarh the question of a new 
secretary appeared before him. He proposed Syed Aftab Ahmad Khan 
while some others were preferring Syed Hussain Bllgrami for the 
SO 
stjcretaryship. 
In Kanpur numerous parties had been arranged to honour 
Mazharul Haq and to some lesser extent his friends, the Raja of 
Mahmuriabad and Abdul E<ar i . The garden party was given by the 






Mahmudabad were received with great approbation and were 
SI garlanded by the admirers during the party. ^ It was followed by 
a dinner and other parties These parties had been arranged by 
both the Hindus and the Muslims. But on the party of October 30, 
the F'.aja, Haq and Fazlur F',ehman were treated with speciality that 
had created an ill - -feelings among the others. " Beside this 
there was a disagreement with Mazharul Haq on the issue to 
re-frain from the celebration of Id-ul-Azha by cow- killing. 
During the dinner the question of funds came up publicly but 
nothing was concluded. He declared publicly that at the -for^-h 
coming session 'of the Congress, he would e;:press his personal 
views regarding the policies of the government and public. 
Mamman Lai, a municipal Commissioner gave a garden party to some 
selected persons on October 31, and on the same evening a 
combined Hindu - Muslim dinner was given by Nandan Prasad and Ram 
85 
Narayan. A similar dinner was also arranged by Haji Chuttan, 
whose brother was tilled in the firing by the police during the 
reconstruction of thp mosque; and Nawab All Hal-im to Mazharul 
Haq. In the party Haq was treated as a bridegroom and the dancing 
girls recited and sang poems in- his praise during the party. 
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Mazharul Haq then proceeded to Ayodhya, accompanied by 
Mohammad Hashim, Shaath Sarraucjdin, Ha j i Wazir, Ha j i Muhammad 
Hanif and some' prominent Hindus lite Lala Rai , Debi Prasad 
Vitramjit Sinha, ftjodhya F-rasad, Mamman Lai and others. The 
object of his visit was to refrain from Cow- slaughter at the 
S7 Id festival. Inspite of all the efforts made by Haq , he could 
not succeed till the last. The cow- slaughter was not fully 
stopped and the situation once again became tense and the good 
88 
worl' done by Haq was spoiled and he lost his faith. One 
promi nent, iparti cipant remar^ed as : " What was the good of our 
89 givi-ng a dinner to Mauhar-ul~ Haq." 
Mazharul Haq became the common target of criticism for both the 
communities. Hindus became annoyed as he could not stop the cow-
slaughter wh]le the muslims on account of his attempt to place 
his religion after his politics in the matter of cow- slaughter 
90 
on the Id festival. 
Soon after the settlement of the mosque case Mazharul Haq 
got a motor car which created confusion amdng tha masses and the 
91 
critic of him started telling as the " Cownpore Car". 
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soon a-fter the^  <=->et tl oment o-f the ^ anpur case various attempts 
wery made against him by his muslim brethren to de-fame him. 
Manhariil Haq had already admitted that a lakh of rupees was 
collected and nearly Rs. 15,000. was spent in the case while more 
than Rs. 84,000. was under his possessions. "^  It was then 
TfUggested by several responsible muslims that the amount in 
balance_ should be paid to the " Imperial Indian Relief Fund ". 
Mazharul Haq re-fused to do anything without the consent o-f Za-far 
9"'. All Vhan and some others. " The Hamdard on March 13, 1915 wrote 
that the people enquired time and again about money entrusted to 
Marharul Haq on account o-f I- anpur mosque de-fence -fund and they 
wanted to know the purpose -for which it was to be spent. even 
94 
some people made suggestions regarding the utilisation o-f money. 
An interesting observation was made by the editor o-f Hamdard 
that the enquiries wore made mostly from those persons who had 
not contributed at all towards the -fund, and who were opposed to 
95 the raising o-f the fund. They now imputed misappropriation to 
Mazharul Haq and others who having run the risk of dishonour and 
ni being designated as seditious, had raised the fund, proposals 
were also made that the money should be handed over to the 
Imperial relief fund, or Red Cross society or the Aligarh College 
96 ' bui1ding fund. 
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Lastly it was proposed that the money should be deposited 
under the control of a committee comprising of the Raja of 
Mahmudabad, Maul ana Abdul B a n , Maul ana Azad Subhani , Maulana 
Abul 1-a] am Azad, Zafar Al 3 Khan, Muhammad All, Fazlur - Rahman, a 
lawyer of I-anpur and Mar:harul Haq as it was suggested by the 
97 
ed1 tor. 
The special branch officer commented on Mazharul Haq , a 
local fire - brand, who had fallen into a dispute in connection 
with the funds raised for the defence of fanpur victims, now was 
trying to regain his popularity by mating speeches in different 
98 
meetings on the position of Turl-ey. 
On April 4, 1910, Marharul Haq attended a meeting of the muslims 
at Aligarh in connection with the new University where he made 
his position cl 6'ar from the charges of misappropriation of the 
^anpur Defence Fund, and he openly handed over a cheque for Rs. 
£51,000 to the Raja of Mahmudabad with whom he cane in close 
99 
association during the Fanpur mosque case. 
The services and sacrifices of Mazharul Haq were thus 
crowned with success and the charges of his critics and 
detractor"- werp at le<.\5t bylied. To lend allegations of 
misappropriation and defalcation against a man of his noble 
( har acter and hi yh < pj 1 L I <•-> b/ a hancJful of narrow - minded and 
cruol-pd persons was to si 1 nq mud to the moon which shone more 
L)rilliantly after Lhf> J azy atmosphere was cleared and truth 
rr-vpaTe(J in its pristine nal-edriess. 
97, ibid 
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CHAPTER III 
ROLE OF MAZHARUL HAQ IN PAN - ISLAMIC MOVEMENT 
The concept o-f han - Inlarnxsm is based on the ideology of 
uni vf-T&al -fraternity of the> Muslims as the cohesive -force to 
achieve the soci o--rel i gi aus and political economic advancement o-f 
Lhe Muslims as an international community. Its ideals emanated 
from " Islamic Union " preached by Islam. It was the religious 
sentiment of Islamic brotherhood which prompted -the Muslims o-f 
India to participate in the Pan - Islamic Movement. It was 
e^ssentially originated and was organized by Jamaluddin -al-
Afghani (1839 - 97) as a modern concept. The main objectives 
behind this movement was the union of all Islamic states under a 
single Caliphate, and a strong Muslim political set - up poised 
to liberate all Muslims from colonial domination and western 
culture, and to resist the western economic intervention and 
exploitation. In fact a large section of Muslim intelligentsia 
was very much conscious of their fraternal linV-s with their co-
religionist in athe>r countries. They were looking bac^ to their 
own Islamic past as a source of inspiration. Many revivalist 
movements attained prominence during 18th century to re - state 
and stress the ideal of Muslim resurgence and resuscitation 
implicit in the movement led by Mohammad ibn Abdul Wahab(1703 -
2 92) in Arabia and Syed Ahmed Barelvi ( 1736 - 1831 ) in India. 
Indian Mus>lims considered the Sultan of Turkey as the 
custodian and defender of the Holy Shrines of Islam in the 
1. Ray, Nihar ranjan, Nationalism in India. ( A.M.U., Aligarh 
1973), P.84. 
2. Mushirul Hasan, "Pan - Islamism Versus Indian Nationalism: A 
Reappraisal" in Paul . F^ . Brass and Francis Robi nson (ed ) . Indian 
Natlonal Congress and Indian Society(Delhi.1987).P.143. 
Jazirat - ul - Arab . These centres o-f Muslim pilgrimage became 
the symbols o-f Islam and also the rallying centres of Muslim 
solidarity and intellectual harmony of the Muslims all over the 
world and their defence became an article of faith and strongest 
tie of Muslims emotional life." 
The Sultan of Turkey was the Amir - al - Muminin 
(commander of the faithful) and a protector of the Holy places 
and a spiritual and temporal head of the Muslims. " if the 
Muhammadans of the world were compared to the human body ," wrote 
4 
the. Akhbar - i - Am The Sultan would be the heart and brain " 
Qeyamuddin Ahmad has traced the Indo - Turkish political 
relation<=> during the early years of the British expansion in this 
country. These span a long and chequered history and in modern 
times go baci- to Tipu Sultan, a dynamic and ambitious ruler had 
e;,plored not only French alliance but had also sought the help of 
Turkey to oust the British from India. He even sent an embassy 
to Constantinople in 1785 with owned objective of securing the 
Ottoman military help against the British but he failed in his 
5 
plan as the porte was on good terms with the BritiBh. By the 
ibid,F.144. 
ibid, P.145. 
Qeyamuddin Ahmad " A study of the Attempts for Indo - Turkish 
Collaboration Against the British,in the" Froceedinqs of the 17th 
session of the Indian History Congress, Ahmadabad, 1954, pp 
346-350 See also Qeyamuddin, Manharul Hague,P.35. 
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end of the 18th century Turkey became " the sickman " of Europe 
and was not only losing her territory but her power and prestige 
too aver on wane-^ . BuL in order to counteract the Russian attempt 
to control ower BlacI- sea and the straits which would have 
jeopardise the E'rjtish imperial interest in the East, the British 
pursued a policy of maintaining the e;;istance o-f the tottering 
Turkish Fmpire 5n the 19th century intact as so they assumed the 
role of posing as de-fence of the Turkey Sultan and the Ottoman 
6 Caliphate. 
During the Russo - Tur^ey war of 1877 -78 the Muslims 
support for Turl-ey continued in India. A mass meeting of the 
Muslims of. Dace a was or g a m i:ecl in the end of March 1877 and 
somp mane/ was collected in subscription to help Turkey in this 
7 
grave situation. Throughout the length and breadth of India 
prayers were offered for the success of Turkey in the war and 
g 
subscriptions were raised for war effort for Turkey. The press, 
e^specially the Muslim press showed strong sentiments in favour of 
Turkey and was looting for the discomfuture of Russia in the *war. 
Such homogeneity and solid sympathy was never noticed in the 
9 
vernacular press in earlier times. 
6. Prasad Yuvaraj Deva, The Indian Musi ims and World War I. , 
(New Delhi,1985) , F. 1. 




The emergence o-f Pan - Islamic movement m the last 
quarter of 19th century, constitutes an important landmark in the 
history o-f, Islam. It was -for the -first time the very existance o-f 
Isl.am was -felt to be endangered and consequently the desirability 
need for the world wide Mu?>lims con-f edrati on was stressed. 
The ideal of universal religious leadership o-f the Muslims 
based on the emotional and spiritual sentiment might be 
politically exploited and harnessed to led to constructive 
channels for building enduring structure of progress ' and 
prosperity. It was Abdul Hamid II who succeeded to the Ottoman 
Caliphate in 1876 attempted to usher in 'a new phase in the 
history of the Pan - Islamic Movement. 
Th(s Fan - Islamic Movement made a deep impact on India and 
was gradual advancement in India vigorously pursued with emotio-
nal ties during the span of the Caliphate Sultan Abdul Hamid. He 
even sent his missionaries to the different parts of 
the world, to propagate the ideal of Pan - Islamization. 
But it was Jamaluddan - al -Afgani as a apostle of Modern Pan -
Islamism who sowed the seed of political and intellectual awake-
ning in the' mosit of 1 he muslim lands viz. The Ottoman empire, 
persia , Afganistan, India and Russia. He was widely believed 
to be the innovator and the architect of Pan - Islamism, i.e. the 
person who tnought that it would be only by the restoration of 
unity among the mu&lim communities that the European colonial 
aggression and e;;pansion might be effectively chec-
ted, and the lost territory 
10, ibid,rP,3-4 
11. Ahmad, Aniz. Islamic Modernism in India and Pa^istan 1857-
1964 (Bombay,1967),P.126.See also Robinson (ed) Indian 
National Congress Z^ Indian Society, P. 147. 
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12 
might be regained ultimately. 
Two Persian newspapers, the Akhtar of Constantinople and the 
Ghairat o-f london, a^ well as tho Waqt a Turl-ish newspaper advo-
cated the cause of an Islamic Union. The 'Waqf was advocating 
the necessity for the Indian Muslims to support the Khilafat 
13 
1ssue. 
In India Pombay became the centre of Pan-Islamic activities 
and Hussain effindi, a Turl-ish consul-General played the role o-f 
14 
a channel of communication between India and Turkey. A society 
called Anjuman-i-Islamia was established at Pombay in September 
1380 with its branches spread over to Calcutta, Delhi, Benaras, 
Hyderabad and Jabalpur to conduct an e;;tensive correspondence 
15 
with these cities. After the suppression of the Al—Akhtar , 
Nusrat All l-han, an Indian at Constantinople started the Pai k-e— 
Islam an urdu newspaper,to foster Pan-Islamic feelings in India 
i 7 A " Nadvat~ul-Ulama " was set at fanpur to further the 
ends of the Fan-Islamism for the first time in India. It was a 
ijociety which had met at ^ anpur in 1894 and subsequently at 
Luc I-now in 1895 and proposed to meet at Bareilly in 1896. The 
purpose of this meeting was the " Unification of Islam " that was 
a political union of the Muslims. 
12. Yuvaraj Dev-a, Indian Musi ims and World War X,P.4. 
13. Mathur,Y.B.,Muslims and Changing India.(1972).P.121 
14. Ibid 
15. ibid 
16. ibid,P.120. See also Yuvaraj Deva Indian Musiims and World 
War i.P.4. 
17. A representative meeting of the Ulema of the various parts of 
India. 
18. Mathur,Musiims and Changing IndiaP.125. 
At a meeting of the Nadvat-ul-Ulama held at Kanpur on 8-9 
March , 1398 in which the supremacy o-f the Sultan Abdul Hamid, 
the l-halifa and a true head o-f the Muslim international 
solidarity was acknowledged and allegiance of the Indian Muslims 
19 to him was resolutely defended and reassured-
The Habl-ul-matin o-f Calcutta April 27, 1898 published a 
poem from Liverpool containing the words : "Awake, Musulmans, 
awal-e. How long will remain asleep while the British Lion and the 
Russian E-tear Are rap:dly ma^l^cJ encroachments on Turtey, Persia 
20 
and Afghanistan." 
The Macedonian crisis of 1903 offered another evidence of 
the force of the Pan-Islamic Movement in India.'^ It was the last 
Province remaining under Tur^ ey. The Turl-o-Egypti an dispute of 
1907 was another remarlable manifestation of Pan-Islamic 
s:>entiment. The* Indian Muslims were extremely perturbed at this 
dJspicture. A number of mas<3 meetings were held all over the 
country to protest against the unhappy events.""" 
At a time when Abdul Hamid II was commanding the allegiance 
of the Muslim through out the world, his own position at home was 
precarious. A reforming party " Young Turl-s " was launched and 
grown up in the Ottoman Empire. They were mostly educated in the 
west and infJuenced by the Furopean institutions and customs and 
the echoes of democratic movements tal-ing place in dif-ferent 
parts of the world were heard universally.*"" 
19. Yuvaraj Deva, Indian Musi ims and Ulorld \fiar l_, P-5. 
20. Mathur, Musiims and Challenqinq India, P. 126. 
21. Yuvaraj Deva, Musi i mq and World War l_, P. 6. 
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23. Ramasaur, E. L-", , The Young Tur^ s (Beirut 1965), P. 4. 
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In July 1908 the young Turt s succeeded in pulling o-f-f a 
bloDdlesE> revolution and -forred the Sultan to restore the 
24 
constitution. The Indian Muslims were greatly influenced by the 
Young Tur^ s •  revolution and they welcomed the change m 
Turl-ey. As thie husalman observed. " The transformation of the 
Turt'ish Empire into a constitutional Monarchy is emblematic of 
the fact that the Orient has awatened, that th^ Muslim is no 
longer m ^.leep and that the 'S^c^ Man'' is convalescent. It is a 
matter that will inspire a new spirit in the Mussalmans of 
OCT 
India" ."• 
In 1911 Italy forcibly captured Tripoli,a Turf^sh territory 
after declaring war on her. This war produced a serious impact on 
the Indian Muslims due to the heavy loss of men and money in the 
war. A representative meeting of Muslims was held at Calcutta to 
protest against the inquisitive outrage done by Italy in "iripoli 
and to express their heartly sympathy with the Ottoman Empire. 
A Committee "Aid to Ottoman Red crescent Society" was formed for 
the collection of funds to help the Turl-ish war victims."^ On 
nc^ober 7,J9]1 a special meeting of the council of All India 
Muslim League was called to discuss Italy's unjustifiable and 
high handed action on Tripoli and its deep feelings on Indian 
Muslims. They passed a resolution to boycott the Italian goods of 
al1 ^1nds." 
24. Sadiq, Mohammad, The Tur^1sh Revolution and the Indian Freedom 
Movement.(Delhi.198.),P.21. 
25. Yuvaraj Deva, Indi an Mu? 11 ms and World War I_, P.7. 
26. ibid, f.8. 
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The TurkD-Ital 1 an war had created a great di ssati s-f action 
among the Indian Muslims. especially against Great Britain •for 
allowing Italy to e\tend her operations beyond Tripoli in 
violation of the assurance given by the Italian Government at the 
Commencement of the war th£\t they would not go beyond Africa. The 
Muslims were not in -favour o-f any t ind of peace terms which would 
adversely affect the? position of hhalifa and his sovereignty 
29 
over Tripoli.'" It was reported that an appeal was sent from 
Germany to India and the same appeal was reprinted in a persian 
p)aper published in I-abul "'" in which the Muslims of Germany had 
appealed to the' world that Italy has violently turned rebellious 
and waged war against the protector of the Holy shrines (Mecca 
and Madina) the Ottoman power in Tripoli,a province of Africa. 
"It IS quite obligatory on every Mussalman, Man and 
Woman, who believe in God and the last day, to 
sacrifice fu s life and property to assist hiB 
bretheren in repelling over enemy CItaly] who has 
forcibly rushed into the territories of Mussalman 
CTripol 1 3 . " "' 
An e>M r a-ordi nary meeting of the Moyadul Islam, Firangi 
Mahal was organir:ed under the Presidentships of Maulana Abdul 
P a n on December 24, 1912 and it was decided that 
" Leading Ulama and citizens of Luc^now most 
respectfully submit that power's note to porte is 
atrociously outrageous piece in justice and 
29. B?/0 Police Abstract of Intelligence Vol 1,1912 Para 136, 
Extract L'engal Abs.,tract dated 25.5. 1912. Para 1731 Bengal 
S.D.2G.5.1912. 
30. B?/a Police Abstract of Intelligence Vol I, 1912,Para 
439,Extract. Bengal Abstract dated 3.8.1912. Para 1312 
Bombay 5,8,1912. 
31. ibid. 
and cruelty. We appeal to Indian Government to 
inform British Government o-f utmost anger and 
djsguot treated among Indian Mussalmans and we 
appea] to the English cabinet to refrain from 
joining thp powers m putting cowardly pressure on 
Turks. In the interest of British Empire we appeal 
to Britain not to lose irretrievably the good will 
of Indian Mussalmans, for its great 3^set and its 
loss will entail serious consequence"."'^ 
In response to thp appeal of the league, meetings were 
organized at various Muslims centres in India for the success of 
Turkey in the war and subscriptions were raised for Turkey and a 
resolution was passed to boycott all t inds of Italian goods.""'""' 
The Indian Muslim press was focusing its attention on Turko-
Italian war and characterized Italy's action as " fulfilment of 
34 
shameless e;;pansi oni st design at the expense of a weak nation " 
Muhammad All of the ComradeAtaul l-alam Azad of the Al-Hilal and 
Zafar All of the Zamindar e;;horted the Muslims on their religious 
obligations and dwelt upon the concept Islamic brotherhood. 
Muhammad All spoke at a gathering of the Jama-Masjid, Delhi that 
"The defeat of Turl-ey is the defeat of Islam and what Islam 
expected from them was united action against British.""' To help 
their Co-Rel igi oni sts in Turl-ey who were suffering from financial 
bantruptcy due to the war, funds 
32. Muhammad,5.Indian Musiims,- Vol - 3. P.160. 
33. Yuvaraj Deva. Indian Musi i ms and the World l^lar I., P. 9. 
34. ibid. 
35. Muhammad,S. Indian Muslim, Vol,.3.P.VI . 
were raised all aver India and -for that purpose the branches of 
"Red Crescent Society" were opened up even m interior of the 
country. 
In Bihar a mass meeting was organized by the Muslims of 
Patna on November 10,1912 in the compound opposite to Patna 
College to eupresr. thpxr sympathy with the Turks and to raise 
subscriptions to help the 1urts wounded in war. Shah Syed Habibul 
1 
Haq of Patna city was the president and Syed Fal-'hruddi n was 
elected Treasurer. Eminent Muslims ll^e Sarfras Hussain Khan, 
UJasir Ahmad Manharul Haq, Maulvi Muhammad Faqir of Allahabad and 
other Muslims were present at the meeting. Ac the meeting 
Marharul Haq advised the gathering to help their co-religionist 
by donating liberal subscriptions according to their means and 
e;;pressed his sympathy with the Turt s and their families.*' At 
the meeting he further defined the term Jehad and 
characterized its three t-mds i.e. Jehad-e-Jan (Volunteer one's 
ownself for the war) Jehad-e-Zaban (to express sympathy with 
the wounded and their families and to denounce the oppressive 
attitude of the enemy) and Jehad-e—Mai (to give monetary aid to 
the wounded and their families)."' 
At the meeting FT;S 1000, was collected and the Lieutenant-
Governor too sent a sum of Rs 400, as his donation towards the 
"8 
Red Crescent Society Funds," The "Musalman" expressed its'satis-
faction over the collection of funds towards the Red Crescent 
Society.' With thfc> formation of the Indian 'Red Crescent 
Society", the Pan-Islamic movement took a new turn 
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in India. The first mission of the Indian Red Crescent Society 
visited Turl-ey at the time of fall of I- amal Pasha Cabinet and 
stayed till the Unionists occasion to power. Every member of the 
mission was warmly welcomed by the Unionists. The second 
mission of the Indian Red Crescent Society proceeded to 
Constantinople in December 1912,• under the renowned Pan-Islamist 
of Delhi, Dr. li. A. Ansari . It was attended with spectacular 
success. It carried the message of deep sympathy and good-will to 
41 
the Muslims of Turkey from their co-rel 1 gi.oni sts of India. All 
E<rothers, Abiil halam Azad, Manharul Haq and the Medical Mission 
42 
of Dr. M.A.Ansari were declared Turl-ish emissaries in India. 
A Svociety t nown as Anjuman-i-Khuddam-i-Kaaba (the society 
of the servants of the I-aaba) was established in May 1913, with 
the objective of protecting Mecca and other Holy Shrines of Islam 
4"'. from the non-Muslim aggression. The intention to establish the 
'Anjuman" was for the first time publicly announced by Shaukat 
All at Amritsar on March 31, 1913. He declared it to be the duty 
of all Muslims to unite for the purpose of protecting the 
44 
Holy places of Islam from non-Muslim aggression and sacrilege. 
It appears that the objectives of Anjuman were firstly 
propounded in Luctnow on May 6, 1913 at the residence of Maulana 
Abdul Bar 1 , where Munhir Hussain ^ldwal, Muhammad All, Shaukat 
45 
All and other prominent leaders were present. 
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An outline of the plan o-f the society was sent to Abul Kalam 
Azad , editor of the Al-Hilal Calcutta for its publication in 
46 his newspaper but it was then not published. It seems that Azad 
was busy in some other secret plan which could not mature 
and fructify but on a reminder by Mushir Hussain the scheaie was 
47 published in the issue of April 23, 1913. The constitution of 
the Anjuman was finally settled at Lhe beginning of 1914 and 
48 the rules were published. While the leading Muslims in the 
society were very much conscious of the difficulty in presenting 
49 the ' anjuman ' as a purely religious body. 
Maulana Abul }alam Arad visited Iraq, Egypt, and TurJ'ey in 
1908 where he came into close contact with many Iranians and the 
Turl-'s, who were fighting for constitutional monarchy. They were 
young Turks and the movement started by them was known as the 
Young Turks Movement which had deeply influenced Azad and on 
his return from Turkey, he started Al—Hilal phich soon became 
50 
a major concern for the then Government. " During this time he 
came into close association with Mazharul Haq. The latter in the 
course of his preoccupations with the t anpur Mosque case came? 
into close contact with several staunch Pan-Islamist of the day 
like Zafar All, editor of the Zamindar , Muhammad All editor 
of the Comrade , Shaukat All, fame of the Anjuman -e-khuddam-
i-Kaaba and its president Abdul D a n of Firangi Mahal,Lucknow, 
46. Home,Dept.Pol 'A" October 1913, Nos. 100-110,Pro. No.ll8(NAI) 
47.ibid 
48. Yuvaraj Deva, Indi an Musi ims and the Wor 1 .i Viar I_, F. 16 
4 9 . I b i d , p . 1 7 . 
5 0 . QeyamutJdiru Mazharul Hague, P. 36 . 
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Hasan Nizami editor of the Tauhid and Anad Subhani leader of 
the ^anpur Mosque agitatjon who was arrested on the charge cf 
51 
sedition in the I-an pur Masque Case. 
On February 23, 1913 a mass meeting o-f the Muslims was held 
at Patna to raise a -fund -for the treatment of the Turt s wounded 
in the War and subscriptions wert^ demanded and a sum of Rs. 2!.'O0 
to 3000 was collected. Mazharul Haq and Abul Kalam Asad delivered 
r,tirrinri i>pFeche.>ri. "•'" In E-fihar the Muslims were very tense on the 
question of Turl-ey's fate, as reported by Sub-inspector Patna : 
Muslims offered up prayers in the mosque that Adrinople 
which had been recaptured by the Turts should be returned to 
S3 
their poss'Bssion. ' A Turl-ish delegation visited India on behalf 
of the Red Crescent Society to thani Indian Muslims for their 
deep sympathy with thp Turls £tnd for their subscriptions to the 
Red Crescent S^ociety. On February 23, 1914, a meeting of the 
Anjuman—e—Islamia was held at PaLna. Mazharul Haq accompanied by 
thf> Tur t 1 sh clelegates^ Taufiq Pasha, a member of Turkish 
parliament, Idnan Eiey, secretary of the Turl-ish Red Crescent 
Society and Dr Hmmel I- amal a member of the Red Crescent Society. 
Emerging leaders life Maul ana Abul ^alam A^ad, Anad Subhani of 
I- anpur and Miwaja Hai"aii fh.'Ami of Meprut and other muslims were 
present at the meQling, 
In the? meeting Ma::hc\riil Haq introduced the Turl-ish Delegates 
51. Pol. Dept spl. section conf.File No.729, 1915 (BSA) 
52. B8'0 Police Abstract oi Intelligence Vol.11, 1913 Para 286, 
Patna 2.3.1913. 
f;3. B?/0 Police Abstract of Intelligence, Vol 11,1913. Para 875, 
Patna 2.8. 1913. 
54. Pol. Dept. spl.Section conf. File No- 729, 1915 (BSA) 
55. BS'Q Police Abstract' of Intelligence. Vol III, 1914,Para 
295,Patna 25.2,3914. See also Home Dept. Pol. 'A' July,1917, 
Nos. 408-410 (NAI) ?' Pol. Dept. spl Section conf.File 
729,1915(BSA). 
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to the audience thereafter Idnan Bey delivered a speech i 
Turf]Sih which was translated by Taufiq F'asha into persian tha' 
his visit to India was in no way political but he had come t 
India to thcinV the Indian Mug.lims -for their deep sympathies t 
the cause o-f the Tv.^ r^  <3 and -for Indian Medical Mission. Ha^ 
addrrssinq thc^  Delegates replied with stress that the Indian 
Muslims had done nothing commensurate with the sacrifices to th 
cause o-f prcstecting the> honour of Islam that the Turks hac' 
Ti7 
ungrudging made. Haq, -further imploud the Turkish Mission 'to 
I-
convey the message o-f Indian muslims to the Sultan of Turkey anc' 
his cDLintrymen that the Indiam Muslims were ready to sacrifice. 
if necessary their lives and property to uphold the prestige o 
J si am. 
On April 18, 1914 Marrharul Haq along with Muhammad Al i 
Jinnah, Bhupendra Nath Basu, N.M.Samarth, Sachchiaanand Sinha, 
B.N.Sharma and Lai a Lajpat Rai sailed for England as Delegates oi 
Indian National Congress to make representation on the subject o" 
secretary of Stctte's Council and were received by Lord Crewf 
Secretary of State for India on May 11, 1914 at India Office. 
London." ' [in conclusion of official business and negotiation Hai 
left for India buL enroute to Constantinople, he was warml 
welcomed by the " Young Turl-s Party " and the organizers of tht 
Red Crescent Society- " He received a cordial reception from 
56, ibid See also F-lome Dept. Pol. 'A' July 1917,Nos 408-410 (NAI) . 
57. ibid 
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Turt ish officials and wais granted an interview with the Sultan ^^ 
during his ntay in Turtey, his comforts and hospitality, was 
attended to by Taufiq Bey appointed by the Government of Turkey 
to lool- after iTim/"" 
Ikdam of Constantinople published an interview of Mazharul 
Haq on June 23,1914 regarding their representation on behalf of 
the Indian National Congress to the Secretary of State for India, 
as fol1ows : 
"There-' is always a misunderstanding between the 
people and the Government of India. After deep and 
impartial study it has been found that the only 
cai.r-3e for mi'•'iunderstandi ng is the lack of 
inter; our ii^t? betw6.^ en Indians and Englishmen in 
India. It wa-3 necessary to find a remedy for this 
mi sunder staindi ng . The Secretary of State for India 
l-tas a council in London. Members of this council 
<-hould be chosen for their ability. We therefore 
request that they should be electt^d by the votes of 
the people. Out of the twelve members of the 
council only two are Indian. They are not elected 
hy Indians but are merely nominated by the 
Secretary of State." 
His Majesty's Ambassador at Constantinople reported Haq's 
arrival there in June and urote that he was closely associated 
64 
with the trilingual paper Jehan-i-Islam which also published 
61. ibid 
62. Oeyamuddi n, Man_harj.il. Hague, P. 37. 
63. Home Dept. F-'ol 'A' July 1917, Nos 408-410 (NAD. 
64. Jehan-i~Isl am wa'3 a weetly review published at Constantinople 
m Arnbic, Turl-is>h and Urdu under the auspices of "Moslem 
Benevolent Society ". It first appeared m April 1914. Its 
proprietor was Yuibsuf Rhe'tvan Bey, at one time Deputy for 
Benghazi m the Ottoman Parliament, and with him an African 
Ar ctb named Salih Turn si and an Indian Maulvi Abu Said 
Arabi were associated. The? main objective of the paper was 
to unite the Muslim communities in the defence of their 
religion. Cited from Home Dept. Pol'B' November.1914, Nos 
306-307 (NAD 
an interview of Mazharul Haq on June? 27,1914 in French'"'"where he 
claimed a considerable? appreciation for the "Young Turks Party" 
As was to be &>;'pec'ted, soon thereafter , the paper Jehan-i-Islam 
Was declared a seditious publication and Manharul Haq became a 
great suspect in thp eyes o-f the Government. 
Sir Louis Mallet, a British official posted at 
Constantinople I-new about Haq's visit from the loral newspaper 
La Turqui and wrote to the sfecretary. Sir E.Grey that Haq is 
closely connected with the founders of the F'an-Isl ami sm and the 
68 Trilingual paper Jehan-i-Islam . A letter was issued from 
Eyre.A.Crowe from the foreign office for information on the 
identity and the proclimaties of Haq who admitted of his 
connections with the newspaper Jehan-i-Islam . The Indian 
Government was asl^  ed to furnish details about Mazharul Haq and 
his association with the seditious paper Jehan-i-Islam The 
entry of this paper into India, was prohibited under the sea 
customs Act. 
65. Pol. Dept.spl section Conf File No. 295< 1914 (BSA) 
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Me, howevpr, declared that he had no connection with the 
paper J^han-i-Islam but admitted that Abu Said, one of the 
Edrtor^s of this paper whom he called Lo-far came to see him at 
71 Constantinople. 
On his return to India the paper was continued to be mailed 
to him but subsequently it<s entry was banned under the Sea 
Customs Act, p(ibst-'d on Aurjufet 22, 1914, becausfe its containing 
objectionable matter and issues. "" It for example claimed that: 
" 1 he murdered ting of Greece sent for some copies 
of the^  ^  oran of the Mosques 'of Salonica, had them 
scattered on the ground and trampled on by horses. 
He 3 5 out done by ^u s son Constantine who converted 
Mo<=>que into Iv^trines, Brothels and shops for the 
sal e o-f por i " 
As the World War I had by then broten out Masharul Haq had 
not been in India <and the; Government watchful as to his return 
cxnd whereabouts. M:\rharul Haq returned to Banl-'ipur (Patna) on 
74 July 11,1914 from his European tour. On July 21,1914 a meeting 
of the local Muslims was held under the presidentship of Sarfras 
Hussain Khan where the coronation of the new Shah of Persia was 
acclaimed with enthusiasm. Brief speeches were made on the life 
of the new Shah, Mazharul Haq and others were participants at the 
function. Marharul Haq was invited by the local Muslims of 
71. PoJ.Dept. =p] section Conf. File no.729, 1915 <BSA) 
72 ibid. See also Pol.Dept.spl section Conf.File 
No.295,1914(BSA) and Home Dept Fol 'B^November 1914 Nos 306-
307 (NAD 
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Patna city to deliver a speech on Constantinople and Tu^^lsh 
people r'xt the Mahamadi Jamsi Mosque as reported by a sub-inspector 
at I- ha_U el Ian. 
On the" question of Turl-ey's involvement in the War the 
Mu5lim<3 o-f Fatn<.i were e;;cited and a meeting was organized at the 
house of Mar:harul Haq on its deliberations were m -favour o-f 
77 
maJ'ing a representation to the ports to maintain neutrality. 
Tho Al-Hilal of Calcutta was pro-German in its 
78 
orientation and some o-f its articles were highly objectionable. 
As we see from thp letter of Sir Reginold CraddocI- to Hardinge on 
August 20,1914 that 
Thb> editor of the 'Al-Hilal should be dropped 
upon. He is very truculent and dangerous the strong 
action tal en by Sir Michael 0" Dyer against the 
'Zemindar" has resulted :i n its attitude at the 
present moment being une;;cepti onabl e. Its editor 
may or may not be sincere, but at all events, the 
papier does not mischief. Strong action against 
these fire brands has a most encouraging effect on 
loyal Mahommedans who are after all by far the 
largest class in the country." 
The Secrpt Political Special Department reporting on his speech 
and observed that, it "clearly showed that his loyalty only stood so 
long as Pan- Islamic interests were not affected " ' He wanted 
that the Muslims to remain loyal to the English government only 
as long as.there Pan - Islamic sentiments are not injured by the 
gover nment. 
Ih.BfjQ P o l i c e A b s t r a c t of I n t e l l i g e n c e , Vol I I I , 1 9 1 4 . P a r a 9 2 8 , 
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The daily Hindi Supplement to the BeBehaEeen September 9, 
j914 remarl-s that 
"Marhani] Haq in course of a speech on the present 
v-jar delivered at a resent meeting to the effect 
I hat -they were neither pleased with or enthusiastic 
about nor were indifferent to the consequences of 
the war" 
The Beharee further points out that there were two sections among 
the Muslims ont-> who ac^nowledge them as Indian nationalist while 
82 
others called themselves as a member of Pan Islamic Movement. '^  
Another mee>ting of the Anjuman Khuddam-i-Kaaba was held on 
September 4, 1914 at Pi pal Wall Masjid. The gathering was 
addressed by Maulvi Abdul Ma 11d who delivered a fiery speech 
urging the Muslims to Ltphold the cause of Islam and he was 
prepared for all circumstances and sacrifices and e:;tricate 
themselves from subjection and reliance upon. The British 
Government and the history of Islam has passed through various 
phases in which blood letting and cruelties became unavoidable. 
Me thus nncitc'd thfm to sacrifice their all for the sake of the 
cause of the Millat. The paper wrote " Time to better their 
condition since the opportunity might never occur again, and 
would not last for long ". "' The Jehan-i-Islam condemned 
British Imperialism and Christian power in more vigorous and 
poignant terms. Their exposition acquired communal overtones the 
latter wrote: 
" Among the enemies of mani-ind the christian 
religion 3S so terrible that its history is full of 
81. Daily Hindi supplement to the Beharee in report on the 
Vernacular Newspapers (B?'0) 
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barbarities. ]t never spread any pains to struggle 
God's crf^aturB?;. huhammedans have now after several 
liuiulrt>d vt-'cir?, adopted new policy. They want to 
thirow off thf-> bands and chains of disgrace which 
tnn-finpd thorn. By Muhammedans we do not mean 
Indians taut Egyptians" 
A similar article of Jehan-i-Islam published in 
Constantinople was dubbed highly objectionableby the government 
that it was creating hatred and contempt against the British 
Rule in India,. 
During the f.ame time Haq was busy in Bihar to organize the 
young energetic students and on September 25, 1914 he inaugurated 
86 
an " All India Moslem Students Brotherhood " It was an example 
of Haq's farsightedness on the political scene and on the basis 
of religious issue he organized the younger genera,tion and tried 
hus level best to trfun them in Indian politics so that they may 
fight for the nation. Earlier to that Abul Kalam Arad, a staunch 
advocator of " Khuddam-i-Kaaba " in Bengal had already organized 
a society m 191.' to propagate the ideas and doctrines of Pan-
87 
Islamism. 
In October 1914 a great change occurred in Haq's personal 
life due to the death of his wife and overwhelmed by grief he 
decided to withdraw from public and political offices. Later on 
the insistence of Abul l^ alam Azad, Muhammad All Jinnah and Hasan 
Nirami he changed hii- decision to an appreciable e;;tent and he 
05. B.!/0 Police Abstract of Intel 1 iqence. Vol 111,1914 Para 1284, 
Bihar,S.B. 17.10.1914. 
B6. B?<0 Police Abstract of Intel 1 i gence. Vol 111,1914 Para 
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d i d n o t r e m a i n a loo- f f r o m p o l i t i c s . „_. H h w a j a I-amal u d d i n , 
D O 
Barrister of Lahore and thp Editor o-f the Moslem Review who was 
sent to England by the " Islam Mission " and was introduced at 
the annual me€--'ting o-f the F'atna Anjuman-i- Islamia in March 1915 
by Ma;:harul Haq .j^ oOn May 25, 1915 a meeting was organized by 
Mar:harul Haq at Patna and was attended by a huge gathering of the 
Muslims and presided over by Sar + raz Hussain I-han. Masharul Haq 
in this meeting moved the -following resolution for the release of 
All brothers."this meeting request chief commissioner of Delhi to 
tindly reconsider his order regarding the internment of Muhammad 
All and Shaul-at Al i .'' ,. 
Marharul Haq further spote of the good work done by these 
Lwo brother<3 Muhammad All and Shaut at All and stated that they 
were fearless and independent leaders of this country and of the 
Muslim communi ty .^ ^^  He pointed out thaL the world was ignorant of 
,' 1 
the faults for which these two men had been interned and demanded 
that they should be restored to their followers.-^ He declared 
that the meeting had finally decided if their present request 
would not be entertained by the Chief Commissioner then they 
would like to approach the Viceroy with whom they had every hope 
of the appeal being i-ucces<:>f ul . „_ He concluded his speech with 
tn & usual atl act on the C.I.D and declared them " poorly paid 
staff " 
88. Pol.Dept.spl section Conf File No. 729,1915 (BSA) 
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hcAci reported against innocent people to justi-fy their e;;istence 
and cleclare-'d himj.pl f a victim. 
E<abu Malhura Nath binha seconded the proposal of Marharul 
Haq and stated that Muhammad All was a leader o-f the Hindus and 
Muslims alike. „^ Dr. Mahmud e;;pressed that it was Muhammad Al i 
and Mazharul Haq who were responsible for keeping the Muslim 
community calm and quite at the time of the outbreal- of the war 
with Turl-ey but thc-3ir wor^ remairred unmanifested and unknown.-. 
They had endeared themselves to Muslims who worshipped them and 
would under-go any sacrifice to save them from trouble. In the 
days of trouble and tribulation, it was therefore on the part of 
the Governme^nt when thp Muslim community were intensely worted up 
and any further cause of e;!citement should be avoided.„^ The 
policy of Mazharul Haq undoubtedly became clear to the 
Investigating Officer and the Government also felt that " he was 
fast becoming a dangerous Pan-Islamic agitator., 
Intercepted letters addressed to Mazharul Haq and Shibli 
Nomani from S.M.Taufiq Bey, a representative of the TurF-:ish 
newspaper,who visited India in 1913-14 for the propagation of 
Pan-Islamic ideas " confirmed Haq's close association with him. 
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wr]tes : 
" We have motnliratjon on our territory about a 
million troops. All of wz are under arm.- Mysel-f 
just wearing my soldier dress and serving under the 
Red Crescent Society. To guard our honour i-f we 
will be attaci-pd -we an^ ready to undergo another 
new war. Perhapt:, now we will be the attackers. I 
thinJ we <Are with Germany and Austria. However, the 
public opinion are much against England, as she 
captured our vessels and rather insulted us. "_-, 
w 
In another letter addressed to Shibli Nomani, dated August 
20, 1914, S.M. Tau-fiq Hey in-formed him that they had a plan to 
start: an Urdu nt?wspaper in Turl-ey so that they might convey their 
message to Indian Muslims about Tur^ey. He -further in-formed 
Shibli Nomani about the visit of Manharul Haq, to Constantinople 
where he was appointed by the Turkish Government to supervise his 
engagements. Haq was granted an interview with His Majesty the 
Sultan and otfier officials of the Government. ... 
allegiance due to the E-iri ti sh. . .^j. The group of younger generation 
educated in tho Western institution consisted o-f promising youth 
ll^e Manharul Haq, Fanlul Haq, Syed Mahmud, Muhammad All, Fasle 
Hussain and Saifuddm ^ltchlew. They were distrust-ful of British 
policies. Apart from Pan-Islamic sympathies they were under 
99. Ibid 
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The p^a~^ur^lsh fe?e]jngs among the Indi.an Muslims during the 
Tripolian and Balkan wars had obviously religious and Pan-Islamit: 
motivations and orientation. At this stage the younger generation 
of Western educated Muslims stood in opposition to the Aligarh 
School of thought properly inown as " Aligarh Movement ". Sir 
Syed Ahmad (• han had been preaching loyalty to the British rulers 
of India even if they were compelled to pursue an unfriendly 
policy towards Turley. Sy«d Mehdi Ali < Mohsin-ul-Mulk ) 
proclaimed in 1906 that Turtey's Sultan was not to be considered 
l-halifa of the Indian Muslims and stressed religious and binding 
righteous indignation at British Imperial domination and were 
clfc>lermined to overthrow the Imperial powers from India. For that 
purpose they wholeheartedly joined the Indian National Movement 
led by the Congress. ,^  
Since Russia was considered the traditional enemy of the 
Muslims, now her alliance with Britain aroused the^ suspicion of 
the Indians about her intention, while Germany had sympathetic 
response from the Indian Muslims sinca her pretensions of being a 
true friend of Tur^ey were stressed. The main concern of the 
Indian Muslims was the advancement and success of Turtey in the 
World War I. Tur^ey joined the War in November 1914. Many Pan-
Islamists believed that Tur^ey would seine the opportunity 
• Caffordecl'' by the involvement of the great powers in the 
World War I.^ (-,-, 
Marharul Haq in a public meeting of the local Muslims at 
102. Pande. D. N(ed).Conci se Hi story of the Indian National 
Congress, 1858-1947(Delhi,1985) P.66. 
103. Yuvaraj Deva.Indi an Musi i ms and World War I, P.46. 
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Panl-ipur on September 5, 1914 reiterated his commitments to the 
E<ritish Government but as subordinate to his religious -feelings 
in the -following words : 
" Tur 1-1 sh nation is -fully alive to her 
Islamic obligations. They feel the responsibility 
oi being the guardian of Islam and our holy places. 
And this IS just what binds us most to them. Rest 
assured that they thoroughly understand that the 
sympathy of the whole? Muslim world is with them as 
long as they perform muslim obligations in Islamic 
spirit. "^ .^, )4 
Mazharul Haq advised his Muslim brethren in a public meeting 
to " rally to a man and stand by the side of our gracious 
iaovereign." It s-e(-'ms t hfit the Indian Muslims felt themselves 
lielpless ' under the Imperial power and considered it wise and in 
right direction to declare openly the loyalty to the British 
inspite of the fact that Turl-ey was at war. Even a staunch Pan-
Islamist 11 i-G Mazharul Haq said that : 
"The Indian Mussalm^ns have to look to their own 
interests, and the care oi the interests of Islam 
in their own country is the prime duty that has 
fallen upon tht>m." He further asl-ed the audience 
that " It 15 to be remembered that upon our present 
attitude depends our future destiny. They naturally 
feel for the fate of their, co-religionists and 
dread the inevitable downfall of what was once the 
greatest antJ is now the only Mussalman Empire. But 
they see that they can not prevent that downfall, 
and' they mus»t turn their eyes bac^ to their own 
countr1es. " 
108 
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With a view to pacifying the relations o-f the Muslims with 
the Government fie as&ured the Government that the " Mussal man o-f 
India will act witl) cool ness, I-eep up their digni-t-/ and self 
control W3 ] 1 not be unraffleJ by any untoward events, will not be 
a-f-fected by any of the hostile or unjust criticism which are so 
pi pnti-f ul in these days and will most assuredly rally to a man by 
the side of their l-ing- Emperor for the defence of the empire. 
Thenr lives and all their resources will be at tho service of 
their sovereign",..-,. 
Pn November 6, 1914 a £.pecial meeting of the Anjuman 
Islamia Committee was held at Bantipur under the presidentship of 
Manharul Haq and uthier eminent Muslims. . oi Bihar were present 
in the meeting. Thi= following resolutions were passed: 
"That this meeting of the committee of the Anjuman 
Islamia, BanI- ipur , wh I leregrettmg the partici-
pation of Tur^ey in the present European War 
assures the Government of the traditional and 
ne'Vf-jr sh^ it en loya]!"y of the Muslim Community to 
I ht? Pr ] + 1 sh Crown . 
" llial thjs meeting of the committee of the Anjuman 
Islamia BanI 3 pur, expresses its heartfelt gratitude 
•< or th(^ "•i<5<sur am e cjiven by H\z-> Majesty's Government 
of the immunity from attaci- , by its Naval and 
Military forces of the Holy places of Islam, and 
for securing similar assurances from the Government 
of France and Russia. 
" Thatt this meeting of the Committee of the Anjuman 
Islamia, Banl-ipur, calls upon every follower of 
Islam to assist •^he' Government at this crisis in 
every possible way. 
" That A ropy of the> above resolution be sent to 
hi'.' E ;ce]lency the viceroy and Governor-General of 
JnrliH and to Hi <:, Honour the Lieutenant-Governor of 
Bihar and Orissa and also to the press. "<•,.-. 
109. Mazharul Haq(president),Maulvi Fathruddin,Maulvi Syed Abul 
Aas.Syed Nurul Hasan,Syed Vatil,Syed Muhammad Hosain,Vakil 
Maul VI Abul Jabbar Maafavi.P.A. 
110. Home Dept.Pol'A" December 1914, Nos.80-81(Pro.81)P.46(NAI) 
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Similar resolution-a ware adopted by the Bihar Provincial 
Muslim League an Novemh)er 6, 1914. which also declared that " 
every e-f-fort should be made by District Leagues and other 
Muhammadan instit,ution in this province to give wide publicity to 
the communique issued by His E;;cellency the Viceroy as regards 
lhf> protection aiven to the Holy Places o-f Islam".^.,^ 
Behar Herald commenting on Indian's participation in the World 
War I entitled " Ind}a and the War " on September 5, 1914 and 
wrote thus : 
" Thp desire to vindicate the righteous and just 
cause that the rulers of our country, have taken 
up, has been worl-ing in us 111-e one mighty 
impelling force. We feel that each one of us has 
got a duty to perform to teep the integrity and 
greatness of our good Government intact and that 
thE-' glory of Eiritain means glory to us all 
Indian's are not only an;!ious to open their purses 
hut art' also pager to offer their services for the 
front ^ _ 
Beharee in its issue on September 13, 1914The War— India's 
loyalty remar^s that " the offer from India have a significance 
which it will do well to ponder over carefully. India is loyal to 
His Imperial majesty, because loyalty is a part of its being, the 
highest' dictate of j ts religion ^.. 
^ • = ' 1 1 4 
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On Mazharul Haq's statement that " Muslims may remain loyal 
to Enqland in this war with a s>a-fe and clean conscience because 
Turl-ey is not against England.... ' The E;;press remark that the 
" only spiritual intertrst Muslims have in politics, so called, 
abroad, centre'-; on the? preservation of the holy places, and not 
un the.' de-fence of German culture or the continuance o-f TurV'ish 
rule in Europe or the personal and political vagaries o-f the 
ruling -faation at Constantinople.,, £_ 
Manharul Haq in his speech at Banl-ipur Anjuman-Islamia made 
quite clear his nationalist position by declaring " We are 
Musalmans and we Are Indians and we have to per-form our duty in 
this double capacity. I am happy to believe that these two 
interests do not clash but ^re entirely identical..",,. 
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The Behar Standard called Haq's Pan-Islamism a "Prejudicial" 
to the unity of the Empire or even unity inside India. If on 
certain questions - not spiritual - Turkey and India differ what 
s->ide will the Muhammadans tal-e '^ Adieu to all ideas of Indian 
Nationalism' This Pan-Islamism might become some day asdangerous 
to the E<ritish Empi re. „ ^  ..-^  Behar Standard further writes that " 
F'an-Isl ami sm is. no longer the creed of the more responsible and 
level-headed politicians among Indian Muhammadans. They realise 
that IS an impossible ideal. They can not be both Indians and 
IIS- The E);pre5s, September 17,1914 in report on Vernacular 
Newspapers (B?'0). P. 146. 
116. ibjd Kee alv>o Peh.ar Standard, September 14,1914 in report on 
Vernacular Newspape-^rs (B!/0).P. 
117. Ibid 
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Muhammadans. They arc as much children o-f the soil as the Hindus, 
tht^ Parsees n^nd the Indian Christians. India is their home and 
she must,>have the -first claim on their a-f-f ecti ons. They a.re 
F<rilish subjects ^md must -fight t've^ n the Turts i-f their Soverei^in 
bids them to do so.Tho Sultan may be their spiritual leader but 
His Majesty George the -fi-fth it their temporal Lord and Master 
=^ nd they ars bound to carry out His Commands irrespective of all 
118 
considerations.." 
Ma::harul Haq visited Chhindwara CM.PD on March 5,1917* as 
reported by the D.S.P Chhindwara, where he met Muhammad All and 
Bhaukat Al] . On 6 March the members of the'Bar were as^ed to see 
Mazharul Haq and the meeting was attended by Dho^e, Yadho, Rao 
Walat, Hudar, Ghat£>, ManJr£?^ ar and Salve and about five or six 
Muslims including Siddiq All Beg, Honorary Magistrate were 
present. 
The police on duty stated that the meeting was organized to 
discuss the case of Muhammad All whether these two brothers could 
run a r ai.,e against tht Gciv er itment and the people saw Mazharul Haq 
to discuss the matter and as to what transpired in the last 
Imperial Counci1. 
In a cleni I-of f i n al letter S.R. Higlineld, Deputy Secretary 
to the GovernmenL of IncJia, Siml*'^  May 12,1917 asl-ed that the visit 
oi any person outside Chhindwara was prohibited by the order of 
Deputy Commi saione-r, whether hhc? permission was granted to see 
117. ibid 
118. ibid 
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J 21 these brothers. It was Haq's honourable position in the 
public, and popularity in thf^  Government paid a lot. He saw these 
two brothers and no action was tal-en against him although the 
visit wa<5 prohibited by the Government of India. 
The dangerous levels to which the movement was going -for 
the British Government is clearly reflected in the following 
statement of Sir Charles Cleveland, the Director of the 
Intelligence in a report dated May 23, 1917 : 
" The' prn-Jurl-1 sh feelings of a section of Indian 
Mohammedans have been a handicap to us in the was, 
while the.> misrepresentation of the feelings of 
Indians in 1914 to some extent encouraged the 
Germans and the Enver Bey Party in Turtey in their 
world wide war schemes, I believe Maehar-ul-Haq was 
one o{ the Chief factors in the misrepresentation 
and that is why. I wrote in my notes oi 30.4.1917 
that a blot on our procedure has been our inability 
to prevent Ma^harul Haq from occupying a place of 
publjc eminenre.Ro Jong he is a free man and an 
Honourable by the Grace of Government it is an 
out ^*>ard and visible sign that the Pro-Turl-' in India 
flourishes. In the Punjab such a man as Mazharul 
Haq would have been^f^ronen out of his position as a 
politacal leader." '^  "' 
Mazharul Haq was a constructive genious who had an advocacy of 
thilafat and Non-Coopration which were visible symbols of Pan 
Islamic concepts. He had criticised the British policy in 
relation to Turl-ey and he addressed a number of meetings of 
hhilafat and Mon-cooperation and in all the meetings he attended 
and delivered speeches calculated to criticise the British- policy 
anri uphold \hr ]deal:-> oi l-hilafat and Pan - Islamic movements 




out the Turl-ish Prov'inces o-f Asia into a number o-f petty 
independent fingdom. 
The details o-f Haq' s aclivities and addresses to meetings 
had already been discussed and pointed out to enthusiastic 
contribution and positive contribution of Marharul Haq to sustain 
the structure o-f'the Caliphate and streamline the entire movement 
with vigour and right guided steps. It re-fle;; great credit to 
the personality and structure of Mazharul Haq because it was he 
became the torch taeartr^r of thu movement and led to its 
identification with the Indian National upsurge. 
CHAPTER IV 
MAZHARUL HAQ AND HOME RULE MOVEMENT 
85 
The outbreal- of world war 1 in 1914 produced a far reaching 
effects on India. It gave a new dimension to the freedom 
movement. Firstly it forged lin^5 between the freedom struggle in 
India and forces beyond the confines of India. Secondly the* 
movement and the upsurge which emerged during the War period and 
its aftermath in India and elsewhere shaped the state of things 
in the times to come and influenced the course of national 
struggle in India. Three important international events that took 
place during this period profoundly influenced the Indian 
National Movement, These were the Russian Revolution, the Anglo 
- Turtish conflict and the diminishing fortunes of the British 
Empire on account of the heavy strain of the war. 
The RusciE-»n revolution of 1917 resulted in the fall of 
Tsarism which raised the moral of Indians. At the same time the 
British Government issued a declaration known as Montague 
declaration which pronounced the aim of British as " the gradual 
development of self - governing institution with a view to the 
progressive realization of Responsible 6overnment in india as an 
integral part of the E'ritish Empire" and promising to make a 
"substantial steps in this direction as soon as possible" 
The Anglo - Tur^lsh Conflict raised the cry of Jehad in 
the Muslim World, particularly in India against the British 
Empire because the caliphate which represented the viceregency of 
tlie Holy Prophet, was in danger. The Japanese victory over Russia 
in 190C:i boosted up i he morale of the Indians and shattered the 
myth of the invincibli1ity of the Europeans. The ravaging effects 
1. Dutt, K.P., Ind1 a today, (Calcutta, 1970), p.3r5 
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o-f the war on the British Empire proved added stimulant to the 
national -forces in the country. 
In India, too a few major events o-f national importance took 
place during this period which had, a far reaching ef-fect on the 
devel opfTient of tht' National Movement. They were first re-union 
of the moderates and tho E;;tremists at the Luct now Session of the 
Congress in 1916, secondly the Congress - League scheme was also 
put forward in 1916 and thirdly there was the alliance between 
Mui^lim League and the Congress. All these significant 
developments played a vital role in the freedom Move.iient. 
Thp Home Rule Movement in India was started by Mrs.Annie 
Besant in Madras in September 1916 and by Bal Gangadhar Tilaf in 
poona m April 1916 with a view to demand Home rule for 
India. It IS generally regarded as a novel innovation in Indian 
f'olitics. It was started in India with a view to popularizing 
Home Rule as the root cause of all progress and for the 
attai nmenti' bf f,e] f - government within the British Empire. 
Patl iputra (BanI- 1 pur ) referring to the work of Bengal Home 
F''ule League^ writes "we hear that the men of the Home Rule League 
will concentrate at Luc^now at the time of the Congress and so 
try that it may do some real work.""" To propagate the idea of 
home Rule, Ti 1 a^  used the Kesari a daily in Marathi and the 
Mahratta as English weetly while Mr.Besant used the New India 
a daily paper and the Commonweal a weetly journal."' 
Patliputra. January 6. 1917 in report as Vernacular 
Newspapers-, (B?'0) , F'ara ?4, p.4. 
Bartarya, S.C. Th_B Indian National ist Movement, (Allahabad 
1958), p. 140 
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B.G. Tilak while speal-ing on Home rule he made a strong emphasis 
that "a united demand must he raised -for Home Rule -from which all 
4 
Dtfier re-forms would follow" In lucl-now session o-f the congress 
5 
in 1916, S.M.Banerjee moved the resolution on sel-f - government, 
Marharul Haq supported the^  resolution and said " All my political 
li-fe, I have been of opinion that our motherland cannot advance 
without the unit/ o-f Hmduss, Mussalmans and other races and 
every child o-f India is determined to have self - government" . 
Conime>nting on the self - government resolution in Lucl-'now session 
of the Congres - Tilal remarled, " we cannot now afford to spend 
our enprgy on all thirty resolutions - public service etc." and 
he further said, " All is included in this one resolution of self 
- government and I would cAs^  everyone of you to try to carry out 
this one resolution. It is infact synthesis of all the congress 
resolutions passed dur-ing the last thirty years - a synthesis 
that will help us to wort in a definite and in a certain respon-
7 
fible mann(?r" . Ihr Congress Committee at Luctnow in 1916 recog-
nised the Home Rulw Movement and from its platform congress 
reque^sted the provincial Congre-'ss committee to appoint working 
committees in their provinces to propagate the ideas of Home 
8 Rule. Tilat believed that Swaraj was absolutely essential to 
achieve real progress towards the end of attaining freedom and 
4. Nath, Gopi, Home Riil e Movement i n Indi a, (Delhi 1986), p. 48 
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social wel-fare in India-
In historical analysis ths^  Luc^now session o-f the Congress in 
1916 was a natural outcome o-f the Muslim league session of Luknow 
in 19 J 3, where the attainment o-f " sel-f - government suited to 
India under the aegis of the British Crown" " was declared to be 
i^ ts goal. The Congress welcomed the same resolution of the Muslim 
league. In 1915 the Congress and the Musl,im league had their 
annual sessions at bombay. Manharul haq was the president of the 
Muslim League while lord Binha CSachchidanand SinhaH was the 
pr£->sident of thp Indian National Congress. It was called upon to 
bring about a joint meeting of both the organisations and 
formulate a common programme. A critic observe that both the 
president travelled by the same train and they borrowed one 
1 '^  
another's presidential address in order to compare notes "^n and 
they missed to ta^ e t)ac^  their own notes and they read each 
other's address by a comedy of errors in the session. 
A lot oi conlrovprsy aroused among the Muslims Leaders on 
the issue of holding the session of the League in Bombay in 
December 1915 because the Congress was also holding its session 
at the same time in Bombay. A prominent Muslim Leader Sardar 
SuLai man completely opposed the idea of holding League session in 
Bombay for the simple reason that the Congress was -^Iso holding 
4 its session at the same time . Masharul Haq faced strong 
9. Til at- D.G. His writings and speeches, (Madras, 1918), p xxx 
10. Bartarya, Tndian National Movement, p.145. 
11. Chopra, F"'.N. Role of Indian Musi ims in the struggle for 
Freedom, (New delhi, 1979), p Jixii 
12. ibid, p.;;;; 11 
13. ibid 
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opposition during his presidential address by Sulaiman and his 
•followers on grounds that he was against on the question of 
15 
separate ~ Electorates -for the Muslims. He was at last permitted 
to continue tht^  session on the condition that he would move a 
resolution " declaring the Muslim Continuous loyalty to Bri-
tish" Even then the critics raised objection to his appearance 
with the remarl-s saying that they " would not bear a Kafir Musal-
man who did not loot 111-e a Muslim who and did not I-eep a beard" 
La<-jt]y It was dec 3 rie(j to set up a committee of 71 members to 
hold negotiation with the Congress Committee to chall- out a 
scheme of reforms to be implemented jointly by these two 
political parties and this resulted in the unity between the two 
politLca] parties 
The Luctnow Congress is memorable in the history of our 
nation for many reasons vir:. the Moderates and the radical 
section of thr^  Conqrr>5<-; untied after the Surat split of 1907.But 
the two great moderate leaders Gopal l-rishna Gol-hale and 
19 F'herozshah Mehta died . The top leadership was now assumed by 
Mrs. Annie Besant and B.G.Tilat who became the guiding stars of 
the national movemfc^ nt and the leaders of the new political era of 
> 
the country. Mrs Besant was elected president of the 32nd session 
2('» 
of the Congress held at Calcutta in December 1917. In causing 
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the unity o-f this divided -factions in the Congress, Manharul Haq 
played A pivotal rolo. He wa5> al&o responsible for bringing the 
Congress end the Mu'=]im League close together to a common 
platform and the understanding arrived at in consequence of his 
prodigious efforts by Luctnow pact would always remain his 
abiding contribution to the cause of the nation. That pact was 
signed and both the parties accepted self - government as the 
national goal for India. 
In this s^ essi on the congress agreed on the issue of separate 
electorates and both the organisations jointly formulated a 
22 
scheme of reforms known as the Congress League Scheme. 
Sitaramayya describes the Luc^now session as"a unique one for. the 
fraternisation of Hindu<=; and Muslims as well as for the 
formulation of a-scheme of sel f-government". ""' Lord Hardings 
e;;pressed unhappmess on the Congress - League rapprochement and 
wrote to Chamberlain " C am not quite happy at the meeting of the 
National Congre^s^ anri of the Muslim League at Bombay towards the 
end of next month. Happily who is moderate, is to preside over the 
National Congress, but Maz:har - ul - Hague who is to preside over 
the Muslim - League is very dangerous extremist and in my humble 
opinion very disloyal " . When the question of holding the 
League session simultaneously with that of congress cropped up in 
191[j many musJim ] e^ d^er ~ c^pposed it on the apprehension that the 
21. Qeyamuddin, Mar har ul LJaQii^ ' p. 26 
r'2. Datta, Freedom Movement i_n_ bi har , Vol .1, p. 159. 
23, Sitaramavya, B. Pattabhi, History of the Indian Nationa,! 
Congress , Vol.1, (New Delhi, 1959), p. 127. 
24. Sharma, Hi ndu Mus->11 m Rel ati ons, p. 77. 
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League would thereby loose its separate identity ?/ would get 
merged into the Congress. Manhar - ul - Hague responding to these 
apprehensions said 
It 15 '=>aid that our object in holding the League 
contemporaneously with the Congress m the sarre 
ci Ly 15 to decxl a blow at the independence of 
the League and to merge its individuality with that 
ui the Congrt^ss. Nothing could be -farther from the 
truth, communities ll^e individuals love and 
cherish iheir individuality when unity is 
evolved out of diversity, ^Jzhen there is real and 
abiding national progress."'" 
Mrs. BesanL regarded the Luctnow pact as "triumph for Indian 
26 Nationalism" This was only partly right because as has been 
pointed out by Garratt " The so called Luc!• now pact, which 
accepted the principles cjf separate Electorates, Muslims and non 
- muslims wa<3 made without the slightest thought of 
conseciuences"" . It wao ominous and fraught with dangerous 
consequences that the Congress and the Muslim League agreed and 
the British government accepted separate electorates which in the 
times to come 'proved the bane of the national life and 
scsl 1 dar 1 ty. 
E-feing impressed with the Home K'u] e Movement the prominent 
leaders of Bihar 1 11-e Mar:harul Haq Sarfraz Hussain fhan, 
Sachchi danand Sinha and Chandra Efansi Sehai founded Home Rule 
28 League in Bihar. A meeting vv/as held cm 16 December 1916 at 
Patna city regarding the formation of Home Rule League. Manharul 
Hague the? meeting delivered a spe^ech and said 
25. Wa]pert Stanley, Jinnah of F^ ai i stan, (OUP, 1984) , pp.39-40. 
^'6. Indi an Mai i onal i st Moveme-'nt, pp. 146-7 
27. ibid 
2 8 . Di w a t a r , R.F<. , B i h a r T h r o u g h t h e . A g e s , pp . 6 5 2 - 5 3 see a l s o Imam 
R o l e of , Mus i i m s , p . 98 , 
" Home Rule means sel-f - government under the 
Dritish Crown and has had the approval of the 
hirjhe'st duthariiy in the land, and -further stated " 
the people of India -feel that sel-f - government is 
their birth right, and no one, much less the great 
British nation which is fighting for fights of 
smaller nationalities, can t eep hec>„away for long 
from her divine and national rights""^ 
hie -further de<incd the wor-^  and nature of the Home Rule Movement 
in the following words " the objective of our league will be i.o 
educate and organino thf.> people and popularize the idea of self -
government within the length and breadth of this our mother-
land", cmd declared that they would realise it with " perseveren-
ce and determmai ion which will lead us to final victory""'". 
The Sadaqat(Ca]cutia) wrote that the branches of the Home 
Fsul e League wer t' opened almost in all the provinces and the 
League got a place in Bihar too. Manharul haq was elected the 
president of the Home Rule League, whi,le the other officials were 
Sarfarar: Hussain I-han and Purnendu Narayan Singh, the Vice -
Frt>5ident, Chandra Pansi Sahai and Brij Math Narayan Singh, the 
Secretar1es« 
James Netiton, in a secret note to the Viceroy wrote about 
the popularity of the Home Kule Movement that: 
' The cult of Nationalist has gone to very great 
lengths, you see disconcerting photographs in quiet 
village homes, and in every student's cubicle. The 
reception of Mr.Tilal- at Cownpore on his way b^ck 
from the congrr^ss was> an e^ ye - opener to peopl,^ who 
continue to delude themselves on this score" .•'"''^  
29. Ayde Message of Ashiana, pp.145-6. 
70. Ayde, Messaqtj D £ Ashi ana, p. 147. 
'^ 1- Sadaqat, January 6, 1917 in report on Vernacular 
Newspaper <B?/0) , Para 1'5, pp. 4-5. 
32. Misra P.B. The Indian political Parties,(New Delhi) p.118. 
Mazharul Haq, on the resnlution o-f sel-f - government moved by S.N. 
Banerjee in the LucM^iow session, commented very strongly in the 
•following words: 
" I am o-f opinion that time for speechifying and ' 
taU'ing has long gone by. TVie time for action has 
come(applause). Remember, you are demanding self -
government and Home Rule for India. Do you for a 
moment believe that you get it by asting "* (Cries 
of ' " No. No") unless and untill as Mrs Besant has 
told you. You mat-e your rulers believe that you ars 
in earnest and that you are serious in your demands 
you will never get anything. I am sure of it. So my 
adviso to my country - men is this: try to work now 
and let our rulers see for themselves that 
every man, every woman and every chiJld of India is 
determined to have self - government""'"' 
Sarojini Naidu in the same session eijpressed her will and paid an 
eloquent tributes to Mar:harul by reminding the audience with the 
following words: 
" I ^^ s^  you in the name of the greater nation that 
IS born today in the city of Luc^now to offer your 
Lhanl-s to that^fear 1 ess and independent spirit, 
Ma::harul Hague""' 
The Sadaqat (Calcutta) published the views of Mazharul Haq on the 
question of self r- government, while some eminent thinVers hold 
the view that India do not deserve for the self - government, 
Mazharul Haq replied very strongly that Indian deserves for self 
government and said " The indian never lagged behind from 
successfully discharging the duties of any responsible posts they 
were; entrusted with. We also I now that educated is not the 
ancestral inheritance of any particular individual. It is a 
universal possession. Thert? is no scarcity of educated men now 
in India. If they had given political education and be educated 
33. Ayde,' Message of Ashiana p. 11, see also Datta, 
Freedom Movement i.n_ Pihar , Vol 1 p. 160 
34. ibid p.11, see also Sharma.Hindu Muslim Relations, p.50 
and Datta.Freedom Movement in Bihar, Vol.1, pp 160 - 1. 
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in statesmanship on the western lines, they can prove them 
politicians and state'sman of the high water marl- God knows 
when they will -fit -for it"" . 
In response to the question of why I'ndia desire Home Rule 
Movement '^  Manharul Haq replied" India desire to progress side by 
side with the Empire so that it may not lag behind at the time of 
the consolidation of the tmpire after the war and the Indians may 
not still be ] ool-ed down upon as a people of minor class. The 
colonials are sanguine that their status will be raised and 
rights made equal to those of England. They will be rather share 
in the administration of the Empire self - government 
IS the right by inheritance and nothing should withhold the 
Indians from enjoying this right ""' . He further said that 
the people of all claxsses in India had helped the Great Britain 
in this war with men anti money. When the matter regarding India 
shall be discussed m E<r]tain at least she shall be given the 
37 
rights and privilege's which at present the colonies are enjoying. 
Put the situation changed in 1917 that quickened the 
national consciousness and popular agitation widespi-ead throughout 
India in favour of Home Rule. The branches of Home Rule League 
where established even in the remotest area of this country and 
to che'cl the> growing p'opi-'l'^ '"i ty of the Home Rule League, the 
government toot harsh measures. In February 1917 the punjab 
government issued an order The Defence of India Act by which 
the entry of Tilal- wa<3 prohibited in the province . 
35. The' ' Sadaqat. January 6, 1917 in the report on the 
Vernacular Newspapers, (B ?' 0 ) . 
36. ibid. 
37. ibid. 
The Madras Government also interned Mrs. Besant and her 
close associates,' B. P.Wadia and G.S.Arundale on 15 June 1917 
In reaction to the internment a large number o-f protest 
meetings were held all over the country in June, While the Bihar 
Hlome Rule Leaguers toot active part. A meeting was held in July 1, 
1917 under the presidentship o-f Manharul Haq in Patna to protest 
against the orders o-f Madras government regarding the internment 
of Mrs. Besant and her colleagues. Sar-faraz Hussain l-han, in the 
meeting, delivered a s-peech and protested against the "Defence 
Act" that it was ostensibly designed as a weapon against the 
= ecrpt conspi rator5-> opposing the state. Its use against a lady 
who had done nothing obna;;ious in the interest of the state other 
"•9 than publicly demanding political concessions . In the meeting 
finally it was decided to start a compaign of passive resistance 
to secure the release of all the internees 
A joint meeting of the congress and the League was called to 
41 discuss the practicability of the passive resistance . In Bihar 
the pleaders and the 5-tudents were very perturbed over the issue 
of internment of Mrs. Bosant and others. An officer on duty 
remarl-ed that Marharul Haq, Hasan Imam, Purnendu Narayan Sinha, 
Rajendra Prasad and Ganesh Datta were fanning the movement in 
Bihar '^. The all India congress committee in July 1917 urged on 
38. Qeyamuddin, Manharul Hague, p. 27. 
39. B ?/ 0 Police Abstract of Intelligence, Vol. VI, 1917, Para 
so:: Bihar -3.B. 14.7.1917. 
40. ibid. 
4 1. Imam, Role oi Musi i ms., p. 99. 
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the Government -for thn acceptarice o-f India's demand and the rele-
ase-^  of Mri .Be-.ant and he>r two co-worl-ers. The internment of Mrs. 
Desant set in motion the impulse that placed Mr. Besant in the 
presidential chair of the congress in 1917. 
Pandit Madan Mohan Malviya visited many centres o-f the Home 
Rule League and consulted the fellow wor^ers so as to chal^ out 
further steps to be tal-en to bring about the reversal of the 
orders of the internment issued by the Madras Government and to ' 
settle s programme in support of the scheme of the self-gover-
nment on the lines lajd clown by the Congress ar d the Muslim 
League . In Luc I-now he met with the Raja of Mahmudabad and Syed 
Wanir Hasan,Secretary of the Muslim League and in Bihar he met with 
Mazharul Haq, tr3shna Sahai and other leaders. He even met Mahat-
44 
ma Gandhi in this regard . An officer CBihar special BranchD 
reported that a special session of thf? Ba har provincial congress 
would l)e held on 25 ruidusl J91"'' c"^t Panl-ipur to discuss the situa-
tion arising ouL of Madras interr\ments and the attitude of the 
provincial Government and the government of India in regard to 
Lhe Home Rule 
•ilZ. P ^ n police Ata'stract of intelligence , Vol. VI I, 1917. para, 
80] , Patna 7,7. 1917. 
43. B ?/ 0 Police Abs-tract of Intelligence, Vol. VII, 1917 Para 
862, E;;tr<-ict Punjab Abstract dated 14.7.1917 Para 820 S.B. 
Punjab 12,7.1917, 
44. Ibid. 
45. B S' 0 Police AbE>tract and Intelligence, Vol VI, 1917. Para 
979 Bihar S.B. 28.8.1917. Although Bihar provincial 
conference held on July 28.29.1917. at Monghyr perhaps in 
this conference no decision iMas tal-^ en to regarding the 
fjresent situation of the Home Rule and the attitude of the 
government (See B ?' 0 Para 888 Bihar S.B. 4.8.1917 No. 39) 
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Mah(3tma Gandhi ^ ept himself aloof -from this movement, while 
the? countrywide protest meetings were going on against the 
attitude o-f Government. Gandhi wrote to the private secretary to 
the Viceroy J.E. ha-f-fay on July 10, 1917 that "internment are a 
big blunder" and that has disturbed the peace of the country- He 
further criticised tht.> • way of political propaganda of Mrs. 
Besant and said that "the congress was trying to capture Mrs 
Besant.The letter vvar> trying to capture the former. Now they have 
46 
almost t-)ecome one" , It seems that in view of Gandhi, the Home 
Rule Movement was not appropriate while the war was going on, and 
that was lead by Mr?.. PPesant and Gandhi had no share in it. 
A joint meeting of the? All-India Congress committee and the 
council of the Mu<-5lim League was convened in July 1917 to decide 
the question of passive Resistance. Berar was in favour of 
Resistance while E-iombay, Panjab and Burma advised the 
postponement of "passive Resistance" on the simple reasonable 
48 ground that the visit of Montague was e;;pected 
In P]har, a unique decision was taken under the able 
leadership of Mazharul Haq when it war, decided to fiit a dead line 
by which all internees including All Brothers and Maulana Abul 
Falam Arad should be released failing which the people would take 
49 to passive Rec.i r tance . Thev launched an e;;tensive campaign 
46. Qeyamuddin, Mazharul Hague, P. 27. 
47. Letters from Mahatama Gandhi to Manharul Haque, see Ayde, 
Message of Ashiana, p 69. 
48. Qeyamuddin , Manharul Haque p. 28. 
49. Imam, Role of Musiims p. 99. 
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against the Government Lo get their demand -fulfilled and for it 
they even suffere^d a 1 ot ". In many district i.e. Gaya, Arrah, 
Saran, Bhagalpur and in other district processions were organised 
and the people marched on roads with Home Rule Flags, demanding 
early release of all the detainees "' . 
It was the Home f\ul e agitation, which rather compelled His 
Majesty's Government to come out with a positive policy. 
Montague, the secretary of State for India made a formal 
announcement in the Parliament on August 20, 1917 that "The 
policy of His Majesty's Government is that of increasing 
association of India in every branch of administration and the 
gradLial development of self-governing institutions with a view to 
the progressive real i :::a 11 on of responsible government in India as 
52 
an integral part of the E^ritish Empire" . He further declared 
that he desired to visjt India to consult the Viceroy towards the 
advancement of self-government in India ".Montague's declaration 
of August cooled down the hot atmosphere in the country and on 
September 5, 1917 the government agreed to release Mrs. Besant 
along with her associates. On the ground that they would not 
54 participate in any "violent and unconstitutional methods" 
50. ibid, 
f-1. Ibid. 
b2. Chopra P.N. India's Struqqle for Freedom, Role of Association 
Movement Vol . I "(Delhi, 1985.) p 32. 
LP3. Qeyamuddin, Mar har ul Hague, p 29. 
54. Bartarya- Indian Nationalist Movement, p. 141. 
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In pursuance o-f the new policy Mrs. Besant along with her 
associates was released on 16 September 1917. But the news could 
not reach Bihar in time because the Gaya branch of Home Rule was 
calibrating itc third monthly -function on the same day at the 
house of E-fabu Durga Prasad, where it was resolutely decided to 
wire Manharul Haq and I-r i <5hna, Sahai to see the Viceroy for the 
release of Mrs. Besant and her coadjutors including Muhammad All, 
55 Shaukat All, Abul l-alam Azad and other internees . At many holy 
places the prayers were offered for the early release of all the 
56 internees and for the attainment of Home Rule for India 
Certain events too^ place at the same time which adversely 
affected the Movement in the province as well as the personal 
life of Mazharul Haq, the leader of the Home Rule Movement in 
Bihar. Mahatma Gandhi diverted the attention of leaders towards 
Champaran Mii>sion and advised them to t eep themselves aloof from 
57 the movement, till the investigations were over . Secondly the 
communal violence at Shahabad in Arrah turned the Home Rule 
Movement into Anti-Home Rule Movement. Thirdly the third marriage 
of Manharul Haq at the age of 50 years, became a matter of 
criticism in the province which produced a "some what uncongenial 
atmosphere for Marharul Haque". Rataliputra a local newspaper 
criticised Mazharul Haq and wrote thus: "We do not consider his 
marriage at this age of life other than voluptuousness. He who 
55. Qeyamuddin, Ma r_h a _ru 1_. IJ a_g_Lre^ , p . 2 9 
56. ibid. 
57. ibid pp, 28-29. 
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58 inspite of being to be s leader cjf the country" 
Th6-^  Home Rule Movement got a r>er]ous threat in Bihar during 
this period due to the brutal communal violence occurred at 
Shahabad in Arrah on the Bal-rid Festivals, 'which not only became 
hindrance in the dfevelopment o-f the Movement but Anti-Home Rule 
agitation started in the province. 
The first eruption of violence tool- place at Ibrahimpur a village 
near piru, 25 miles south of Arrah. The information regarding the 
violence reached ,the district officials at Arrah on September 
59 22, 1917 regarding the P^^rld dispute . To settle the dispute a 
compromise was made between the two communities but the Hindu 
deviated from the compromise and on 28 September 1917, they 
attaci-ed the Muslims of Ibrahimpur and other two adjoining villa-
ges where the Cow-sacrifice had been performed without disputes 
The Government authorities to create the gulf between the two 
communities, allowed the Muslim to perform Cow sacrifices on the 
siimple ground thai thp Hindus had grossly violated the terms of 
compromise . On 29 September the Cow-sacrifice was performed by 
the Muslims in retaliation of which Ibrahimpur was once again 
attac^ed by the non-Muslim mob on 30, September and the Muslim 
houses were plundered ". The mob was dispersed by the police 
fire. The rumour spread over the area of nearly forty miles which 
passed into the hands of non-muslim mob and by October 7, ' 1917. 
^'S. Fatal 1 putra, August 13, 1917 in report on the Vernacular 
Newspapers <B?'0) 
59. Lovett.Verney. A History of the Nationalist Movement 





129 villages had been plundered in shahabad district. "'. Soon 
the whole province came into communal -frenzy, even the eastern 
districts of the united province were seriously effected. . The 
Mithila Mihir (Darbhanga) while commenting on Shahabad 
disturbances wrote that it occurred due to the badmashes alone 
and blamed the ruffians of both the communities for it says "the 
HindLi and Muslims art' 6->qua]lv sorry for it." 
This commun<?l frenzy shoci-ed Mazharul Haq greatly. He 
visited the affected are.'a <F'iru) on October 13, 1917 along with 
Yunus, a pleader, Yusuf, Bar-at-law, Arrah and Chaudhri Karamat 
Hussain to see the victims in this not.He proposed there to start 
a "Relief Fund" for thosr? who had been affected in the recent 
riots. , In Patna a (iieeting of the Muslims held on October 14, 
1917 at the Anjuman Islamia Hall to discuss the situation of 
Shahabad, Marharul Haq did not attend the meeting and sent a 
letter with Rs.200/- as a subscription towards the relief fund 
Mazharul Haq was severe'ly criticised in the meeting for his 
taeliaviour. In this meeting Maulvi Ruqimuddin of Sasaram made a 
direct attaci- on Marharul Haq and said "There should be no 
necessary of raising subscription and that Rs 10,000 out of 
Cownpore subscription that were with Mr. Haqq. might be given for 
this purpose". . Rutimuddin was supported by audience 
63. ibid. 
64. Ibid, pp 148--9, Mithila Mihir, October, 13, 1917 in report on 
Vernacular Newspapers (B?/0) 
65. P.!'n Police Abstract of Intelligence Vol. VI, 1917, Para 1265 
Bihar S.B.3.S, 1917. 
66. B?<0, Police Abs->tract of Intelligence Vol VI, 1917, Fara 
1280, Bihar S.B. 3.11.1917 
67. ibid. 
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including by some leaders in his allegation that Mazharul Haq had 
misappropriated the public -funds in h anpur case. -This seems to 
be a baseless charge ag<rt:n5i. Ma:::harul Haq because he had already 
deposited the rest money collected in )• anpur Mosque Fund to the 
Raja of Mahmudabad. 
A similar met^ting was held at Arrah on October 16, 1917. 
Mazharul » 'did not attend the meeting. In this meeting the Home 
Rule Movement was condemned and was decided that all those 
Muslims who were in favour of Home Rule were strongly disapproved 
that they were not the representative of Shahabad Muslims. 
Manharul Haq, HaE^an Imam and Sar-faraz Hussain I-han became the 
special target of criticism among the Arrah Muslims and -from 
there' Anti Home Rule Movement was started with Arrah its 
headquater and its branches were opened all over district. 
Sadaqat. (Calcutta) whi le commenting on the situation wrote 
that it was the.> duty of Mazharul Haq to have undertaken this work-
much earlier because by proceeding to the scenes in time he could 
have of-fered useful suggestion to the government -for the 
suppression of the n o t and further advised he should publish a 
report about ihp wholf^ affair as discovered by his own enquiries 
71 
and observations. The Sadaqat published the report of Mazharul 
72 




'^l. The Sadaqat Ocl: ober 20, 1917 in report on Vernacular 
Newspapers (B?/0), 1917. 
72. The Sadaqat.., Mos-emher 6, 1917 in report on Vernacular 
Newspapers (B?'0) 
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The Viceroy and the Secretary o-f State for India were invited 
to see the t-iorrible situation in Shahabad be-fore coming to any 
conclusion on the Home Rule questions. ~ Marharul Haq was perhaps 
well aware about Lh(-' violent attitude of the huslims oi Arrah on 
this occasion and his position seems to be unsafe as a pioneer o-f 
the communal harmony so he felt it better to abstain from the 
meeting rather than to get involved in the controversy. The Hindu 
- Muslim feelings were very strained during this period, through 
Mazharul Haq tried his level best to bring the two communities 
together to reconciliation but he failed to achieve success an 
his efforts. Even a person lil-e, Chaudhri ^ aramat Hussain who 
identified himself with Mazharul Haq had joined Anti - Home Rule 
Party. 
Mahatma Gandhi arrived at F'atna from Ranchi on October 5, 
1917 and stayed with Ma;::harul Haq. He left for Allahabad 
75 
along with Deep Narayan Lai of Bhagalpur. Mrs Besant 
passed through Punjab Mail and at the Patna station she was 
joined by hazI-ICM ul l-laq. Dr. Mahmud of Bantipur and A.M.Lhawaja, 
76 
Bar -- at - law of Aligarh. They all proceeded to Allahabad. 
73. B?/Q Police Absract of Intelligence Vol VI, 1917,Para 1280. 
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At Allahabad a joint session of the All - India Congress 
Committee and the Council of the Muslim League held on October 6, 
1917. The general consensus was not in -favour o-f passive 
Resistance. It was -further decided to send a deputation to the 
Viceroy and the secretary of state with a representation in 
support of the Congress League Scheme. The deputation consisting 
of Manharul Haq, Mrs. Besant, Hasan Imam, Vasan Pillai, Gandhi 
and Jmncih, was received by the Viceroy and the secretary 
71 
state After attending the meeting Mazharul Haq along with 
Gandhi returned to Patna and on the very ne;;t day left for 
78 liotihari .Marharul Haq could not go with Gandhi because he had 
to see District Judge regarding a cast? on 9th where he used his 
79 
influence to chec^ Anti--Home Rule feeling in the district. 
Sarojini Naidu came to F-atna on October 10, 1917 and was received 
by Manharul Haq and even she stayed with Haq. On 11th October she 
visibed B.N.College cind afterwards she addressed a meeting at the 
Anjuman Hall regarding the release of Muhammad All and Shaukat 
Ali.^'-' 
A private meeting of the provincial committee of the Home 
Rule held on October 29, 1<7'17 at the house of Hasan Imam where 
Mazharul Haq, Hasan Imam, Dip Narayan Singh, Purnendu Narayan 
Sinha, Sachchi danand Sinha, Sd-ri&r&r. Hussain I-han and Babi4 'Brij 
l-ishore were elected on behalf o-f the provincial Home Rule League 
77. Deyamuddin, Ma:::harul Hague p. 30 
78. B ?' 0 Para 1277 GRP Dinapore 13.10.1917, See also B h 0 para 
1235 Patna 14.10.1917. 
79. B h 0 F'olice Abs.tract of Intelligence Vol. VI, 1917. Para 
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80. B ?/ 0 Police Abstract of Intelligence P&re. 1234 Patna 
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to appear be-fore Montague, A large number o-f leading Muslims 
from all over India gathered at Delhi on November 4, 1917 to •^•now 
about the interview of Mrs. Besant with His E;;cellency, the 
Viceroy regarding the realine of Muslim internees. But they were 
disappointed by the adverse decision of the Viceroy and the careless 
manner by,which he treated the Muslim sentiments to form a perm-
anent organization or Anjuman at Delhi. An Anjuman called Central 
go 
Bureau -for the help o-f Muslim internees " was established at 
Delhi and many branches of the Anjuman opened all over India. 
The Raja of Mahmudabad and All Muhammad Khan of Mahmudabad became 
the president while Dr. M.A. Ansari and Atadur Rehman were elected 
general secretaries. From Euhar Mairharul Haq, Hasan Imam, ' and 
Syed Mahmud were selected for this purpose. "' The Musalman on 
March 1, 1918 wrote about the formation of a Central Bureau for 
84 
general information and its wide popularity among the masses. 
An extraordinary meeting of the All India Muslim League held 
at the Ri-fah -i-Aam Luct now on November 15, 1917 under the 
presidentship of Nabiullah to discuss the situation of Arrah, 
Patna, Gaya and other affected areas. Many resolutions were 
passed regarding the Muslims problem and for their safety measures, 
In the meeting it was resolutely decided to request Mazharul Haq 
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to hand over the Cownpore Mosque Trust Fund to the Raja of 
Mahmudabad so that the suf-ferers in the recent riots may be 
36 helped out of that -fund. Zaf ar-ul-Mul k, edi tor o-f Al-Nazir 
proposed a vote of censure should be passed against Mazharul Haq 
and Oa.zi Abdul Ghaffar, editor of the Sadaqat for their 
S7 
gross negligence in connection vjith the recent riots in Bihar. 
The meeting lasted for nine hours but no fruitful decision was 
tal-en, e;;cept a committee was formed to revise the memorandum 
prepared by the Joint Committee of the Congress and the Muslim 
as 
League. It seems the Muslim community was e;cpecting Haq' s 
support even on a minor issue failing to get his support, the 
Muslim became annoyed with him and on that account he had to pay 
heavy losses and became a special target of the Muslims attack, 
while he was th3n^lng for the betterment of the nation as a whole. 
S.A. Ahmad from Aligarh, while describing about the arrah 
incident wrote to the-- Sadaqat (Cal cutta) and suggested the Muslims 
of Bihar that " It is not the time to discuss Home Rule and anti 
- Home Rule scheme but to do somethinq practical and to save the 
Muslims from national rain and disaster" and further 
go 
suggested to start a National Newspaper from Patna. Inspite 
of many di,sturtaance Home Rule League continued to gain popularity 
in Saran district. It is quite clear from the letter of, L.F. 




89. The Sadaqat. January 5, 1918 in report on Vernacular 
Newspaper (B?'0) . 
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to the Lt. Governor of Bihar and Orissa on November 28, 1917 
that "... thej Maharani of Hatwa also told me this morning 
that there is a tendency in Saran for the raiyats to withhold 
their rents because of the unrest caused by M"-. Gandhi and Home 
90 
Rule propaganda. Mahatma Gandhi visited Muzaffarpur on November 
11, 1917, and appealed for unity and further requested the 
audience to support the Home Rule Movement on the recommendation 
of the Indian National Congress and the Muslim League. He further 
3 = 1-ed the audience to sign the petition prepared for 
91 
representation to Montague which he e;;plained. 
In Bihar the Home Rule worl-ers were busy in signature 
campaign in favour of the Congress league Scheme. Pandit 
Bhubneshwar Mishra, Secretary of the District Congress Committee 
Darbhanga forwarded a copy of petition containing 3570 signatures 
to the chief secretary to the Government of Bihar and Orissa in 
favour of ^Home Rule. A similar petition was also submitted by 
Monghyer District Congress Committee. " The petition was drafted 
9"^  by Mahatma Gandhi. 
A meeting of Home rule League was held at the house of 
Purnendu Narayan Sinha on February 17, 1918. It was presided over 
•by Sarfraz Hussa: n h.han whe>re it was decided to organize a rigor— 
ous Home Rule Campaign.In the same meeting Mazharul Haq and .Chandra 
90. Note by Sir E.A.Gait, Lt. Governor of BiTiar and Orissa, dated 
28 November, 1917. Selected Documents on Mahatma Gandhi's 
Movement i n Champaran , 1917--IS, p. 438 
91. ibJd. 
92. Qeyamuddin, Mazharul Hag. p. 31 
93. Misra, Select Documents, Appendi;; VI 
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Bansi Sahai werp elected president and Secretary respectively 
•from Bil-j^ r and Orissa prcjvincial committee to attend the meeting 
94 
of :4 February 1918 held at Delhi. To revive the popularity and 
strengthen of the Home Kulr? Movement after Arrah riots Marharul 
l-laq along with Mahat/na Gandhi visited Chapra on January 27, 1918. 
They were received by a large croud where Home Rule badges were 
sold there at Rupee one each and a subscription of Rs. 800/- was 
raised. Gandhi attended a Muslim Conference where he spoke on 
Hindu Muslim unity and said " Home Rule was impossible without 
these? virtues ". Mazharul Haq also addressed the audience in Urdu 
95 
and supported the views of Mahatma Gandhi. On March 3, 1918 an 
e;: traordi nar y decision was tat en at Hasan Manzil to start an 
9 '^ 
Independent Newspaper on the Congress line. A huge amount was 
required to start the national paper. Ma::harul Haq did not take 
98 
any share in this paper. 
During this period Mazharul Haq had become a special target 
of Muslim's attacl-' and many illegal charges were framed against 
him relating to ^anpur Mosque Fund. This severely damaged the 
public image of Mazharul Haq. 
94. B?/0 Police Abstract of Intelligence Para, Vol VII, 1918,258 
Bihar . S. B. 9. 3. 1918 
95. B!/0 Police Abstract of Intelligence Vol VII, 1918,Para 174, 
Bihar . S.B.16.2.1918. 
96. B?/0 Police Abstract of Intelligence Vol VII, 1918,Para 304, 
Bihar .3.8.23.3.1918. 
97. Rs. 50000 was required to start the paper, Hasan Imam and 
Sachchiddnand Sinha has ta^en the share of Rs. 50000 jointly 
Ma.-hariil Hdc| did not taf e any share in this paper. 
98. B?/0 Police Abstract of Intelligence Vol VII, 1918,Para 304, 
Bihar .S.B.23.3.1918.No. 12. 
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The paper Search Light was started -from july 1, 1918 and 
the management o'f this paper was tat en over by the Old Biharee 
99 t (")0 
Press . MaulVI Haider Hussain became the editor of this 
paper. This paper became the mouth piece o-f the Congress and Home 
F^ ule Movement *' . Manharul Haq became one o-f the Director o-f 
lor 
this paper '. A public meeting was organi::ed by Home Rule 
League under the presidentship o-f I-harparde on March 8,1918 in 
the Dharamrthala ]-f Lat shmi Narayan where Masharul Haq and many 
other spot-e on the Home Rule situation " "'. Ma;:harul Haq stressed 
on the question of "Hindu-Muslim Unity" and blamed the British 
government that they were the root cause in creating the gul-f 
104 between the two communities ' . In support o-f this argument he 
stated that Aurang::eb had app)ointed a Hindu Governor -for Kabul 
and he strongly emphasi^-ed th'at the English should appoint an 
Indian Governor for London "". He further appealed the Indian to 
unite, since without union they could never gain strength and 
106 
without strength they would never secure Home Rule for India 
99. B8/0 Police Abstract of Intelligence vol. VI1 1918, para 637 
Bihar S.B. 22.6. 1918 No. 25. 
100. MaulVI Haider Hussain was a member of the Servants of India 
Society and war> worting for "the Leader" who became the editor 
the "Searchlight". 
i 01. ibid. 
102. Ibid. 
lO:'. B?'0 Police Abstract of Intelligence vol. VI 1 1918 Para 361. 
E;ctract Delhi Abstract, dated 16.3.1918 Para 212. 
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At the Calcutta £>esi;ion of the Congress m 1917 a resolution 
was adopted th^ it "the Loncjrt'ss sp6?ating on behal-f o-F the united 
people of India, begs respectfully to convey to His Majesty the 
^ j ng Emperor thoir deep loyalty and pro-found attachment to the 
Throne, their unswerving allegiance to the British connection and 
tfiDre-> iariii resolveKl to stand by the Efritish Empire at all 
hazards and at all costs" ' . 
Mrs. Pesant paid a visit to Patna on April 18,1918 where she 
warmly welcomed by a large crowd headed by F'urnondu Narayan 
1 OR 
Sinha and Local Home? Rule Leaguers " . 
On the way at three places the Arti ceremony(burning of 
champher) was performed. Mazharul Haq was waiting for her arrival 
1 09 
at chow^ barar. She was offered a costly Banarsi shawl by Bal 
Govinda Malavya and Mazharul Haq delivered a short oration and 
fiarided over a purse on behalf of the Biparni Rakshak Sabha to 
spend for the betterment of the country. 
Chapra became an important centre of the Home Rule Movement. 
Several meetings were organized in different parts of the Saran 
district. In Saran district "Home Rule photographs" were sold by 
Baldeo Prasad in Chapra town . The photographs consisted of 
Mrs. Besant at the Centre with Gandhi and Tilal-' one her side as 
112 
was reported by the Superintendent of Police 
107. Dutt, India Today P.336. 
108. B?/C) Police Ab=-.tract of Intelligence vol. VI 1 1918, para 406 
Bihar S.B. 24.7.1918. 
109. ibid. 
11C), ibid, 
n i . B?-0 police Abt>tract of Intelligence vol. VI 1 1918 Para 19, 
Bihar G.B. 5.1.1918. 
112. ibid. 
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The Home Rule pamphlet entitled I shall take Home Rule "' was 
distributed th^ i pamphlet said "This Home Rule is my right and T 
shall have 11 .^  The E-fal-rid riots do not stand in the way. We are 
all brothers and we shall take Home Rule. Formerly we were 
considered un-fit but now we are -fit. Home Rule comes from before 
ll"*. 
Heaven and God will give it. It is my right and I shall have it 
Indians were e;(pecting favours from the British Government 
for her great service during the world war, and on the earlier 
promises held out by Montague on 20 August 1917. The Montague 
Mission arrived in India on November 10, 1917 and a joint scheme 
of reform tnown as Montagu-Chelmsford report was published on 
July 8, 1918, that could not satisfy the Nationalists demand. 
They felt e;!tremely disappointed t' to discuss the report a 
i-peeial session of the-* congress met at Bombav under the 
presidentship of Hasan Imam on 29 August 1918 and condemned the 
114 
proposals as "disappointing and unsatisfactory" . It was 
decided to send a Congr£Jss Deputation to England to represent 
115 Congress views on the British Democracy 
Other event took place during the same period : the. defeat 
of Turkey in the world war I, sealed the fate of Turkey as an 
E_mpire which had broken the Muslim sentiments all over the 
world. Turl-ey was considered the seat of the holy institution of 
113. BS<0 Police Abstract of Intelligence vol. VI1 1918 Ps^rs 261 
Bihar S.B. 9.3.1918. 
114. Putt,India Today P.336-
115. Datta, Freedom Movement in Bihar_ Vol.1 P.288. 
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the caliphates all over the Muslim world. The Rawlatt Act -further 
provofed the sentiments o-f other communities too, which helped in 
spreading dissatisfaction and anger against the British rule in 
India and resulted in the declaration o-f Non-cooperation as 
hhi la-fat Movement. Mazharul Haq once again came on to the 
National front Lo lead the people cj-f E<ihar in the -freedom 
struggle in India. 
CHAPTER V 
MAZHARUL HAQ'S ROLE IN AGITATION AGAINST RAWLATT ACT 
113 
The Satyagrha Movement gave new dimensions and intrinsic 
strength to the national movement in tis phase of development 
diversification. Its fortunes were mainly guided by the genius 
and the ideals> of Mahatma Gandhi but in Bihar and elsewhere, 
Mazharul Haq proved the guiding star and the constructive pilot 
to steer clear the satyagraha agitation and its public posture 
through its chequered span and led it as peaceful but forceful 
weapon of pulDlic e;vprc>s5i on, demonstration and public will. 
During world war I tht? British Empire displayed diplomatic acumen 
to enlist support of Indians at the critical juncture when it was 
faced with the challenge to its world supremacy. E.S. Montague 
who succeeded Sir Austen Chamberlain as the secretary of state 
for India in july 1917, and on August 20,1917 he declared in the 
House of Commons that: 
"..... I ncreas'ing association of Indians in very 
branch of the administration, and the gradual 
development of self governing institutions, with a 
view to the progressive realization cf responsible 
(jovernment in .India as an integral part of the 
British Empire. " 
On the phrase "realization of responsible government in 
India as an integral part of the British Empire" Coupland commen-
ted that it clearly implied that India "could acquire a real 
national hood which could be embodied, as in the Dominions, in a 
national system of Government"." 
In th'e acute crisis of the world war I India proved her 
loyalty to the British Government and the Indian National Congress 
1. liesbahuddm Ahmad "Indian Political Developments and the 
British Labour Party (1919-191'4) some reflection" in Journal 
of Indian History, vol. 1, No. 1982, pp.161-177. 
2. ibid 
] 14 
in its Calcutta session o-f 1917 passed a resolution af-firming: 
"their deep loyalty and pro-found attachment to the 
Throne, their unswerving allegiance to the British 
Connection and their -firm resolve to sl;.and by the 
Empire at all hazards and at all costs"."' 
Undoubtedly India did her great service and helped the British 
Empire in the hours of Peril. Lord Birtenhead remart'ed in his own 
words on the t,ervice of Indians as "without India, the war would 
have been immensely prolonged, it indeed without her help it 
could have been brought to a victorious concl usi on-, ....... India 
4 
is an incalculable asset to the hocher Country CBritainD 
Lord Haldane the then Lord Chancellor of England remarked "The 
Indian soldiers were -fighting for the liberties of humanity, as 
much as we ourselves. Indi^i had freely given her lives and 
treasure in humanity's great cause, hence things could not bs 
5 left as they were". while Llovd George, about the Indians 
support in the war, spote in the House of Commons and said "And 
then there is India. How bravely, how loyally, she has supported 
the British Armies. The memory of the powerful aid which she 
willingly accorded in the hours of the trouble will not be forrgo-
tten after the war is over, and when the affairs of India come up 
for examination and action". . 
The Indian Nationalists were e>:pecting a return from the 
British Government for her great sacrifice of money and liyes in 
3. Datta, Freedom Movement in Bihar, Vol.1 P.282 
4. Ibid 
5. Ibid, P.282 
6. Datta Freedom Movement Bihar Vol. 1 PP.282-83 
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the W3.r. And thci earlier promises held out by Montague on 
August 20 1917. The Indian National Congress passed the -following 
resolution on sel •<-government. 
"This Congress expresses its grate-ful satisfaction 
over . the pronouncement made by His Majesty's 
Secretary of State -for Indian on behalf of the 
Imperial Government that i t-s ob.iect is the 
establishment of responsible Government in India. 
"This Congress strongly urges the necessity for 
immediate enactment of a parliamentary statute 
providing for the establishment of responsible 
government in India, the full measure to be 
attained with in a time-limit to be fixed in the 
statute itself at an early date. 
"This Congress is empathetical1y of opinion that the 
Congress League-scheme of reforms ought to be 
immediately introduced by the statute as the first 
step in the progress" 
The viceroy convened a war conference at Delhi from 27-29 
April 1918 to abstain financial assistance from Indian resources. 
Mahatma Gandhi al?^ o attended the Conference. But it was not a 
hidden matter for the British Government that in return the 
Indians would like to have self-Government at an early date. Soon 
after the war Conference Gandhi wrote a letter to the Viceroy 
8 ' 
regarding this . A similar meeting was held at Bihar and Orissa 
on May 4, 1918 where Maharaja Gidhaur moved a resolution 
that "....their humble duty and unswerving loyalty and their 
determination to place their resources of the province 
unreservedly at Hi?^  Majesty's disposal". 
7. ibid, p.283 
8. Gandhi M.K., An. Autobiography, (Ahmadabad, 1977), 
pp.372-374. 
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tiazharul Haq supported the resolution and said that "the 
lead must come frcn Government. They must I-now what was required 
•from them. What they were wanted to do. I-f the Government placed 
implicit -faith in them. They would not be found wanting 
(applause). They were loyal to the very core and their loyalty 
was unquesti Dn£\bl e ixnd unqual i-f i ed. Whatever differences they 
had, they did not concern anyone outside India and today they 
were ready to sint those differences and help the empire. They 
were ready to avail themselves of the present opportunity and 
9 
they were sure the future of India was assured'' . 
The Montague Mission arrived in India on November 10, 1917, 
and a joint scheme of reforms tnown as 'Montague-Chelmsford 
report" was published on Julv 8,1918 by the Secretary of state 
•I 
Montague and the Viceroy Lord Chelmsford, concededed responsible 
government only partially at the provincial level by letting the 
three departments of education, health and local government be 
transferred to the elected Ministers,the system known as Dyarchy 
Legislation based on this report was enacted in 1919, known 
as the Government of India Act 1919- Eiut this Act was not 
appropriate to satisfy Nationalist's legitimate demand and became 
"an apple of discord" . The Nationalist leaders of India felt 
e!;tremely disappointed with this Act of 1919, and at a special 
session of the Indian National Congress held at Bombay on 29 
9. Mitra, H.N. The Indian Annual Register 1919,p.13: 
10. Misbahuddin Ahmad "Indian Political Development" 
1 1. Dat ta, Frc^edom MQv'-?me-'nt in Fihar Vol . 1, p . 287 
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August 1910 under the president ship o-f Hasan Imam, the -following 
resolution was pa?-.&ed. "noiha ng ^  1 ess than sel-f-Government within 
the Empire can satisfy thee Indian people and by enabling it to 
tal-'e its riqht-ful plact-' as a free and self-governing nation in 
the British Common Wealth strengthen the connection between Great 
Britain and India" 
The Congress declared Montagu-Chel ms-f ord proposals as "disa-
ppointing and unsatisfactory"and proposed some modification to' it 
as it was ab?>olutely necessary to constitute a substantive steps 
toward responsible Government and was also decided to send a 
Congress Deputation to England to put up the congress views on 
the British democracy". "'. The Act of 1919 met with violent 
opposition all over India even Moderates declared it as "ill— 
conceived and inadequate". The national congress, under B.G.Tilak 
demanded the amendment of the Mountford proposals to include 
dyarchy at the^  Centre^, and complete autonomy and responsible 
government in the provinces and a fully responsible government at 
14 the Centre within a period of 15 years. 
At the'^  same time to chect the political revolutionary 
activities in the country, a bill based on the recommendation of 
the Indian seditiou?-. committee, was introduced in the Imperial 
Legislative Council on February 6,1919. by justice S.A.T.Rawlatt. 
This Act provided "an e;;traordinary powers to the British Gover-
nment in India in suppressing political activities in India and 
12. ibid p.288. 
13. ibid p.288 
14 Mesbahuddin Ahmad "Indian Political Development" 
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depriving the suspected person even from the ordinary rights and 
15 pri VI1 eges^ . of trai L and de-fence provided by law . This Act 
uprooted the^  fundamental principle of justice and violated the 
constitutional rights of the people at a time when there was no 
danger to state. Ma;:harul Haq opposed the Bill in the Imperial 
Legislative council on February 7,1919 on the following 
reasonable grounds vir. firstly no' case has been made out for the 
introduction of this measure. Secondly that is the negation - of 
all law, thirdly it is danger ou^ ^^ l y ine;cpedient and fourthly it is 
entirely inopportune and finally no urgency- has been shown for 
the measure . 
Mahatama Gandhi, in protest against the Bill called a 
special meeting of 22 persons at his Ashram near Ahmadabad 
where they too^ pledge that if the Bill were passed into law they 
would refuse civ-illy to obey the laws. Volunteers were enlisted 
to offer Satyagraha under a committee constituted for this 
17 purpose . Inspite of all opposition made by the elected Indian 
members in the Imperial Legislative Council the Bill was passed 
on March 18,1919 as the criminal law Act XI of 1919 popularly 
18 tnown as the Revolutionary and Anarchical Crimes Act 
15. Datta, Freedom Movement ijn. E-tih ar Vol.1 p. 289. 
16. 0.1 ha, P.N. HLrlt_Q.r_^  91. Indi an Nat i onal Congress in Bihar 
1885-1985 <PatrTa," r985T, p.is"9. See also Datta, V.N, Mittal 
S.C. Sources on Nati onal Movement:, Vol . 1 (New 
Delhi,1985),p.10 quoted from proceeding of Imperial 
Legislative council, April, 19Ja-March 1919, Vol, p.536. 
17. V.C. Bhutani "The Anti-Rawlatt Act Agitation. 1919" in 
Journal of the As]atic Society, Vol.12, 1970,p.88 
18. ib3 d 
lis 
Mahatma Gandhi criticised the Rawlatt Bill and called it 
"Symptoms" o-f "a deep-seated disease in the governing body" and 
asl-'ed Indians to disobey such "unjust subversive" law and 
launched a nation wide hartal in the -first wee^' o-f April C6April 
19 19191) called it Satyaqrah . In protest against the Bill 
Mazharul Haq, M.A. Jinnah, Madan Mohan Malviya tendered their 
resignation from Assembly on March 28 1919 '. Mahatma Gandhi 
proceeded to Madras to mobilize public opinion against the Bill 
where he was supported by C. Rajgopalachari in mobilizing public 
opinion. Bandhi advised the people over there to observe 30 March 
'^ 1 1919 as a day o-f prayer and hartal , The people of Delhi had 
observed hartal even before 30 March 1919. They had already 
organised meeting* on 24 March presided over by Dr. M.A.Ansari. 
Another meeting was held on 27 March presided over by Swami 
Sardhanand CMunshi Rami attended by 5000 persons. Swami 
Sardhanand in the meeting requested the audience to follow the 
direction of Mahatma Gandhi regarding the hartal and 
Satyagraha'""". The hartal spread and the court arrests were made in 
Delhi, and to suppress the situation police fired on the masses 
in which eight persons were billed and many persons wounded. 
InE>pite of this incident a public meeting was held in the evening 
of 30 March where it was decided to protest against the Rawlatt 
Bill •""'. Even after 30 March protest 
19. Misbahuddin Ahmad "Indian Political Developments" 
20. Mitra, The Indian Annual Register 1920, p.35. 
n . V.C. Bhutani "The Anti-Rawlatt Act Agitation, -1919" 
22. ibid, pp.88-89 
23. ibid, p.89 
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continued m Delhi and on April 4,1919 Swami Sardhananda addres-
sed the gathering from the? pulpit of Jama Mosque (Del hi ) and 
advised to follow the diroction of bandhi and observe hartal on 6 
April 1919 The hartal of 6 April was observed at many places 
in India. At patna on 6 April hartal was observed and many pre-
s 
^ 
cautionary measures were tafen into consideration to keep the 
gathering peaceful and orderly. The hartal was observed almost 
all over Bihar 111-e Gaya, Arrah, Chota Nagpur, Ranchi , Trihut and 
p u n and other places '" . At the same time Panjab was declared 
disturb from April 1, 1919 and to control the tense situation the 
two prominent leaders Dr. Satyapal and Dr. l-itchlew were interro-
26 gated and on lo April they were ta^ ••en into custody. 
In Bihar special Branch officer reported that some Home Rule 
Leaguers met Hasan Imam to decide 6 April 1919 would be to obser-
ve c\B "Satyagraha Day" in the city. This meeting was organized to 
27 protest against the Rawlatt Act Bill 
On April -^ , 1919 a meeting was organized at the Qila (Patna) 
to decide the programme for Sunday the 6 April, "the day of 
national humiliation c\nd prayer" as suggested by Gandhi, and was 
28 








Report of S.B.Officer, dated 3.4.1919 cited From Pol Dept. 
Spl.section Conf.File No.57, 1919 (BSA) 
28. Mazharul Haq, Hasan Imam, C.B. Sahai, Harnandan Lai,Nand 
Heoliar, Sami, Sarfaraz Husain Hhan, Rajendra Prashad, 
Shambhu Saran Verma, Harnandan Prashad, Harath Lai, Banwari 
Lai, Guru Charan Singh, Jyotist Chandra Ambika Prashad, 
Sona Lai Chandsi, Pandit Belgovind Malaviya, Brij Raj 
frishna, Babu Chandi Pat Sahai l-'amal Prashad. 
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presided over by Ma;:h£irul Haq on the proposal made by Brij Raj 
29 hrishna and was seconded by Sar-fara:: Hussain h han . Mazharul 
Haq in the meeting stated that "inspite of their strenuous 
e-f-forts, the Rawlatt Act had been passed in the Imperial Council 
Ly the viceroy" and he -further stated that they had gathered at 
the Qila Maidan to -fi;; the plan -for Sunday 6 April "". He then 
de-fined the meaning o-f ' Satyagraha' that one should stick to the 
truth even at the sacrificf^ o-f his li-fe '' . 'He fui-ther chalk out 
the plan -for Sunday that Hindus should take bath in the Ganges 
and o-f-fer prayer in the temple while the Muslims in the Mosque. 
They should also observe fast -for 24 hours and all kinds of work 
32 
would be stopped on the same day except prayer '". 
Marharul Haq was not in favour of enforcing these regulation 
by recourse to voilence and force by furnishing detailed 
information r eQ^ -^ rcli nq tht^  Delhi incident he said "the Machine 
guns had been used and rifles fired on the Satyagrahis" "'"". He 
further said that an enquiry Commission had been set up 
consisting of Ha:^  i k-ul-Mul k, Haki m Ajmal h han, Rai Bahadur Suhan 
Singh, Rai Saheb Peare Lai, Abdul Rahman etc. were 
sitting to investigate into the matter and 
29. Pol. Dept, bp]. Section Conf. File No. 57, 1919(BSA) 
30. B?/0 Police Abstract of Intelligence Vol. V111.1919, ' Para 
604, Bihar S.E*. 12.4.1919 see also report of Ganga Prashad 
Sinha Offg. Inspector of police, Patna city, April 5, 1919 
to the superintendent of police, Patna through Deputy S.P. 
Patna city cited from Pol. Dept. spl. section Conf.File No. 
57, 1919(BSA) 




if the Commission would be satisfied that public would not be 
blamed for this Dncident, his resignation would be submitted 
immediately even he told them that he had already drafted his 
-'.4 
resignation and only waiting for Commission's report " . He also 
r>a] d the audience that his" family members were going to have fast 
for 24 hours and requested them to do so "' . He finally appealed 
to the gathering to be peaceful and orderly in the procession 
because Hasan Imam had tat en the responsibility regarding the 
maintenance of law and order etc. if anything untoward would 
happen he would be unable to face the officials and it would 
bring a slur on the whole city "' . He further announced that a 
similar meeting would be held on 5 April 1919 at his Bunglow 
regarding Satyagrah-^ 
To mal-e the Satyagraha Day Completely successful the main 
organisers issued a printed Pamphlet in Urdu, Hindi and En-
glish circulated in connection with the Satyagraha Movement that 
a meeting would be held at Banl-ipur on 5 April at 6.30 p.m. at 
79 the open ground of Ma;:harul Haq '' . A printed pamphlet 
34. ibid.' 
35. ibid. 
36. B?/0 Police Abstract of Intelligence Vol. Vlll, 1919, Para 
604, Bihar S.B. 12.4.1919 
37. ibid. 
38. The main organisers were: Marharul Haq, S.N. Sinha, Nurul 
Husain, Sarashi Chandra Mitra, 2t3.rirs.z Husain Khan, Hasan 
Imam, P.N. Sinha, Ganesh Singh, Chandra Bansi Sahai %/. 
Rajendra Prasad 
39. B?'0 Police Abr>tract of Intelligence Vol. Vlll, 1919 Para, 
604, B.S.B. 12-4.1919 
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had been received in Saran district signed by Marharul Haq, Hasan 
Imam, F. I- . Sen and others of F'atna which was in reaction o-f 
the Raw]att AcL Bill, while in Chapra and Si wan the Home Rulers 
40 
were very active to make the hartal completely success-ful 
On 5 April 1919 the name Ma::harul Haq was once again proposed 
by Purnendu Narayan Singh to preside over the meeting but he 
re-fused as he had presided over the meeting of 4 April at Qi 1 a 
Maidan, conversely he suggested that purnendu Narayan Sing would 
41 
preside over the meetinq.lt was seconded by Balgovind Malaviya 
42 The meetinq was attended by many prominent person . The procee— 4"^  ding of the meeting was started by Tulsi Singh with a national 
song. The summary of the song "advised the sons of India to 
awal-'en from their slumber. They (Indian) were the son of heroes 
and it was not proper from them to sleep when the foreigner were 
enjoying all the benefits of their country...Foreigners were sucking 
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40. B?'0 police Abstract of Int. vol, Vlll, 1919, Para 596 
Siwan,5.4.1919 
41. Report of Ganya Prashad Offg Inspector of F'olice Patna city 
to D.S.P. Banl^ipur dated 6.4.1919 pol . Dept. spt.section Conf 
File No. 57, 1919(BSA) 
42. Datta, Freedom Movement in Bihar Vol.1 p.292-93 
43. Tulsi Singh was from Ajvan Police Station, Patna, was a 
political suspect by the government for his sedition speech at 
village ^husropur Nawada, Fulujah Police Station, Patna. 
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44 t h e i r b l o o d w h i l e t h e y were s l e e p i n g " , The o t h e r speal -ers i n 
thfc? mee t ing wer ej Lar-faraz Husain I-nan, E^algovind M a l v i y a , Syed 
Hasan nf F'hul w a n , Chandra Bansi Sahai , Maeharul Haq.Babu Ra jend ra 
45 Prashad 
The president put the -following resolutions that was 
unanimously carried on : 
1. "That they should approach the Right Hon'ble Mr. 
Montagu the secretary o-f state for India to request 
His Majesty to withhold his assent to the passing 
o-f the Rawlatt Act 1 and Bill No. 11 IPC ammendment 
Act.Which will be discussed at the nB;;t session of 
the Imperial Council. 
2. "That they should e;;press their deep sorrow and 
indignation at the Delhi outrage and request the 
Government of India to appoint a Commission 
ronsistJng of officials and non-officials to 
enquire into the matter" 
The Searchlight was playing a very important role in 
mobilising public opinion in Eahar and was writing against the 
highhandedriostj Dt polict- every where . Their writings had created 
cn yenercd be] j ef amunq the-.' public -(hat the appearance of police at 
any function means trouble. The police officials tried their level 
47 best that the paper Searchlight should be suppressed. On 
44. Reported of Ganga Prasad Offg Inspector of Police Patna city 
dated 6.4.19J9 O.S.P. PanUpur cited from Pol. Dept Spl . 
section Conf. File No, 57, 1919(BSA) 
45. Reported of L-(ih<-ir S.K. Patna, P.O. the 6th April 1919 Memo 
No.1515 S.B. Cited from Pol. Dept. Spl section Conf.. File 
No. 57, 1919(PSA) 
46. Report of Ganga F'rasad Sinha, Offg inspector F'atna city to 
Deputy, Superintendent of police. Ban^lpur cited from pol. 
Dept. Spl. section, Conf File No. 57, 1919(BSA) 
47. Report: E.G. Ryland Dy.Inspector, General of Police, Crimes 
Rlys. P?'0 13. 4, 1919. Cited from pol. Dept. spl . Secti on 
Conf.file no.57,1919(BSA) 
48 
April 6, 1919 a huge procession o-f all classes of people the 
majority were of Baniyas, Shop-I-eeper and Labourers as reported 
by the of-ficial. It shows the 6 April hartal was completely 
successful. The procession in-fact "passed of-f very quietly" and 
assembled at the Qi1 a Maidan, Patna city. Hassan Imam presided 
over the meeting and other speaters were Marharul Haq, Rajendra 
49 Prasad, Chandra Bansi Sahai , Mitra Lai o-f Masaurhi , Maulvi 
t hi-rshed and purnendu Narayan Singh. Hasan Imam in his speech 
declared the Rawlatt Act was an unjust Act and that had 
threatened the liberty of the people, this act must be withdrawn. 
50 
The news of the arrest of Mahatma Gandhi at Palwal (Panjab) 
received at Patna on the a-fternoon of 10 April 1919 . It 
aroused the anger and annoyance created much among the people erf 
Bihar. An urgent meeting o-f the prominent persons o-f Patna was 
called at the house of h-lasan Imam to discuss the situation on the 
arrest oi Mahatma Gandhi, and further line of action, where it 
48. The gathering estimated varying from 10,000 to 75,000 while 
the Government est-imated not more than 10,000 according to 
accomrfiodation available at Qila Maidan. See BS/O Police 
Abstract of intelljgence Vol. Vlll, 1919,para 604, Bihar 
S.B. 12.4. 1919 ?' Pol. Dept.Spl . section Conf. File No. 
57,1919(BSA) 
49. Datta in Freedom Movement in Bihar Vol.1 p.293 has mentioned 
Mitter Lai which in the Document Mitra Lai and Mitra Lai has been 
written in which Mitra Lai seems to be correct 
50. Pol. Dept, Spl. section Conf.. File No. 57, 1919(BSA) 
51. Datta in Freedom Movement in Bihar Vol. P. 294 has recorded 
the date of arrest of Mahatma Gandhi as 19th April but the 
date IS 10th April 1919. 
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wa<3 decided to hold a public meeting on April 11, 1919. '^ On 
Apr'il ii 1919 a puhJic meeting was hel-d at the Qila Mai dan, presi ded 
over by Hasan Imam. Ho e;;plained the message of Mahatma Gandhi 
about the Satyagrah Vow and he toot the Satyagraha vow 
53 publicity. 
He -further requested the audience "to tat e the Satyagrah vow 
and to seal it in their hearts if not on paper". He further 
advised the audience that "Moderation and resistance only on the 
line indicated by Gandhiji e!;plained that if all the people 
collected th6?re that evening were sent to jail, it would no 
54 longer be a jail but home" 
It was only Hasan Imam who toot the vow publicly on 11 April 
while the other leaders 111-e Mazharul Haq, Balgovir.d Malviya and 
others had tal-en it before the meeting at the house of Rajendra 
Prasad where Rajendra Prasad had opened a registration Centre for 
55 this purpose. . Ma::harul Haq left F'atna with his family for 
Chapra on 11 April and was e;;pected to return on 12 April after 
keeping his family there and thereafter he along with Rajendra 
Prashad, Parmeshwar Lai and hhurshed Husain would appear for the 
52. Pol. Dept. Spl. section Conf. File No. 57, 1919(BSA) 
53. ibid 
5^. itaid. 
55. ibid, al^ i^ o Datta ?/ Mittal, Sources of National Movement 
Vol.1, pp. 92-93. 
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court arrest by deliberately breal-ing the law. It was also 
reported that they left Patna to bring proscribed literature which 
they would sell openly and violate the law o-f the land 
Marharul Haq on his way to Siwan on 11 April saw a huge gathering 
at Chapra where he declared that he was going to -follow Gandhiji 
by appearing -for court arrest as reported by the D.S.P. 
travelling in the same compartment 
Ma.:harul Haq in protest against the arrest of Gandhi he 
resigned his membership -from Supreme Council and wrote to ths 
Viceroy thus: 
"Innocent person were shot down (in Delhi) because 
they were holding a peace-ful demonstration against 
an unpopular measures o-f the Government o-f India. 
Your Excellency's E;;ecutive Government has thought 
f]t to pnclnrse the version given by the local 
euthcntiea. Such action amount |.D a negation -for 
all good and orderly government." 
In criticising the Government Mazharul Haq -further wrote that. 
"....the more you oppress the more you develop its 
latent powers. So though the authorities may get 
some immediate advantage by -firing upon a mob 
innocent and unarmed and tilling and wounding some 
innocent people. They are mistat-'en m supposing 
that •( hey are thereby strengthening themsel ves" . He 
•further suggested that the "Brutal violence never 
pays in the long run. It matgs the whole nation 
united against a common enemy" 
56. ibid. 
57. B?'0 Police Abstract oi Intelligence, Vol. Vlll, 1919* para 
747, Bihar G.B. B.S. 1919. 
^S. Amrita Barar Patrit a. April 12, 1919 in reported on 
Vernacular News Papers. 
59. ibid. 
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The arrest o-f Mahatama Gandhi created general unrest among 
the masses at many places j. n India like Delhi, Amritsar, Lahore, 
Bihar and other places. And this thoughtless action tat en by the 
authorities was mainly responsible for the popular demonstrations 
all over country. People came to I-now that "Rawlatt Act" was a 
most dangerous measure of the government, which had introduced 
to rota the elementary rights o-f human beings. With a view to 
o-f-fermg i-,ti-ff opposition to the passage o-f the Bill, the Hindus 
and the Muslims had -forgotten their own mutual di-f-f erences and 
had attained unique unity as a body. 
At the same time the Pun.iab and Lahore were passing through 
a tense situation where the public meeting were banned from April 
1, 1919 onwards. To mal-e the situation under control the two 
great leaders o-f Panjab Dr. Satpal and Dr. Kitchlew were taken 
into custody. It turned the entire region into an outburst o-f 
indignation ins-"ipile of cure in the situation. To bring the 
situation under the control the Commissioner of Amritsar made 
over the control o-f Punjab to the commanding of-ficer on April 10, 
1919. Brigadier-General Dyer tool- over the command of Amritsar on 
11 April 1919 ". On 13 April General Dyer jointly with Deputy 
Commissioner Miles Irving issued a proclamation and forbade all 
putilic mee-'tings, that was announced by beating the drum at 
various p-laces. 
In defiance of thc-^  proclamation issued, by General Dyre a 
public meeting wao organized at the Jalianwala Bagh. General Dyre 
thought his proclamation a sufficient warning and without 
60. V.C. Bhutani,"The Anti-Rawlatt Act Agitation, 1919". 
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further intimation he ordered to -fire on the gathering, many 
person were ^llled while a large number were wounded "'r 
The' Jail an wala Eiagh Massacre was wildly condemned 
throughout India. In E-tihar all section of copulation fiercely 
condemned the high handed attitude of the government and its ugly 
treatment of innocent people and expressed their resentment 
against British Government for this heinous crime "'. When an 
enquiry Commission was set up to investigate into the matter and 
when Brigadier-General Dyer was asked to say something in his 
defence he clarified that his intention was not to disperse the 
illegal assembly but to punish them in such a manner that it 
would be an example to the whole provinee(Panjab). He said 
"I fired and continued to fire until the crowd 
di£>pt?rsecl, and I consider this is the least amount 
of firing which would produce the necessary moral 
and widespread effect.....If more troops had been 
at hand the casualties would have been greater in 
proportion. It was no longer a question of merely 
dispersing the crowd, but one of producing a 
sufficient moral effect from a military point of 
view ^ not only those who were present, but more 
especially throughout Punjab" 
The Searchliqht was showing its keen interest in Indian 
pjroblems ?/ published many articles on different contemporary 
issues. It even criticised the Delhi incident and police highhan 
61. The firing continued for 10 minutes and nearly 1650 rounds 
were fired about 379 to 400 were died and nearly 1200 person 
wounded. (See Mesbahuddin Ahmad "Indian Political Development 
P.165). 
62. V.C. Bhutani "The Anti-Rawlatt Act Agitation,1919" 
63. Imam Role of Indian Musiims P. 122. 
13U 
dedness in this incident. On Lahore and Amntsar incidents the 
Searchlight published an article under the heading Reign of 
Terror saying that the people o-f India have very bravely put up 
with the na^ed aggression of the British rule. They have also 
aggression o-f the Eiritish rule. They have clung to the doctrine 
of non-violence: 
condemning the government it said that since the 
Government unleashed its terror an unashamed 
population, who had gathered in a peaceful manner. 
It can no longer be considered a civil state. It 
also reported huge demonstrations against the 
Jalian^ala massacre in Bengal, Bombay, U.P. S< 
Bihar 
In secret files of the'British Government on the following 
names were registered for Satyagraha vow in Patna Division . 
Patna Division 
" 1). Hasan Imam, 2) Mazharul Haqq, 3) Rajendra Prasad, 4) 
Chandra Bansi Sahai , 5) Brij Raj l-ishore, 6) Deoki Nandan 
Prasad Sinha, 7) F'rameshwar Lai, 8) Nagishwar Prasad Sinha 
al1 as Lai Babu 
Gaya District 
9) Rai H a n Prasad Lai, 10) Bajrang Datt Sarma, 11) Jai Nath 
Prasad 
In addition to that some person reported that they had 
64. Mesbahuddin Ahmad "Indian Political Development" 
65. Reported on Satyagrah Movement by E.G. Ryland Dy. Inspector 
General of Police, Crimes Rlys. Bihar Orissa dated 13.4.1919 Copy 
forwarded to the Commissioner.Patna Division. Bantipur, Memo No. 
1646/9" S.P. cited from Pol. Dept. Spl . section Conf.'File No. 57, 
1919(BSA) 
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joinf?d the Satyagraha vow but had not been registered so iar, as 
•for example, 
1) Pandit Balgovind Malaviya, 2) Muhammad I-hursheed Hussain, 
3) I- han Eiahadur Sar-faraz Husam ^ha^" 
The Brjtish Government in India, on such a violent 
opposition against the Bill, started thinl-'ing to correct the 
misrepresentations which were being circulated regarding this 
Act, and sought to correct the public impression by issuing a 
press communique to say that the Act gave no powers o-f arbitrary 
arrest or search to police officer, and that the Act had not yet 
67 been brought into operation m any area 
To justify the Rawlatt Bill Act the British Government in 
India declared the Nationalists Statement as "false rumours" and 
"whose object is to discredit the British Raj" . And further 
wrote that: 
"The new law will give the police no powers of 
arrest or search which they have not got already 
under the ordinary law, e;;cept when the viceroy and 
hit, government are satisfied that revolutionary 
<Inqalabi) and anarchical (nufsidana jurm) are 
being promoted in any district or province, then in 
that district or province the local government 
by written order authorize the arrest of ^BV 
person suspected of having committed or abetted" 
66. Conf. Report from Di;;on to H.Mc pherson D.O.No. 969-C dated 
15th April 1919 (Pol Dept. Spl. section File No. 57,1919(BSA) 
Datta in freedom Movement m Bihar Vol. I P. 296 has mentioned 
pandit Jivannandan Sharma from Chapra while that is not 
available in the documents mentioned abqve. 
6,7. Communique dated 5 April 1919. Copy of letter No. 614. date 
Lhe 19th April 1919 from the Government of India. Home 
Department ci^ted from Pol. Dept. Spl. section Conf. File No. 
1919(BSA) 
68. Pol. Dept. Spl. ?^ection Conf. File. No, 57,1919(BSA) 
69. ibid. 
They f u r t h e r . l u s t i f i e d t h e l a w by i s a y i n g t h a t : 
" t h e new Act w i l l g i v e e f f e c t t o t h e a d v i c e of t h a t 
commi t t ee such a law i s a b s o l u t e l y n e c e s s a r y 
,^/ty ]f the sirl-'ar is to protect the lives and profierl 
of its faithful officer and peaceful subjects" 
A meeting on thp intensification of the drive to Satyagrah 
Movement was held at Siwan on 21 April 1719 at 4.30 p.m. where 
Ma::harul Haq delivered a long speech and explained the massage of 
Mahatma Gandhx and requested the audience to be peaceful 
and orderly in the meeting. During his speech he laid inordinate 
emphasis on the Hindu-Muslim unity and fervently appealed to the 
audience for the use of Swadeshi clothes and save the community 
71 from economic drain 
The? satyagrah Movement thus sustained strengthened the 
National Movement and gave it a sense of direction towards 
wider mass contact and appeal. It saved th nation from inertia 
and despondency and invigorated it with fresh energy and 
determination to service and sacrifice. It virtually proved the 
bac^bone of a national upsurge and collective effort at a critical 
time. It stands to the credit of Mazharul Haq that the Movement 
too^ the expression of a constructive and peaceful endeavour in 
E<ihar and adopted the form of a sustaining force in the future 
potentialities and propensities of an organised effort. 
70. ibid. 
71. B?'0 Police of Intelligence Vol, Vlll,1919 para 792, Saran 
26.4.1919. 
CHAPTER VI 
MAZHARUL HAQ IN KHILAFAT AND NON-COOPERATION MOVEMENTS 
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The Fhilafat and Non-Cooperation movement revealed the true 
worth of Marharul Haq as the builder oi the national upsurge in 
Bihar and the organiser of these movements on such a grand scale 
of perfection and e;;ecution that turned him to be the guidirg 
star of the national movement through out the country. His 
orator and e;;f)ository capabilities, his inspiring zeal and 
organising powers, his convincing arguments and persuasive logic, 
his cool and calculated thln^lng and e;;ecution of policies were 
manifested in no small measure in the pursuit of these movements 
vMh] ch he upheld and led m E-fihar and made him a dozen of 
nationalists in the country. To him religion, Politics,qualins of 
conscience,canons of social justice and patriotic sentiments as 
exhibited through his political ideals and rigorous pursuit of 
nationalist aspiration were all facets of the same reality. 
^hllafat and the non-cooperation Movement ushered in a new 
e^ ra in the history of the National Movement. The period from 1919 
to 1924 witnessed the development of a common sentiment in the 
Hindu-Muslim political ideology aiming at unity of purpose and 
close cooperation between the two communities. Ih this period 
Mazharul Haq was very active in the national politics and was 
instrumental in channelising the energie'5 of the two major communities 
towards generating an atmosphere of communal harmony and himself 
became an apostle of Hindu-Muslim unity. The f'hiK»fat Movement 
wai3 started in India in 1919. Its. origin and growth in India may 
be traced from the pan-Islamic movement which got off to a new 
174 
urge since the fall oi Ottoman Turi'ey. The institution of 
Miilafat occupie-s a very important place in the Islamic political 
system. Like the holy prophet the l-hilafat was considered the 
temporal and spiritual head of the entire muslim world . The 
great muslim religious thinl-er Shah Waliullah propounded a 
classical the^ory oi caliphate of Islam to the effect that the 
obedience to God. Historically it was an established fact that 
the muslims of India had shown their loyalty to the Khila-Fat — 
ul-MusIemin and it influenced Indo-Turl-ey relations for a long 
11 me.'^ 
The news of inhuman atrocities perpetuated on the innocent 
Turl-s by Italians, the conquest and desecration of the holy 
places of Islam ?,hoc^  ed the Indian muslilms. -A feeding of intense 
grief and despair seemed to have swept the entire country. The 
reputed orators at well as Journalists Muhammad Ali.Bhaukat All, 
Abul ^alam Anad and Shibli Nomani severely condemned the inhuman 
behaviour of the Italians towards the Turl-s."' 
1. Imam,Muzaf f ar. Rol_e o£ husl ims in the National Movement, p. 126. 
The Sultan of Turl-ey was considered the "Amir-al-
fiuminin (Commander of the faithful) and the protector of the 
holy places of Islam, allegiance to him was obligatory to the 
Muslims and that is why the Sultan of Delhi inscribed the 
names of l-helifa on their coins and often received 
investitures as a legal sanction far their rule. Even Tipu 
Sultan received a letter of investiture from the Ottoman 
l-halifa in 1785 to assume the title of an independent ruler. 
See Hasan,Mush1rul, Nationalism and communal pelitics in 
India , 1916-1928(New Delhi,1979)p.55. 
Wasti,Syed Razi. The F'ol i tical Tri angle in India 
(Lahore,1976)p.218. 
A society calleci Anjuman-e-Khuddam -e-Kabba (The society 
oi the servants o-F the I-abba) was established in May 1913 with 
the object o-f protecting Mecca and other holy places of Islam 
4 
•from the non-muslim aggression. . It appears that the scheme to 
establish a society was first propounded in Luctnow by a 
barrister Muslim Husain from Baraban^i district and Maulana abdul 
Etari from Firangi Mahal, Luc^ now in January 1913 and an outline 
of the society was sent to Abdul ^alam Azad the editor of Al-
Hilal for its publication but it has published very late on 23 
April 1913, because Azad was busy in some important political 
5 
affairs which could not come on public front. 
At the.' Qulbre^dt o-f the world war 1 the entire muslim 
community of India was earnestly desirous that Turkey should not 
join the war and telegrams^ were sent to the Turl-ish Grand Vizier 
in this corfnection, and prayers were offered all over the country 
to the same effect. However Turl-ey decided to join the war in 
November 1914 against England and her allies. Mazharul Haq 
e;;pre5sed his deep an;ciety over the Turkish decision and wrote an 
article "Muhammadans of Bihar and Turiey" and said the Muslims 
had their long deep relation with Turkey, but their love for 
7 India was none deep and loyal." 
4. Home Dept.Pol,"A" November 1914,Nos 33-38.pp.3-16 (NAD 
5. Mathur, Mustl ims and Chanqi nq Indi a, pp. 145-46. 
see also Hasan, Mati onal i sm and Communal F'ol i ti cs. pp . 55-56 
6. Wasti , Political Triangle, pp 218-19. 
7. Imam, Role of Musiims, p 90 
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The Indian Mus]im<5 on the assurance of Edward Grey, the 
E<ritish Foreign Secretary, joi ned tne war with British Empire to 
8 
the effect that the ho]y places of Islam would be preserved. 
Ma::harul Haq in this grave situation appealed to his co-
religionists to realise their duty towards the British Empire and 
warned them 
"It would be the height of folly for Indian Mohammedans 
to throw themselves in danger for the sate of mere handful of 
9 
their co-rel igi oni st<:; in Turtey." 
Moreover the participation of Turl-ey in the war aroused deep 
sentimental attachment of the Muslims in India to the cause .of 
the Turks, and they became anxious about the future of Turkey. 
Mazharul Haq wrote an article on the Xurtish question in 
the statesman entitled Indian Muslims and Turkey and stressed 
his view as: 
"Turtey's participation in the European war has 
shocked the millions of Indian Musalmans. They had 
earnestly worted to secure the neutrality of the 
Turfs, and they had hoped that their prayers and 
entreaties would be heard, but the fates decreed 
otherwise. Ottoman statesmen have thought fit to 
plunge the-'ir country and their people into this 
horrible war, wherein thousands and hundreds of 
thousands of innocent Mussalmans will be cruelly 
and ruthlessly maimed and slaughtered, Moslem women 
will be made widows and childless and^.moslem 
children will became orphans and homeless." 
8. Wasti, Pol 1tical Trianqle, pp 218-19. 
9. ibid, p.219. 
10.Hasan, Nationalism and Communal Politics, p.55. 
11.The Statesman, November 6,1914 cited from Home Dept.Pol. "A" 
July 1917, Nos.408-410 (NAD. 
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Mohammad All Jinnah while &pearing on the fhila-fat question, 
warned the British grDvernment against the consequences of the 
intervention with the -future of the ^hllafat and urged the 
government to give due weightage to the feelings and sentiments 
r 
of the Indian Musilims whale formulating the policies of the 
empire. He further reminded that the loyalty of the Indian 
Mur>lims towards the government during the war was "no small 
12 
asset". At the end of the war the Turl-'s came out defeated and 
their Empire shattered. Constantinople was seemingly occupied by 
the Allies but really by the British. The muslims of Sukkar ,in 
Sindh w^re vociferous on the occupation of Tur^lsh lands by the 
British. They issued a -fatwa declaring the. Sultan of Turkey as 
the Khalifa of the Muslim world and the Jazirat—ul—Arab as a 
sacred place of IsLam where non - muslims could not be allowed to 
rule or hold territorial possessions. 
Jamiatul-Ulema-i-Hind at their first session held at 
Amritsar (28 Dec 1919) passed a resolution to the effect that 
"the Sultan (of Turi-ey) is the ^hallfa of Muslims and that his 
name should be included in the address at Friday''s congregational 
14 prayers. A similar interrogatory remar^ had been made by Abdul 
B a n "If there i <? any danger of infidels gaining possession of 
Moly placets, all Muhammadani- mus.>t fight. Jehad is imperative, as 
praying and washing". "^  
12. Matl ub-ul-Hasan , Mohammad Al i Ji nnah :;: A Pol i ti cal Study 
(Lahore, 1953)p.8S5. 
13 . Sharma, Hindu-Musl i m f-<el a t i o n s . 9 8 . 
1 4 . i b i d . 
1 5 . i b i d . p p 9 8 - 9 9 . 
13& 
Earlier Abdul Ban had r^Tiai'^ed, as reported by the Director 
of Criminal Intelligence that "I-f a muslim country is attacJ'ed, 
the inhabitants of -Dar~ul-Islam' are bound to go to assistance." 
and he supported his views by quoting the sayings of the Prophet 
"Remove Jew, the Christian and the idolator, -from the Holy places 
at al1 costs." 
The war 3n Flurope came td ^n end and Turkey capitulated on 31 
October 1918. It stirred the rriLielim sentiment all over India. The 
conduct o-f British Governmerit was regarded as treacherous and 
per-fidious. The Indian Mt'^l^ms had supported the Government 
with men and material during i;he World War in the hope that their 
18 
co-religionists would be ti^eated well by the Allies. The 
Indian Mus-lims were asi,ured b)/ Lloyed George that the territorial 
19 integrity of 1 ur I-pv unuld be maintained. Put by the end o-f the 
war their belief wa?. grcivel/ s.>hal-en and the control ai Khali-fa 
over Jazirat—ul-Arab declined. 
A meeting was convened by Hasan Imam,Mazharul Haq, Mantri, 
Nurul Husam antj Dr. Mahmud ^t Patna to discuss the future of the 
I'D 
Caliphate on February 16, 191^" 
16. ibid,p99. 
17. Imam, Rol e of liusl i ms, p. 126 
18. Wasti, Pol itical Triangle. P ^ '-<->. 
19. Oeyamuddm, hazharul Haqu^" P-45, see also Hasan, Nationalism 
and Communal Pol i ti cs, p j-^ 2, fn. 1. 
20 B ?' 0 Police Abstract of intelligence, vol VIII, 1919, Para 
273, Bihar G.P. 28.2.1919. 
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The meeting was presided over by Hasan Imam. He reminded the 
audience about the past greatness o-f TurJ'ey and strongly 
criticised the attempt of the British government to oust the 
21 Sultan -from the Fhilafat. Mazharul Haq was asJ ed to move the 
•first resolution. !ia::harul Haq read the resolution to the effect 
that "sel-f-determination be applied to Muslim nations in the same 
way as it is proposed to apply the principle to christian 
nati ons. "'^ '^  The meeting was attended by a mass o-f people 
including some prominent persons lite Mazharul Haq, Mohammad 
Nonr, Sar-fraz Husain fhan, Hasan Imam, Ehiya Gauhar All, Wasi 
2~'< Ahamad, Dr. Mahmud, Muhammad Usman and Muhammad Yasin. ~ In the 
meeting , as reporifc'd t)y l.he Bihar Special Branch Officer that the 
largest section appeared to bf-? in earnest and are prepared to go 
to any length, whe>reas othiers refuse to accept the matter 
24 
seriously and believe the agitation is artificial." 
Now there was no alternative for the Indian Muslims except 
to launch a country wide movement to get their demand fulfilled 
about the position of l-halifa over Jazirat-ul-Arab. For that 
Indian Muslims thought to have an organisation or association 
parallel to the Muslim League but another argument had been 
advanced that such an association should be "strictly religious". 
21. Oeyamuddin, Manharul Hague, p 45. 
22. B Z' 0 Police Abstract of Intelligence, Vol VIII, 1919. Para 
314, Bihar S.B. 28.2.1919. 
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The -first step in this direction was ta^ en to -form an 
25 
organisation was made m Bombay by a group of the Ulema'" On 
march 20, 1919, at a public meeting in Bombay attended by nearly 
15,000 muslims, a committeG was -formed that came to be known as 
All India Khilafat Committee and its branches were spread out in 
all the provinces. The prominent Muslims like Abdul B a n , Hakim 
Ajamal l-han, and Dr. M. A. Ansar i were present in the meeting . Seth 
Chottam of Bombay was selected the president o-f the "All India 
l-hilafat Committee while Shaul-at Al i was its secretary"^ On 17 
October 1<?]9 thp committee observed the Khilafat Day and. on 
the sanie day the Muslims -from all over India suspended their 
business, I-ept fast and offered prayers."" The Khilafat day was 
sucessfully observed all over India and it demonstrated the 
Muslim leadership among the urban educated population."^ 
A joint conference of the Muslims and Hindus was called at 
Delhi on 23 November 1919 to deliberate upon the Khilafat issue, 
arising out of the-' l-hilafat taetrayaxl and on the question as to 
whether the Hindus and Muslims should take part in the peace 
celebrations."^ The first session of the all India Khilafat 
Conference was held at Delhi on 23-24 November 1919 under the 
presidentship of A.I . Faz 1-ul-Haq . "'" 
25. Minault,Gail . The I- hi lafat Movement (Delhi, 1982) p. 73 
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27. Wasti, Political Triangle, p 224 
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An appeal was made by the leading members o-f the conference to 
boycott the o-fficial F-'eace Celebration planned by the government 
•from December 13,1919 and further it was decided that it was the 
religious duty of all the Muslims to withdraw their cooperation 
from the Government and even to boycott the British goods if the 
fhilafat was jeopardised by an unjust Turl-ish Peace Settlement.""' 
A similar fatwa had been issued by the twenty-six Ulama 
in Bengal that Muslim should abstain from participating in the 
peace celebrations. While? Maulvi Najamuddin declared that the 
violation of -fatwa means violation of the basic tenets of 
-r r-v 
Islam and called them Kafir."'"" Hasrat Mohani declared Tur^ ••lsh 
Peace Settlement unjust and atrocious and proposed that the 
muslims should boycott the European goods."'"' 
Actually the> scheme of non-violent non-cooperation was' 
adopted on the advicr-^  of Mahatma Gandhi who tool- a great interest 
in the ^h3lafat issue and said "If the ^hllafat movement had a 
just and legitimate basis, as I believe it had, and if the 
Government had really committed a gross injustice, the Hindus 
were bound to stand by the Musalmans in their demand for the 
34 
redress of the hhilafat wrong". 
31. Minault, I- hi 1 af at Movement, p 77. 
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Gandhi was a practical man who -felt strongly to enlist the muslim 
support to the National Moveme>nt and exhibited tangible sympathy 
to espouse the Muslim cause on the I-hi la-fat issue. He was 
convinced that such an opportunity o-f winning over the Muslims 
and -forging the unity of the Indian people to fight the British 
would not come in a hundred years.* Finally the con-ference 
arrived at a decision to appoint a delegation for England to 
represent 'the Muslim cause before the Home Government."' On the 
following day the prominent Hindus 1 i I-e Swami Sardhanand, liadan 
Mohan Malaviya, Jawahar Lai Nehru attended the meeting. Gandhi 
was called upon to preside over the meeting. Gandhi strongly 
pointed out that the Hindus were with the Muslims over the 
Khilafat Movement because the Muslim cause was just.."' 
In December 1919 all political organisations like Indian 
National Congress, Muslim League, l-hilafat conference and Jamait— 
ul-Ulema-i-Hind despite their deferring approaches and concepts 
held their session at Amritsar."' It became clear that inspite of 
their separate organisations, and institutions they would present a 
joint programme for the settlement of the nation as a whole. The 
members of all these parties attended each other's sessions. The 
President of the Muslim League , Sanaullah of Amritsar in his 
presidential address dwelt on the question of Turl-ey and the 
preservation of the holy places of Islam, the Punjab 
at r o n 11 e:;s. Raw] at t Act and the reform scheme and it was proposed 
35. Majumdar.R.C Hi story of_ the Freedom Movement i n Indi a. Vol 
111 (Calcutta, 19637p 6o".'~ 
36. Minault, \ hi 1afat Movement, p 78. 
37. ibid. 
38. Gopal , Indi an Mus>l i ms, p 142. 
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that the All India Congress Committee should -Form a sub-committee 
so that botli tht or qarii sal 1 on may discuss on the Re-form Scheme 
and -for the attainment of -full r'esponsi bl e Government" The cow 
slaughter has always been an another dispute between the two 
communities since long. To maintain their relation on basis of 
cordiality and fraternisation and to unite the two communities on 
the same platform the All India Muslim league at Amritsar session 
requested the muslims to abstain from cow—killing on the 
occasion of Blr-Idd and to maintain goodwill and friendly 
40 
cooperation with the Hindus. The President of the congress also 
eiipressed deep sympathy with the thilafat issue. In the meantime 
All brothers were released after four year of internment. They 
arrived directly at Amritsar and discussed the hhilafat issue 
41 
with the Congress leaders. Under the Presidentship of Shaukat 
All the l-hilafat conference decided to organise the Khilafat 
42 
movement under the able guidanct? of Mahatma Gandhi. 
Under the able guidance of Mahatma Gandhi congress lent 
4"', its full support to the cause of Khilafat. According to Ram 
Gopal "Gandhi being a practical man saw that the ^hllafat 
question has created an unprecedented awa^enlng among the Muslims 
an awatoning which they were prepared to pour into nationalism 
and into a struggle which would eventually develop into a 
44 Freedom Moveme-nt." The: two communities under the *able 
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leadership o-f Mahatma Gandhi got united under one banner which 
they had not t nown since the revolt o-f 1857. 
The thila-fat con-ference also decided to send a deputation 
to see thp Viceroy o-f India. On the recommendation of the Khilafat 
conference, the deputation led by M.A.Ansari with many 
45 l-hilafatist and congress leaders met Lord Chelmsford, the 
46 Viceroy. The deputation m their address urged on the Viceroy 
to maintain the integrity of Turtish Empire and the sovereignty 
47 
of Sultan as a I- halifa. They also pointed out the unity of 
Hindu and Muslims that "now happily reunited and standing 
shoul der-to-shc)ul der will be equally aggrieved if the just demand 
48 
of the Muslims were not accepted." The Viceroy expressed his 
sympathy with ih£' Muslims on the fhilafat issue but they failed 
to get any satisfactory reply. Now they decided to send a 
deputation to England under the leadership of Muhammad All to see 
the British Prime Minister, Lloyed George. The deputation left 
49 
India and on 17 March 1920 they met the Prime Minister. The 
deputation failed to convince Prime Minister Lloyed George as to 
the validity of the Turl ish cause and were sorely disappointed to 
cjet satisfactory anc>we'r from him. He bluntly refused and said 
"all vanquished States would be treated al i I-e and there would be 
no e;;ception. The Turl-s had fought against the allies and must, 
therefore, be prepared to bear the consequences of the defeat;." 
45. Haq,MQinul.A History of Freedom Movement, vol. Ill <harachi, 
1961), p 226. 
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The reply to the l-hila-fat deputation caused bitter resentment all 
ovar India and Sh^ -iul-at All made an appeal to Indians to observe 
51 19 March 1920 as a day of national mourning 
On May i5, 1920 the Government of India published peace 
terms o-f-fered to Turfey. The terms of-fered to Turt ey were 
extremely harsh and unjust. The Sultan was allowed to retain 
Constantinople but there was complete disintegration o-f Turl-'ey. 
Lloyed George stated that Tur I-ey could not be treated on the 
prancipltv? cli + fercnt from those applied to the Christian 
countries, he further assested that while Turl-ey would be allowed 
to e;:ercise here temporal sway over Turl-ish land she would not be 
permitted to retain the lands which did not belong to the 
Turks. "" This di =.appoi ntment led to the Khilafat Committee at 
Bombay in May 1920 to adopt non-cooperation programme suggested 
hy Mahatma Gandhi on March JO, 1920. On May 17, 1920 Gandhi while 
discussing F'eace Term's, stated that "the terms offered were, a 
£>taggering blow to thp Indian Muslims" and urged them not to 
5-', 
loose heart since the terms were, capable of being revised." " He 
further expressed that the non-cooperation is the only effective 
measure by which we can avoid the violence and healing the wound 
inflicted on the Mu?3lims of India, The Central Khilafat Committee 
also organised a public meeting at Bombay on 28 May and adopted 
non-cDoporati on a=: thee only praxctical means by which they could 
m£^ t e the Government ineffective ctnd handicap, and suggested non-
cooperation in four stages viz 1. Renomination of honorary posts, 
51. ibid. 
52. Gopal, Indian Musi 1ms, p. 143. 
53. Wasti , Pol 1 tical. Tri angle, p. 228. 
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titles and membership o-f the council, 2. giving up all the posts 
under the Government, 3. giving up all the appointments in the 
54 police and military -forces, 4. re-fusal to pay ta);es. 
The all India Congre^ss? committee held at Banaras on May 30, 
ercr 
1920. It strongly condemned the Peace term proposed by Britain*."''^  
The Central I-hi la-fat Committee held its session at Allahabad on 
June 1-2, 1920. Both the Committees expressed their sympathies 
with the demand o-f the Mu!.->lims. In the same meeting a committee 
consisting o-f Gandhi, Maul ana Abul l-'alam Azad, Muhammad All, 
Shaut at All, Sai-fuddin l-itchlew, Hasrat Mohani and Haj i Ahmad 
Siddiq I-hatre, was -formed to propagate the scheme o-f non-
tr-y 
cooperation in the country." 
In pursuance ai the programme of f hi la-fat Committee the 
prominent muslims sent a letter, with 99 signatures to the 
Viceroy on 22 June and e;;pre5sed thus"I-f un-f ortunatel y, your 
E;;cellency will not adopt our humble suggestion s, we shall be 
obliged as -from the first August ne;;t, to withdraw cooperation 
from the government and asl our coreligionists and brethren to 
57 do 11t ewise" 
1he--> leader iL, of E^ ihcHr played a very important role in the 
58 hhilafat agitation even before the Central hhilafat Committee 
was formed in Delhi, Maulana Muhamm^d Sajjad had inaugurated a 
54. Mitra, Indian Annual Register,1921, pp 103-4. 
55. ibid. 
56. ibid. 
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I'B. The namo of All India hhila-fat Committee was changed into 
Central l-hilafat Committee of India at a meeting held at 
E<ombay on November, 11, 1919. 
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59 l-hilafat Committee at taya and latter on at Fhulwari Shari-f. 
The.' Eilhar Ihila-fat Commi Lteie had close association with the 
Congress and remained active in the political movement. In 
F'atna, on October 16-17, 1919, a large meeting was held at 
Madarsa Mosque under the presidentship o-f Sarfrar Hussain Khan 
where it was pledged to save the ^hllafat -from the clutches o-f the 
60 
encroaching Allied pDweri">. " It was reported that the Khilafat 
Day was observed in many districts in Bihar like F'atna, Gaya, 
Pi harshari-f, Chapra, honghyr, Darbhanga, Ranchi and Bhagalpur 
where both the Hindus and the Muslims participated with equal 
6''nthusiasm and resolved to maintain the honour and integrity o-f 
the h hi 1 a-f at, 
Early i^,n November 1919,6andhi , at the request o-f the people o-f Bihar 
abstained from participating in the Peace celebration as a 
protest against the British Government alleging that they had 
betrayed the Muslims s-.entiments and both communities observed 
1-hila-fat Day and non-cooperation. '^ In protest against the Peace 
celebration Marharul Haq, M.A.Jir'mah, S.A.Sami and Hasan Imam 
resigned from the Peace celebration Committee. It led to Anti-
Peace celebration movement all over Bihar in favour of Turkey. 
Mazharul Haq, Hasan Imam and Wasi Ahmad became the main 
organisers of the anti-Peace celebration and the ^hllafat 
64 
agitation in Eiihar • 
59. Imam, Role of Musiims, p 127. 
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The Anti-peace agitation gave a new impetus to the national 
movement. March 19, 1920 was -fiKed -for the Second Khilafat Day 
and all India protest against the dismemberment of Turkey was 
launched, and the? "Day" was observed as a day of National 
Mourning. March 19, 1920 was observed as a day of fasting, 
F'rayer and hartal all over Pihar, and meetings were held and 
66 
resol uti onss ' were pa&sed against the peace terms. On the "advice 
of Gandhi Bihar observed the "National weel- from April 6-13, 1920 
in protest against the Jalianwala Bagh massacre. Masharul Haq 
along with [ .P.Dutta, Sarfraz Husain fhan, and A.Sami condemned 
the Punjab Tragedy and in memory of it organised "Jalianwala Bagh 
67 
Memorial Fund". On the request of Manharul Haq and other 
leaders of Bihar Shaul-at Al i visited Patna where meetings were 
organised on April 2^-25, l'^ 20. He asl-ed the audience to be 
prepared for the sacrifice required to solve the hhilafat 
question and further suggested boycott and non-cooperation from 
the Government services etc-'" 
In early 1920 the Indian Muslims started a vigorous 
agitation to bring pressure upon the British Government to change 
her policy towards Turl-ey. Mai^harul Haq while addressing a 
meeting at Chapra on May 5, 1920 stressed the importance of 
l-lindu-Musl 1 m un: ty and- described the conduct of British 
Government a highly treacherous and pointed out that she had 
<>tDlen Me;,opotamia for herself 111-e a thief and had distributed 
65. Bamford, P.C. Hi £>tori es of non-cooperati on and f.hi laf at 
Movement , p 150. 
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a large portion of the Turtish Empire to others. He also advised 
the audience to boycott the British goods. 
A-f ter the war was over, peace terms imposed by the Allied 
power on Tur^ey were published on May 15,1920. It created a 
strong resentment on emotional grounds throughout the country. In 
reaction to that many conferences were held all over the country 
and prayers were offered at many places. ' Moreover the leaders 
of Bihar started a signature campaign in many districts like Patna, 
Monghyr, Gaya, Bhagalpur and Munaffarpur with a view to 
presenting a memorandum to the Viceroy. Qn July 25, 1920 a 
meeting was organised at the Madarsa Mosque, Patna city where 
Manharul Haq, Rajsndra Prasad and other leaders explained the 
concepts and principles of Mon-Cooperat i on and f'hilafat Movement. 
A meeting at Simla was held on July 30,1920 under the 
pre^ si dentshi p of Mazharul Haq who e;;pressed his strong faith in 
Gandhiji and characterised the claim of Tur^'ey as highly 
72 
equitable. The national leaders had started to thint' that the 
adoption of Non-Cooperation as the only possible remedy to 
redress the ^hllafat and Punjab wrongs. Soon afterwards other 
provinces followed suit. "' The l-hilafat Committee at Bombay 
adopted it on May 28, 1920 while the All-India Congress Committee 
cm May 30-31, 1920 at Banaras resolved that 
69. l-umar, Naqendra. Indian National Movement (Patna, 1979) , p. 25. 
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"in v'lew o+ the general ?,itnation in India 
withi re-ference to public feeling on the 
riif I-1 ." h Feacp terms, the action ai His 
ri'-ijesty" s Government regarding the punjab 
atroc] t]ef> and the policy being pursued in 
giving effect to the Reform Scheme through 
i hfc^  propof'ed draft Rules and Regulations, a 
special session of the Congress be convened 
at CaJcutta as early as possible and not 
later than 15th September, 1920, to consider 
the adoption of a policy of non-coopecation 
or any other suitable course of action" 
The Bihar provincjal Congress Committee under the leadership of 
Masharul Haq adopted the Non-cooperation as its ideal at a 
•ycr 
meeting held on July 71, 1920. 
A special session of the congress was held at Calcutta on 4-
9 September 1920 under the presidentship of Lala Lajpat Rai. 
Mahatma Gandhi moved the resolution on Non-cooperation from the 
Congress plateform which was supported by Manharul Haq and other 
prominent leaders 1 11-e 5hau^ at All, Hal-im Ajmal ^ han , Dr. M.A. 
Ansari, Maul ana Abul 1-alam Ar:ad, Vaqub Hasan of Madras and Zafar 
All I-han of' Lahort;.''" At this time the great nationalist leader, 
B.G.Tilal- died. This tragic event shool- the entire nation to its 
very depth. In Bihar Tilak Memorial Committee was formed. It 
consisted of Manharul Haq, Hasan Imam, Sarfrar Husain Khan, 
Ganesh Dutta, Rajendra Prasad and others to collect funds in 
r , 77 bihar. 
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At Bhagalpur the Bihar provincial con-frence was held on August 
28, 1920 whera^ Ma:::harul Haq declared his withdrawal -from council 
election for the succesti, of Non-Cooperation in Bihar. The letter 
of his resignation was published in the Searchlight on 
September 19, 1920 thus: 
I as a Mussalman, can never 
Cooperate with Government, which was bent upon 
de^atroying Islam. As an Indian, I cannot work 
with the Government, whose hands w6re 
strained with the blood of my countrymen o-f 
the punjab." As long as their grievances 
remain unremedied, coooeration is simply out 
of question " 
The Bihar provincial Congr£>ss Committee met on October 5, 1920 to 
appoint a sub-committee consisting o-f Marharul Haq, Rajendra 
F-'rasad, Braj 1-ishore Prasad and Muhammad Shafi to make 
Noncooperation a total success. Mazharul Haq participated whole 
heartedly and devoted his energies in organizing boycott, 
Propagating Swedeshi and maintaining communal harmony. He 
appealed to the younger generation to cooperate in the national 
79 
service by ma^^ng Volunteer Corps. 
On the request of Mazharul Haq 400 volunteers were enlisted 
SO 
at Patna. " Mazharul Haq along with other leaders made an 
e;;tensive tour all aver Bihar and Orissa to propagate the highly 
inspiring ideas in favour of Non-cooperation and the l-hilafat 
agitation. Mazharul* Haq was very popular among the masses but his 
influence on students was profound. He attended the Bihar Student 
Conference held on 10-11 October 1920 at Daltenganj under the 
presidentship of C.F. Andrews where Mazharul Haq "dwelt on the 
78. Datta, Freedom Movement i_n_ Di har, vol 1, pp 306-7. 
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desirability o-f students tating part in politics" and in 
the special session of the conference it was decided that the 
students pledge thus " J solemnly declare that I shall not use 
any cloth and clothes unless I was satisfied that it is 
81 
Swadeshi." Haq activities were not confined to the students 
community alone but he organised many public meetings to educate 
the people of Bihar about the Non-cooperation and Khi la-fat 
Movement. He visited Gaya on October 8, 1920 and spoke on 
NonCooperation. *" 
On October 27, 1920 a meeting was held at Arwal (Gaya) that 
was attended by the large gathering, where Manharul Haq along 
with some other prominent leaders '' were present. Mazharul Haq 
while attending thp audience made an unusual attaci- on the 
British Government and enumerated the "tyranny e;;ercised by the 
Hritish Government over th£=> mussalmans and their sacred places" 
and advised the audience that "they should not cooperate with such 
84 
a government". He further said that in "F'unjab" this faithless 
and degraded Government had 1-illed and outraged the _ modesty of 
thousands (Punjab main yih be-iman aur zalil government ne 
85 hazaron [a I-hoon aur be ismati tin.") He further narrated the 
81. Qeyamuddin, Nazharul Hague, p 54. 
82. Datta, Freedom Movement in Bihar, vol 1, p 308. 
83. The prominent leaders 1 11-e Rajendra Prasad, Chandra Bansi 
Sahai, Abdul Bari, Shah Muhammad Omar, Pandit Gangavishnu 
Misra , and Sura.i Singh a local cultivator was the president 
of the meet]ng. 
84. Report of Enhar r>pE3cial E^ rc^ nch officer, October 30, 1920 




story of the destruction of Moccd and Madina and mass ^llllng of 
J nhabi temt & thc^re an(i replacement of Muslims by the Jews at the 
Holy places. He also spol-e o-f the internment of ^^chlew and 
£)atyapal and police highhandedness that fired on the innocent 
people while th£>y were demanding the release of these two 
87 leaders, and martial law was declared all over the province. That 
IS why Gandhi wants Swaraj and for the attainment of swaraj he 
had sungested "non-cooperation ". Mazharul Haq further advised 
mass gathering to abstain from casting their votes at the 
88 
elections. Rajendra Frasaxd supported the view of Mazharul Haq 
and spoke of the non-cooperation as the best means to banish the 
government from the and implored them to maintain complete 
go 
unity and boycott of the elections. Abdul B a n suggested the 
non-cooperat3 on as a minor form of Hijrat and requested the 
90 
people not. ' to use foreign goods. Pandi-c Gangavishnu rtisra 
emphasised that "unity with non-cooperation must surely end in 
the I- ing downfall" and further said "Agar ham sath na hote to 
Germany jai&a l-uchhla gaya to aisi tarha is be-iman Government ka 
91 
sir ^uchhla jata. (Had we not helped the Britishers there 
government would had been crushed in the same way as the German 
government.) 
A I- 1 san gathering was organised by Jagannath Pathal- at Hi 1 sa 
in Patna district on October 27.1920, under the presidentship of 
86. Nearly 1200 Indian were tilled and 3800 were wounded by 
police firing.. 







Bhah Gaffor of 1- arai . The prominent leaders of Bihar like 
Ma^harul Haq,Chandra Bansi Sahai, Fandit Jivanand, and Gulam Imam 
were present at the ^isan meeting. Shah Gafoor described Mazharul 
Haq as Lord Krishna and said thu% as Lord Krishna was born at 
a time similar to this to advocate truth as so Mazharul Haq as 
Krishna had been born to help them in their trouble . 
Ma;:harul Haq while addressing the meeting advised the Indians 
to give up the habits, customs, and manners of the foe (The 
Europeans). They were e;;ploiting the Indian resources and was 
making the country's wealth for the preceding one hundred and 
fifty years and were fiumiliating them. He further dwelt with the 
l-hulafat issue and the Punjab tragedy. He requested both the 
communities to maintain Hindu - Muslim unity other wise the 
former would face the same as the Muslims were facing at that 
94 time. He suggested "non - corporation could only be successful 
with unity" and said thus Angrez ki Kom behaya hai. Yeh log 
95 kehna se na jaenge (The European were shameless and would not 
leove the country if simply told to do so.). He asked two 
alternative left for them to achieve their goal viz 
Marpit(revolution) and Tark mawalat (Non - cooperation) 
"(Oh muslim time has already come upon 
you, get up with a sword in your hand and 
declare Jihad) " Islam par waqt a gaya hai. 






karo"(Ulema -e— Hind) ne -fatwa de di< learned 
Indians havt^ decided -for 11) Kon sa waqt aega 
phir ki Jan dene ki zarurat hogi,Tumhara 
I- arbala, Baghdad aur Neja Fahasat ki tabahi 
ho chuki(when will this opportunity come 
again -for you to sacrifice yourselves. your 
I-arbal a, Bagdad and Naja Fahsat have been 
der>troyed) Hu^ umat Britannia jis ne hamare 
Mazhab ko kharab kiya tabah ho jae(he wanted 
the r u m of the British ^lnQdom since it has 
ruined the muslim religion.) 
He turned towards the government institution and appealed to the 
audience to withdraw their children from the government aided 
institution as a part of boycott, if they failed to do the same he 
would personally go to the children to make them resort in this 
98 
course. 
On October 30, 1920 a similar meeting was held at Islampur 
(Patna) under the presidentship of Maulvi Abdul Qadir of 
Fhulwari who inordinately emphasised that the non-cooperation was 
99 their only weapon." Marharul Haq in the meeting referred to the 
burning of the covering of the tomb and the statement Lord 
Sydenhand that the Tur I-s were responsible. The viceroy's promise 
to respect the holy place was also alluded to. He asked why Lord 
Hardinge 's was not respected and why no timely information 
1 CO 
was given regarding the desecration of the tomb. 
He explained eight methods by which the principles of non-
cooperation could be observed and swaraj be obtained.He further 
explained that th(y British government had destroyed their 
97. ibid. , 
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J.E.EiDwn, " in a confidential note an Nan - Cooperation meeting held 
at Behar CBi bar shari f 3 on November 1, 1920 +wrote to the chie-f-
secretary Governmerit of Bihar and Orrisa that Hasan Arzwoo, 
Chadarbansi Sahai,Dr,Gulam Moulvi Etmad Hussain had lead strong 
emphasis on Non - Cooperation and boycott citing the holocaust o-f 
the Jallianwala Bagh incident and burning o-f the Ghilaf - Kaaba 
[covering o-f the tombD ' "' In the meen time Abdul B a n announced 
that Mazharul Haq's son had withdrawn from school and advissd the 
104 
student of Bihar forsate western education and do likewise ' . 
Ma:::harul Haq defined India as a country with high religious 
values and convictions and expressed his views sharing them with 
Hindus brethren thus "If the Mohammedans holy place were not 
respected today theirs [HindusD would not be tomorrow " and asked 
to boycott council election and those elected would not be people 
representative. ' Marharul Haq finished his speech by telling the 
audience that Har Hindustani ka yeh kheal hona chahiya ke 
angrezon ko yahan se nekal den aur hamari har waqt doar hei ke 
khuda inko taba kare keonke inke zulum had se barh gea hai aur 
iakin Jame ke jo chiz had se barhi voh zarur giregi ' CIt should 
101 ibid. 
102. J.E. Bown was the Deputy Inspector - General of police, 
Crime and railways (B?/0) 





be the aim every Indian to turn out the British and I always for 
di&truction as their operation e;;ceeds the limit. Be sure that 
every thing which exceeds the limit must fal1.Perhaps this 
meeting wos organised to convey the massage o-f Gandhi and the 
purpose o-f his visit to Bihar m near future. The spirited speech 
o-F hazharul Haq t)ec ame intolerable to the government officials, 
107 
G.Rainy ordered to -^  11 e all his speeches. In his opinion Haq 
had "over stepped the boundary line " and a wrote a confidential 
letter to Swain and Di;!on on November 23, 1920 for legal advice 
so that hazharul Haq may be prosecuted under section 108 CPC or 
124A IPC. • But failing to get an affirmative reply ' . From Dixon 
on 27 November he further wrote to H.Mcpherson (secretary to 
the government of India that" 
The lieutenant Governor has carefully considered in 
Council how it IS best to proceed. He is far from 
insensible to the danger of allowing speeches of 
this 1-ind to be made freely without any attempt on 
the part of the government to curb the mischievous 
activities of the agitators......In Mr. Mazharul 
Haq'5 speeches however , while the language used is 
certainly of the l-ind which might lead to 
violence.... After full consideration. His Honour 
in council is satisfied that the disadvantage 
attending • the prosecution out weight the 
advantages... that hr. tiazharul Haq no longer count 
ab thn leader of opinion with any responsible 
persons and there is a little doubt that a 
prosecution would inhance his position and enable 
to pose as a martyr. To institute a case 
against him...would be highly 1 ne;;pedi ent " 
—' • 1 
107. G. Rainy was then the Chief Secretary the government (B?<0) 
108. Pol.Dept.Spl.Section conf. file No.341, 1920 <BSA) 
109. Letter from commissioner's office Patna, november 27,1920. 
D.O.No. 729-C c-ited from P'ol . Dept. Spl . Secti on Conf, File 341, 
1920 (BSA) 
110. Letter from l-'i'il E.-ec retar 1 at, December 10, 1920 D.O.No. 3304-
C Patna cited from Pol.Opt.Spl.Sect 1 on Conf.file No.341.1920 
(BSA) 
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The Lt.Governor in the council decided to wait in deciding in any 
new line of action to checl- the activities till Gandhi-s arrival in 
Eiihar. It was e,>pected that his visit in Bihar mj.ght have a 
restraining in-fluence on the violence and that created some 
an;;iety on the local politicians. 
In the wal-e of ^hllafat agitation Mulana Abul l-alam Arad and 
Jawarlal Nehru visited at patna were they addressed a public 
meeting at the house of Mazharul Haq and urged the people to 
112 follow the policy of Non -- Cooperation. Mahatma Gandhi along 
with Sh3utat All v]sited Pihar in early December 1920. Mazharul 
Haq along m t h them vis: ted different towns of Bihar like 
ratna,Gaya, Arrah, Cha\pra, Mur:af f arpur, Motihari, Bettiah, 
Darbhanga, Mungyr and Bhagalpur were Gandhi addressed several 
meetings and urged on the people to observe Non - cooperation. 
According to the district officials the progress of the Non -
Coorperation movement in Bihar was tremendous among the muslims 
^•spocla]ly in Patna div-ision the idea of the ^hllafat question 
undoubtedly tat en an upper hand. Even those muslims who were loyal 
to the existing constitution were not free from the Feeling that 
114 
the British government had not kept the wording with them. .On 
the visit of Gandhi subscription were raised even the women " 
gave away their ornaments including pearl and diamond bangles 
115 
rings " ,^, Mrs Haq gave up her four peaces of gold bractlets 
111. ibid. 
112. Imam, Role of Musiims. p.134. 
113. Datta, Fr&'edom Movement iji Bihar, Vol 1 pp. 308-309. 
114. Qeyamuddin, Marharul Hague, p.57. 
115. Datta, Freedom Movement in Bihar,Vol 1 p.308. 
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1 M K^ ,116 
xnland with jewel's 
The Naripitr session of the congr&ss held in December 1920 
further strengthened the Non - cooperation movement by confirming 
the? validity and the useful of the Non - cooperation resolution 
of Calcutta session adopted as a creed by the congress, created a 
new spirit all over Bihar with changed programme and principles. 
The volunteers wer^? recruited. According to the government report 
6000 volunteers were recruited for the work of Non - cooperation 
117 
movement. In the pursufince of the Non - cooperation resolution 
passed in Nagpur session,the Bihar provincial Congress committee 
set up an organisation committee and Marharul Haq became one of 
the nine member of this committee. Others were Deep Narayan 
Singh, Brij l-ishore Prasad, Rajenra Prasad, M.Shafi, Dharnidhar, 
frishna Pral-ash Sen, Abdul B a n arid Ram Binod Singh. The rule and 
regulation were framed for the worl-ers but the emphasis were laid 
only on the organization of Sabha and Panchayats, education, 
118 
sanitation and other public worts. 
The control of education in the national institution in 
Bihar was vested in the body of " National Council of Education " 
consisting of Manharul Haq and other leaders like Saryut.Deep 
Narayan Singh, M.Shafi, Bri.i l-ishore, Rama Shantar Mishra, Nazir 
Ahmed, Dharnidhar, Goral-h Prasad, Abdul Wadud, Ahmad Husain, 
Mohammad Zubair, 1-rishna Fratash Sen and Warashat Ra-sul 
Bihar played an important role in Non - Cooperation and 
Khilafat movements the student boycotted the government aided 
116. Imam, Role of Musiims, p.134. 
117. Datta, Freedom Movement in Bihar, *v'ol 1, p. 321. 
118. Ibid,p.328. 
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educational institution. But there was no alternative to the 
students to continue their studies while Gandhi was in -favour o-f 
the establishment o-f a national college in Bihar but due to the 
problem o-f -funds he was unable to lay the -foundation of the 
119 
national college. In the mean time Mazharul Haq realized the 
for the educational institution and got a building for this 
purpose from his own funds. The E^ihar National College 
120 
CVidyapith] was started at Patna 5, January 1921. ' The formal 
inauguration of the Vidyapith was made by Gandhi on his visit to 
Patna on "^ e^b 6, 1921. 
On February 6, 1921 a meeting was held in the compound of 
national college at the presence of Mahatma Gandhi and may other 
prominent leaders ll^e Manharul Haq, Muhammad Al j. , RajenoVa 
Prasad, Chandra Bansi Sahsi,G.N.Bose, Deo^1 Nandan Prashad, 
M.Shafi, Saleh Hussam, M.Zafaria Hashmi , M.tiahfaraz Alam, Brij 
121 Nandan Prasad were present. Mazharul Haq requested Gandhi for 
the inaugural ceremony of the national college and said "that was 
the day when Mr. Gandhi would lay the foundation stone of Swaraj 
m Bihar and Orissa. It was the voice of mr. Gandhi which had 
<shal-en the world and united thp different sects of India. The 
miracle performed by bandhi was the uniting Hindu and Muslim 
"As long he was alive he would follow Gandhi... In concluding he 
again requested Mr.Gandhi to open the National College and 
122 
thani-ed him for having tal-en up the ^hllafat question" 
119. Imam,Role of Musi 1ms,p. 135 
120. ibid. 
1 2 1 . P o l . D e p t . s p ] .SEJCt inn C o n f . F i l e No. 4 4 , 1921 (BSA) 
1 2 2 . i b i d . 
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Mahatma Gandhi e)!pressed a great pleasure in performing the 
opening ceremony o-f the National College and stated that it was 
•firstly laid down when the Sadaqat Asharam was organined and 
declared the National College and Vidyapith "National university 
of Bihar and Orissa" and Ma^harul Haq was appointed as Chancellor 
while Br3J fishore Prasad, the Vice - Chancellor, Rajendra 
Prasad, the Registrar and principal. Congress men of Bihar and 
Orissa as the members. '""' 
By the end of 1920 several students had left their colleges 
as a protest in favour of Non - Cooperation movement. They meet 
Mazharul I laq and appealed to hiim for his proper guidance. He as 
an inspirator of the new qeeneration shunned his palatial house, 
marched with the students to a mango grove near Digha (Patna) 
where the school building was constructed with the help of the 
jitudents on a donated land for this purpose belong to f hairu 
124 Mia. Subsequently Manharul Haq named this place as Sadaqat 
1 '^ 5 Asharam "" CAbode of truthD and that became a political centre 
126 
of the Congress and a symbol of Hindu - Muslim unity. 
Mazharul Haq believed that Sadaqat Asharam would produce patriots 
cherishing high ideals, service aid sacrifice who would give up 
every thing for the sal-e of their country and he expressed the 




124. Qeyamuddin,Mazharul Hague, p.66. 
125. At present Sadaqat Ashram is the headquarter of Bihar 
Pradesh Congress Committee. 
126. Ayde, Message of Ashiana, p.27. 
127. Ibid. 
162 
The year 1921 opened a new chapter in the history o-f Non — 
cooperation movement in Pihar, With vigorous Non - cooperative 
activities because they were infused with vigour and inspiration 
by the Congress, although the government adopted the various 
repressive measures to checl--- the movement and passed the araar o-f 
restrain against Marharul Haq and Ra_iandra F'rasad catering into 
Arrah while C.R Das in mymensing, Yaqub Hasan in Calcutta and Lai 
Rajpat Ra3 in Peshawar. '" The all India Congress Committee at 
Benwada on March 31,1''21 strongly condemned the repressive 
government of the government and stressed a constructive programme 
by raisin the Tilal- Swaraj Fund with a collection of Rs. one 
crore by enlisting one crore Congress members and introduction of 
twenty laa^s Charkhas. The organisation of panchayat and 
1'~'9 discouragement of drinl was also stressed. " It was reported by 
L.Colson that "objectionable leaflets "'"on subjects connected with 
non -- cooperation and al!:.o the.-' economic conditions of the poor 
classes have been noticed in Bengal Bihar and united 
1 "• 1 pi-Dvi nce^s. " " He furtht-r stated that the ne;;t state might be 
disobedience? by tho provincial and all India leaders of the non -
132 
cooperation followed by Hartals and oven nation wide strl^e. 
128. Sitaramayya, E-i. Pattabhi , History of Indian Nati onal 
Congress, , Vol 1 (Del hi,1969.),p.212. see also Datta 
Freedom Mpypme_n_t_ i_n_ Ea_har_. Vol 1 pp. 350-1. 
129. Pamford, F,C. Hi stor i es of the Non z. Cooperati on and I- hi 1 af at 
MgLvemerit.(Del hi , 1974). p. 27. see also Si tarramayya. Hi story 
of Indian National Congress, p.212. 
130 According to the official's report more than 35 leaflets had 
been in circulation cited from Home Dept.pol."Deposit",March 




Mahatma Gandhi in Young India on May 5,1920 that the final 
state of non - cooperation would be the withdrawal of the police 
and militS'ry from tho government services. "'"' It was reported 
[intelligence] that the Seva Samiti axnd non - cooperati oni sts were 
1"'.4 
mating unrest among th(? police and military. Even some muslim 
constables of Fatna police met with lia::harul Haq and other 
national leaders for their advice to decide the further line of 
135 
action. 
The Express, Feb 19, 1921 quoted the Bihar Advocate of Gaya 
that many non - cooperators had joined Damodar Prasad a dismissed 
head constable. '' On April 4, 1921 it was reported that the 
Patna Congress Committee on the instruction of Gandhi had decided 
to observe a general hartal on 6, April and 13, April and even 
the district congress committee had been informed for the 
same. "' Gandh] had suggested to stop all business activities , 
abstain from all into;; i cati on, introduction of Charkha and further 
requested the Hindus to I-eep Brata Cfastl and Roza CfastD for the 
muslims and would pray in the temple and in the mosque 
respectively. '' On Apr ] 1 6, a meeting was organized at the 
compound of Mach^rul Haq were Rajendra Prasad, Chandra Bansi 
133. Pol.Dept.Spl.Section Conf.File no.102, 1921(BSA) 
134. Ibid. 
135. ibid. 
13<^ . ibid. 
137. Confidential letter from P.S.F' Macrae, D.I.G crimes ?< 
Railway (D?'0) to the chief secretary B?/0, April 4, 1921 cited 
from I ol . Dept.'ip] . section Conf.File No. 172, 1921 (BSA) 
138. ibid. 
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1~'.9 Sahai, Fazharul Rahaman were present. During this period Haq 
was busy in p)olitical a-f-fa^ rs against the government at Bahpura 
Raghopur, Cha^ardharpur, and Chaibasa were he was pleading for 
140 
total non - cooperation and boycott of British goods. 
Many Lawyers suspended their practice as a part of non -
cooperation in many districts of Bihar in which Mazharul Haq was 
141 
one of them. Many teachers and professors resigned from their 
142 post and joined some other national wor^. Panchayats had been 
established in a large number in which the student were very 
14". 
active and sincere to the village organisation. 
On Apr 3 1 1'5, ]^2i Manharul Haq delivered a speech saying that 
"this a time of strictness. There is no fear from anybody and 
suggest three things was necessary for getting Bawaraj viz one 
144 
crore rupees, one ,crore sepoys and twenty lath chart-has. He 
furthe^r suggested to dec:de your case by panchayat and criticised 
the government court, a place of harassment "and highly 
3 45 
e;!pensi ve. 
In June 19r.] Mazharul Haq made an e;;tensive tour of 
different places in Bihar and Orissa to propagate the massage of 
139. Ibid. 
1 4 0 . Imam, R o l e o_f_ Mus i 1 ms, pp 1 3 7 - 3 8 . 
1 4 1 . P o l . d e p ' t . S p l . S e c t i o n Con f . F ' l l e No. 1 1 7 , 1921 (BSA) 
142. Ibid. 
143. Ibid. 
144. Report of All Hussain.sub - inspector. Police station Maner 
cited from Pol.Dept.Spl.Section Conf.File No.341, 1920 (BSA) 
145. ibid. 
16fj 
non ~ cooperation and on June 14, along with ^hurshed Hasnain 
visited at Hathjuri ri ver, Cutta^- whpre they were received by 
146 local non ~ cooperators. Mazherul Haq while criticising the 
high handedness of British government over l-hilafat and Punjab 
atrocities said, "there wero two things the violation of which we 
147 
cannot tolerate vi:: religion and Ijjut." He finally stressed 
that the three things would help the attainment of Sawaraj 
1. "Introduce chart has and by that save 67 crore of rupees . 
2. Do not go to litigation, but have your disputes settled by 
arbitration. 
Z. Abstain from drinl-ing or tal-ing intoxicating drugs, the 
government ]s so unfortunateCkambaktaD that it is 
encouraging intoxication. Oh the government it is here 
148 today, may noh be here tomorrow" 
I-hurshed Hasnain while describing the Hindu - Muslim unity 
149 
appealed for the subscriptions towards Smyrna Relief Fund 
On 15 June Manharul Haq and hhurhed Hasnain left for P u n where 
Mazharul Haq made an emphasis four points in getting the 
146. Proceeding of non - cooperation meeting held on June 14, 1921 




149. At Smyrna nearly 15000 Turts had been ^llled by the Greeks. 
The Smyrna relief fund were raised to help the Turk victims, 
cited from Pol.Dept.Spl.Section Conf.file No.341, 1920 (BSA) 
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Sawaraj vir 1. unity, 2. boycott o-f -foreign and use of swadeshi 
goods, 3, boycott of courts and settlement o-f cases by Panchaiti 
150 
and temperance. 
On June 19, 1921 liarharul Haq in the company of Khurhed 
Hasnain and Gopabandhu Das visited Chal-ardharpur were he de-fined 
thp Swaraj as Hindusthan ke upar Hindusthan ka hukumat ho and 
suggested Hindu - Muslim unity as a only means to achieve their 
151 
object. h hurshed Ha<inain supported the views o-f Mazharul Haq 
and requested the audience to act accordingly. 
On August 1, 1921 at the death anniversary of B.G.Tilak 
-foreign cloth boycott movement was -formally inaugurated :n 
Bal--ipur. Mazharul Haq was present in the meeting. All the 
speaters in the meeting recuested the audience to discard all the 
1 ZJ'~' foreign cloth. •" 
A similar meeting on non - cooperation was held on August 6, 
1921 at Supaul where Mazharul Haq addressed the audience'in the 
following words : 
The time had come when it was the duty of every 
muslaman to ta^e the sword in his hand and prepare 
himself -for Jihad. But Mahatma Gandhi thought that 
if the mus->&almanB did this it would lead to self 
dpstruction bc^causo they had no weapons. And every 
ont' t nowa that seK destruction was not permitted 
by Is] .aw and that was why no one could draw the 
sword" 
150. Mazharul Haq defined temperance as the governmeat ia 
breal--3ng the-' laws created by them in accusing the people 
for breakings them and prosecuting men under section 144 CPC 
without any legal justification 
151. Copy of the report of renu Pada Gosh,Sub - Inspector of 
police, Chcubasa (Si nhbhum) , june 19, 1921 cited -from 
Pol.Dept.Spl.SectionConf. File No,341, 1920(BSA) 
152. Report of a special branch officer, August 2, 1921, cited 
from Pol.Dept.Spl. Section,Conf,Fi1e No.400, 1921 (BSA) 
153. Oeyamuddin, Marhaml Ha.cy.t_e, pp. 61-62. 
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Such spirited speeches o-f Mazharul Haq was once again created 
much an;;iety to the local government for his provocation but that 
was not a new thing for the hicjher authorities to prosecute him, 
and to create some more trouble. 
Mazharul Haq started The Motherland on September 30, 1921 
•from Sadaqat Ashram, to propagate the sense o-f Hindu - Muslim 
154 
unity on the eve o-f Non -- cooperation and ^ hi la-fat Movement 
The power-ful pen and the editorial comments o-f this paper became 
an eye sore to the Government -for its anti - government campaign. 
It fully adopted the idea of the congress and of Gandhi that 
supported the cause of National movement and struggle for 
Independence. The motherland always adopted stormy, stimulating 
and sensational issues lite l-hilafat question on January 19, 
1922, " and many editorial. On November 1, 1921 the All 
Brothers were sentenced for two years rigorous imprisonment. This 
rigorous punishment on All brothers created strike and 
' ' 153 
strengthened the non - cooperation movement. The all India 
Congress Committee held at Delhi on -^ -5 November and authorised 
that " every province, on its own responsibility, to undertake 
159 
civil disobedience including non-payment of taxes.... The 
154. Imam, Role of Musiims. p.139. 
155. Qeyamuddin, Ma::harul Hague, p . 61. 
156 ibid. 
157. Ayde, Message of ashiana,pp.36-62. 
158. Datta. Freedom Movement i n. Bihar . Vol 1, p. 397, 
159. ibid. 
16B 
visit o-f the Prince o-f Wales on November 17, was totally 
discarded and that, day was observed as a day o-f hartal all over 
the country. While the Bihar provincial Congress Committee had 
decided the same towards the end o-f August 1921 and resolution 
were passed against his visit 
The All India Committee held its meeting on November 23, 
which resolved to -form a National volunteers corps all over the 
country, that was immediately -followed by the Bihar provincial 
Congress committee in its meeting on November 27 Bihar National 
Volunteer Corps Bihar Oaumi Savak Dal," one o-f the members of the 
Seva Samitis, (-hi la-fat wort ers and Congress worl--ers -from the 
1A1 
whole province" was -formed. A central board o-f control 
consisting of Md. Shafi, deep Narayan Singh, Mazharul Haq, 
Arunjay Sahai Varma, and Narayan Prasad, was formed at 
Muzaffarpur (headquarter). 
On December 19,1921 the Government of Bihar and Orrisa declared 
that all the Volunteers viz Congress, l-hilafat and Non -
cooperation as unlawful associates under section 16 of the Indian 
Criminal law Amendment act of 1908. 
Very soon all the prominent leaders were being arrested and many 
leaders of Bihar were also arrested. When the prince of Wales 
visited Patna on december 22-23, there was a complete 'hartal', 
160. ibid,p.383. 
161. 1 bid,p.401. 
162 ibid,pp.401-2. 
163. Qeyamuddin, Manharul Hague, p.62 
169 
164 
xn Patna as a marl- of protest. 
The 36th session of the Indian National Congress was held*at 
Ahmadabad on 27-2Q December 1921. C.R.Das was the president of 
this session but due.' to his incarceration, H^ '^lm ajmal Khan acted 
165 
as the president o-f the session. the main resolution moved by 
Gandhi that passed by the Congress " the -fi;;ed determination of 
the Congress to Continue the programme of non - violent Non -
Cooperation with greater vigour than hitherto, in such manner as 
each province may determine, till the Punjab and the Khi la-fat 
wrongs are redressed and Swaraj is established and the control of 
the government of Tndja passes into the hands of the people from 
that of an irresponsible corporation" Meanwhile the Chauri 
Chaura Massacre on February 5, 1922 which had bro^en the backbone 
of Mahatma Gandhi and that gave him the prete;;t to withdraw the 
1 67 
mass evil Disobedience. Ne;;t month Gandhi ji was convicted 
under section 124-A of the IPC and sentenced to S D ; years, simple 
1 6Q imprisonment on March 18, 1922 at Ahmadabad. that created mass 
resentment followed by protest meeting and hartal at various places 
in Bihar. 
Mazharul Haq was prosecuted on the charges of defamation on 
July 26, 1922 by Hormusjee Banatwala, the Inspector Gethral of 
prison in bihar, for publishing an article on jail 
164. ibid. 
165. Dat ta,Freedom Movement in Eu har,Vol 1, p.407. 
166. ibid. 
1 6 7 . E-iomford, Non C o o p e r a t i on a_nd. LJlLi_a.iLt. Movement p p . 6 8 - 7 1 
1 6 8 . I b i d , p . 7 5 . 
169. Qeyamuddin, Mazharul Hague, p.63. 
170 
administration on 23 June l'?2'J entitled " Inhumani 11 es in Buxar 
jail wearing Gandhi cap a crime" "brutal assault on political 
prisoners and 60 hours hunger strl^e" " the arrest o-f Mazharul 
Haq gave a new impetus to the Non - cooperation and Khilafat 
agitation in Bihan, and was con-fined a title of " Desh Bhushan 
171 Hague" A message had been sent to Mrs Haq that her husband who 
172 had been -fighting for the independence '^  o-f the 'country had 
been arrested. 
The ^ hi la-fat question received its death tnell when Mustafa 
hamal Pasha humbled the impaired Turtish government and declared 
Turkey as a Republic on October 28,1927 and thus the Protagonist 
of the hhilafat lost ground to enthusiastically advocate the cause 
of the l-hilafat and launch agitation to retain the Institution 
with any amount of success. 
The foregoing description spells out the genesis, growth and 
dissemination of the hhilafat Movement and its close link with 
the Non - Cooperation Movement so much so that the two had become 
identical and were carried on with similar neal.Bihar had the 
unique distinction of becoming the nerve centre fo"^  intensifying 
the national upsurge and nourishing and invigorating these 
niovemonts to a5<:->umc' count/ wide dimensions. Mazharul Haq became 
the rallying centre of gravity to become the sponsor of the 
national goal £^ nd ideal. 
170. The Motherland. June 23, 1921. cited from Home Dept.Pol.File 
No.917. 1922 (NAT) 
171. Imam, Role of Musiims, p.147. 
172. ibid. 
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